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THE EUROPEAN URBAN SUMMER SCHOOL (EUSS) AND 
YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS AWARDS (YPPA)
Izabela Mironowicz (AESOP) and Derek Martin (IFHP)

In 2010, the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP) launched a new annual event: 

the European Urban Summer School (EUSS) for young planning professionals. AESOP wanted to 

bring together young professionals and experienced academics and practitioners across Europe 

to discuss spatial issues.

AESOP’s aim was to facilitate a better trans-European understanding of planning issues, 

promote an exchange of ideas and foster a debate on the most important planning topics. These 

aims corresponded with AESOP objectives set out in the AESOP Charter. 

AESOP offers its teaching resources at EUSSs. Members of AESOP – European universities 

teaching planning – host the event. The EUSS is not a commercial venture. It is meant as a 

platform of debate and should be run on as low as possible fee for participants. Tutors do not get 

any fee for their work.

How it all began...

organized the 1st European Urban Summer School (EUSS) for young planning professionals. The 

Heritage and 

Sustainability. Izabela Mironowicz was the head of the school while Krzysztof Mularczyk acted as 

UN Habitat Coordinator.

The 2010 EUSS took as its starting point the fact that urbanisation is a global process, yet 

it has left a particular legacy in European cities. Students and tutors with diverse backgrounds 

congregated from all over Europe and beyond in a central European city to gain a better 

understanding of urban change. Reconciling heritage with development was the challenge 

to achieve a more sustainable urban future. ‘Sustainability’ was conceived here as a balance 

between historic legacy, regeneration and citywide urban transformation. Wroclaw, the host 

city generously provided the empirical setting to test these assumptions, to verify their validity 

through international comparisons, and to offer young professionals the opportunity to elaborate 

interventions towards a more sustainable urban future. 

The outcome of EUSS 2010 has been published in Urban Change. The Prospect of 

Transformation, edited by Izabela Mironowicz and Judth Ryser (ISBN 978-83-7493-570-8). 

The book is also available for download from the AESOP website. Soon it will be ready for 

comments on the AESOP Digital Platform InPlanning.
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AESOP asked other European partners from planning organisations, the European Council 

of Spatial Planners-Conseil Européen des Urbanistes (ECTP-CEU), European Urban Research 

Association (EURA), International Federation for Housing and Planning (IFHP) and International 

Society of City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP) to be involved in the 2nd European Urban 

Summer School (EUSS) in Lisbon, hosted by Lusófona University. Diogo Mateus was the head of 

the school and the topic was: Quality of Space – Quality of Life. 

were not the goals. They helped with understanding but they did not deliver the answer. 

Therefore, the EUSS 2011 also looked for the methods for evaluation, monitoring and 

In 2012, within the framework of the so-called ‘Decade of Planning’, AESOP decided to invite 

They were therefore active partners in 

this 3rd EUSS organised by the University of Westminster. 

At this last EUSS, an initiative from the Netherlands was integrated into the summer school 

and challenged young planners with contemporary spatial problems: the Young Planning 

Professionals Award (YPPA). This is an annual, 3-year international competition (2012-2014) 

funded by the Directorate responsible for planning at the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Environment (mI&M). Its aim is to stimulate thinking and promote innovative ideas on how 

spatial planning in Europe can adapt its form and methodologies to take on the present-day 

challenges and transformations facing our human settlements. The underlying thinking is that it 

is largely the younger generation (< 35) of planning professionals who will have to come up with 

the answers, as it is they who will have the responsibility to plan and develop those settlements in 

the near future. 

The ministry asked IFHP and ISOCARP– both then with secretariats in The Hague - to 

organise the Awards. They decided to bring in AESOP and organise the Award within the 

framework of the jointly run EUSS. The theme of the Award is related to the theme of the EUSS. 

The winners get free participation at the EUSS and present their papers at a special session. The 

papers form part of the EUSS publication which is also generously supported by the mI&M grant. 

The theme in 2012 was Adapting cities to scarcity: new ideas for action. Trends, perspectives 

and challenges of spatial development in a phase of de-growth an decline in Europe, in close 

realtion to the theme of EUSS 2012 Times of Scarcity – Reclaiming the Possibility of Making.

This year’s award went to Clenn Kustermans for the paper Shrinkage is Sexy: a New Strategy 

to Make a Shrinking Urban Area the Most Vital Part of Town and Sebastian Seyfarth for the 

paper Costa de la Ruina: Neglected Places at the Costa des Sol All the Way from Malaga to 

Manilve. 

those deserving of an honourable mention.

with new ideas to meet contemporary and future challenges. We are particularly delighted to see 
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the development and improvement of the European Urban Summer School becoming more and 

more a robust environment of planning ideas and concepts.   
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INSURGENCE! RECLAIMING THE 
POSSIBILITY OF MAKING THE CITY
Deljana Iossifova

In September 2012, almost 100 young planning professionals, post-graduate students, established 

academics and experienced practitioners came together in London to develop new approaches to 

issues around scarcity in architecture, planning and design. The Third European Urban Summer 

School (EUSS) – Times of Scarcity: reclaiming the possibility of making – was hosted in London by 

the University of Westminster, School of Architecture and the Built Environment, in collaboration 

with the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP), the International Federation for 

Housing and Planning (IFHP), the European Council of Spatial Planners (ECTP-CEU) and the 

International Society for City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP). The main partner in facilitating 

the EUSS was the London team behind the research project Scarcity and Creativity in the Built 

Environment (SCIBE). To coincide with the third EUSS, the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and 

ideas with innovation potential on the topic of  ‘Adapting Cities to Scarcity: new ideas for action’. 

The award-winning entries are included in this publication.

(2010), and the second in Lisbon, Portugal (2011), we developed the third EUSS as an invitation – 

task in a London marked by the legacy of the Olympic Games and recent austerity measures, 

just beginning to show their impact on the ground; most explicitly, on the Olympic Fringes. 

Applications from prospective EUSS participants and tutors were invited in the form of proposed 

the built environment. Selected participants came together in east London to explore a charged 

territory located in-between central London, the Canary Wharf Estate and the Olympic site and 

surrounded by highways and railway lines: Bromley-by-Bow. 

Six teams were formed and challenged to identify one mode of scarcity in this particular 

creatively through a physical intervention or through a change in the way in which things are done. 

To supplement work on their group projects, participants were exposed to a large number of 

lectures and workshops delivered by devoted speakers and tutors throughout the duration of the 

EUSS. Every day of the Summer School had its own theme: a thorough introduction to planning in 

London and the concept and context of scarcity; sensitisation to the subtle nuances and facets of 
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certain notions; awakening creative imagination; considering aspects of renovation; approaches to 

adaptation; methods of prognostication; pathways to the popularisation of planning; possibilities 

by participants. In the spirit of the Summer School’s theme (Times of Scarcity), participants had 

to adapt to very different working environments, ranging from the splendid surroundings of 

central London over University premises undergoing refurbishment to the cold- and wetness of 

Sugarhouse Studios, an old factory building on site which is currently used as an architecture 

studio, local cinema and pizzeria. 

and design under conditions of both operational and contextual scarcity. Operational, in that 

we, as design and planning professionals, increasingly see ourselves forced to work with less, 

conditions within which we are asked to intervene are increasingly marked by resource scarcities 

that seem to encompass all domains of urban life. 

resources which are rare – rare earth, for instance, or precious metals. However, natural scarcity 

only becomes real through human interaction with a natural condition. All natural phenomena 

is sociomaterial. It is always relational and reveals how resources within society are handled. 

be large enough to respond to demand – but when demand and supply are tweaked by decisions 

based on vested interest. Scarcity is engineered when it serves an interest: increased demand for a 

for the in-group will lead to scarcity for the out-group; etc… It is a systemic condition. Scarcity 

in one place, time or scale can trigger scarcity in another place, time or scale through human 

– non-human relations and feedback mechanisms. The process of becoming aware of scarcity 

is the process of social construction. Regardless of the factors that trigger scarcity, it is always 

perceived and experienced as a real condition. When used on the grounds of political or economic 

to discover on the ground what local residents wanted for their neighbourhood; others developed 

a ‘scarcity toolkit’, hoping to address the complexity around scarcity in planning; others again 

proposed new ways of looking at available resources in the area and how to re-use them without 

adding more infrastructure, money or material. In retrospect, however, what seems worth noting 

is the very particular process of transformation that participants (and tutors) seemed to undergo 

during and after the EUSS. Challenged to scrutinise the relevance and value of established 

design and planning approaches, initially, many participants began to see their possibilities 

(their ‘toolkit’) shrink in view of complicated sociopolitical and economic systems that seemed 

beyond their control; they felt left with just one option: to play along, to become complicit in 

the further spread and establishment of what they began to view as social, environmental and 

feeling of help- and powerlessness, however, a shared experience of new-found purpose began to 

emerge, the re-discovery of creativity and the possibility of doing otherwise. So what if scarcities 
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on the following pages. They relate clearly to issues of personal and professional integrity; to our 

ability to exercise our freedom and choose our role within – or outside – the system. They build 

complicity and towards insurgence. 

London, May 2013
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 The focus area in context. Source: Google Maps  and SCIBE.  

 THE CITY   
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 Bromley-by-Bow: administrative ward boundaries. Source: Google Maps and SCIBE.
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THE CONTEXT OF SCARCITY: A VERY BRIEF 
INTRODUCTION TO BROMLEY-BY-BOW
Deljana Iossifova

Scarcity and Creativity in the Built Environment (SCIBE) is a 3-year collaborative research project 

with teams in London, Vienna, Reykjavik and Oslo. In London, the project looks at the potential of 

creativity to intervene in the processes that trigger, maintain and reproduce scarcity with a special 

focus on Bromley-by-Bow, east London, one of the UK’s most ‘deprived’ communities. Instead of 

out what kinds of scarcities are experienced by people in ‘deprived’ areas, where, we assumed, 

scarcities of all sorts should certainly be present. Our aim was to develop a non-instrumental 

‘design brief’ which should serve as the basis for work with selected designers (architects) and 

other creative design and planning professionals. In the hope to understand what scarcity means 

in the context of a ‘deprived’ east London ward, we photographed and observed, asked 105 

residents to take part in a survey and more than 30 to contribute their own photographs and to 

tell the stories behind them.

UNCERTAIN FUTURES

For concern, in that the ward’s population was expected to double within the current decade, 

further impoverished by the Government’s recent funding cuts and newly introduced policy 

reforms. For hope, in that an astonishing amount of cosmetic work was underway or had recently 

the area was blatantly apparent. When speaking to residents and business owners in the area, we 

and public policies: ‘What happens when our lease runs out, now that the housing association has 

About one third of our participants were college or university graduates, whilst more than 
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than 15% owned or leased their homes. Seventy-three per cent of homeowners felt that they had 

to restrict their energy use because they were afraid they would not be able to afford it. In total, 

however, ‘only’ less than half of all of our respondents were worried about their energy bills. About 

‘Only’ 10.6% stated that they lived under overcrowded conditions. Our interviews revealed 

how housing standards and occupation rates mean little in a context of constant and continuous 

‘overcrowding’ and when public policy, Council and Housing Associations alike fail to deliver to 

actual need and instead cater to the wants of another, parallel middle-class. Council attempts to 

tackle overcrowding and the scarcity of large family homes by offering incentives to move to those 

under-occupying are met with disdain and resentment: many of these under-occupiers are senior 

There were the mixed feelings and perceptions of having to wait for the council to provide 

services, on the one hand; and of being entitled to these services, on the other. Living in council 

thus prohibiting agency. Once strong, the sense of community – built on the experience of shared 

in walking distance and neighbours made use of them, thus meeting and bonding with others 

– has been transformed into a sense of loss as developers moved in to replace the familiar with 

centralised facilities further away. 

There was a shared sense of being invaded as former neighbours were displaced and unknown 

bigger than the ones that people end up buying; many were on interest only mortgages, getting 

THE NOTION OF COMMUNITY

in Bangladesh, the majority of them in Sylhet, to be precise. The majority were married and had 

children. Our in-depth interviews began to reveal complex histories of engineered and inherited 

scarcities: tracing the triggers of migration leads on to scarcities within entirely different time 

periods and geographical contexts, histories of occupation and intentional impoverishment as 

practiced by the British Empire; of exclusion and marginalisation based on place of origin in the 

adapt; of dreams and hopes for better futures back ‘home’; of the impact of foreign remittances on 

the conditions of food and water scarcity in the home country, where building and construction 

activities contribute to the fast decline of the environment; of value systems transformed by the 

impact of the ‘dominant group’ in the UK and lost to the logics of the prevailing market systems; of 

and forth, between Britain and Bangladesh; of feeling torn between the feeling of responsibility for 

the members of their family and the desire to do better for themselves; of negotiated existences 

and of real need – not only of the material means to survive, but also of instructions: how does 
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awareness, and sometimes regret, that there is an alternative, another place waiting to become 

On average, people in our sample had lived 8.5 years in their current accommodation. They 

had come ‘voluntarily’ had done so because of the good transportation links or the established 

Bengali community and the advantages this brings in terms of proximity to relatives, friends and 

part in community events. An astonishing 25% of the people we spoke with did not know of a 

community centre nearby, despite the proximity of the famous Bromley-by-Bow Centre. The fact 

that a large proportion of residents in the area are of Bangladeshi origin seemed to contribute to 

the invisibility of any potentially existing communal self-help network (i.e., ‘community’, as we 

understand it, is both gendered and hidden; it does not happen in ‘public’ space). 

In fact, we encountered not one, but many communities in Bromley-by-Bow, all intertwined. 

Each of the existing faith-, ethnicity- or class-based communities worked in their respective own 

interest, claiming their own space and protecting the assets available to them. The competition 

for available community spaces between the remaining ‘white’ population in the area and the 

Bangladeshi newcomers is large, contributing to moments of hostility between groups as well as 

individual members. 

REGARDING PLANNING AND DESIGN

Councils and Housing Associations have made: decanting decrepit housing blocks is complex, 

making sure families are moved directly into their new long-term homes, avoiding temporary 

Repeated accounts on the struggle to meet the developer’s needs, on the expense of the needs 

external challenges to the system – such as, of course, the emergence of scarcities – is design, 

respond to needs. Design responds to wants. Would creativity elsewhere, outside of a capitalist 

context, serve the evolutionary goals of adaptation and survival – within the capitalist context, as 
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TEAM 5: PILOTS, PLOTS, PLOYS & PLANS 
FOR AN ALTERNATE EAST ENDERS

 

Marina Sapunova, Sebastian Seyfarth

Tutor: Steven Chodoriwsky

Footage available for viewing here: http://goo.gl/20KZGC
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RIBA RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM 
STUDENT CHARRETTE 2012
Jeremy Till, Deljana Iossifova

occupation, construction). This was based on the premise that under conditions of scarcity, 

creativity needs to be deployed at all stages of the production of the built environment, and not 

just limited (as it increasingly is) to the ‘design’ stage. The four groups were asked to come up 

preceding group who developed three actions. This resulted in clear and radical proposals, which 

were much more complex and strategic than the original design exercise. Finally the students 

were invited to come up with a single statement that collectively formed a ‘Scarcity Manifesto.’ 

short exercise, suggesting that scarcity thinking has wide implications for architectural education. 

The day is summarised in the presentation Jeremy made to the RIBA: http://goo.gl/6ehbtw.
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MIND THE GAP: FACTS ABOUT SCARCITY? A 
CONFRONTATION OF GOVERNMENTAL AND USERS’ 
PERSPECTIVES OF OVERCROWDING IN BRITISH HOUSING
Michael Klein, Barbara Elisabeth Ascher, Isis Nunez Ferrera

Scarcity can be understood as an attempt to state a condition of lack or a limit of availability of 

something. What and when we consider something to be scarce relates to large extents to the 

motivation and the respective standpoint from where the claim scarcity is raised. The contextual 

forces, which range from the material conditions and its use to the cultural practices, norms and 

factor for the differences from what one considers as scarce to the other. Ultimately, it is a 

the perspective of the directly affected, as a designer, policy maker or from a critical theoretical 

i.e. who gets what share. 

In order to discuss the challenges of scarcity in the discourses in planning and architecture, 

‘actual’ scarcity, as opposed to the theoretic abstraction of the concept of scarcity. Indeed, we are 

aware that any form of scarcity is constructed. Our aim is to discuss a dualism which arises from 

the attempt of separating abstract concepts from praxis within the realm of planning. Because 

of the relational character of scarcity, the dualism of the abstract category and the everyday 

experience and practices also affects our understanding of overcrowding. What we consider 

scarce, does not only relate to the respective context, but, in its relational nature, it shifts and 

This is the case in the setting of a standard and an example in the built environment provides 

scarcity: scarcity is underlying overcrowding, for the argument goes ‘too many persons’ for ‘too 

little’ space. Overcrowding – we are referring to the British case here – has been a ‘consistent 

worry’ 1

the ‘problematic living conditions’ indeed; the other side of those affected however often goes 

the problem of overcrowding through occupancy rates by policy-makers and researchers and, by 

doing so also helped to ‘construct’ the problem and to confront it with perceptions of the other 

1 So Former Housing Minister Keith Hill in a parliamentary debate, see HC Deb 20 January 2004 c26
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side, of the concerned. 

paths. The conduct of research by detour of more than one approach, sometimes termed 

source and a surplus of knowledge. Moreover, multiple viewpoints and methodical approaches 

further enrich the knowledge by the various epistemological potentials (cf. Flick 2009, p.444). 

For our purpose here, triangulation is taken up not for validating (a truth of scarcity) by dual 

evidence, but instead for discussing scarcity as a contingent category in relation to its background, 

as we can assume that scarcity will differ from one time to another, from one place and perspective 

to another. Investigation thus the position of the administrative body of the state concerning 

overcrowding on the one hand and contrasting it with the experience of overcrowding of dwellers 

well as it should create awareness for planners to pay regard to the ambiguity and relativity of the 

issue of scarcity. 

Overcrowding, ‘the too small accommodation for your household’ as British housing 

organization Shelter explains it2 has been a particular a is one thing state interventions into housing 

have sought to eliminate. To do so, the body of administration draws upon the level of occupancy, 

a second-order concept based on two - more or less unchallenged- concepts: the one of household 

and the one of dwelling.3

size and rooms, determine housing according to their standards and together form the basis for 

measuring occupancy. The exceeding of a rate of occupancy - which often accompanies ‘poverty’ 

- has been tackled by welfare states. By doing so, the states have re-inscribed their power into 

‘To ensure that dwellings do not exceed this [level of occupancy], an overcrowding norm is 

set. The level is in part determined by what housing administrators and politicians believe 

to be acceptable minimum standards, but naturally there is a potential disagreement about 

where the line should be drawn’ (Kemeny 1992, p.28). 

The history of shifts of the perception of overcrowding does not only hint at the contingency 

of such standards, but they also reference the problem to generalize the implications on housing 

on a universal level. Various actors have tried to frame overcrowding differently at different times. 

policy-making. It diverges even more when looking at different cultures of living together. 

The following sections on the historical discourse related to overcrowding in Britain and the 

interviews from a case-study on the perceptions of scarcity by the local residents in the London 

Bromley-by-Bow, the area of study of the EUSS 2012 summer school, illustrates different routes of 

THE STANDARDISATION OF OVERCROWDING

2 As described by Shelter. See: http://england.shelter.org.uk
3 Against this schemes much housing research draws upon, Jim Kemeny(1992, p.10) argues for the use of 

‘residence’, referring to dwelling as a home in its locational context.
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Act from 1935. This standard, set out in part 10 of the act, measures overcrowding by basically two 

one room (with the exception of married couples) including living rooms and kitchens. The second 

is a count of the people - each dweller counting as one, only children below ten years of age are 

counted as a half – and set in proportion to the number of rooms the accommodation provides. 

This is measured against a nominal standard scheme (1 room for 2 persons; 2 rooms for 3 persons; 

etc.). Everything that is not conform to the scheme is overcrowded. 4

The statutory standard of overcrowding in the 1935 housing act was accompanied by a large-

scale survey in the years 1935- 36, measuring the extents of overcrowding and, implicitly, what 

would be necessary to counter it. In its relation to the survey and beyond, the intended policy for 

decent living conditions, the standard obtains full meaning. The measurability of overcrowding in 

housing entered the sphere of law through a policy package and it did so for the purpose of public 

utility. By means of law, the state sought to establish a standard below which housing was no longer 

tolerable. Neither should people live in unsanitary nor in overcrowded conditions for reasons of 

endangerment - of the public health on the one hand and of morality of the people on the other. 

To be more precise, thus, doing away with overcrowding and the negative epiphenomena, rather 

than a decent living was the motivation for the housing act. 

The setting of the standard of overcrowding gave a measure of scarcity, to determine an 

almost ‘technical truth’ of scarcity. This meaning is not present in the object of housing itself 

or in the living conditions, but it is constructed within the discursive formation as a relation 

between the institution of the state-government, the practice and means of law and the concern 

of the occupancy of the built objects5. Because of their relational nature, the understanding of 

scarcity and overcrowding heavily rely to the contextual forces that determine them on a legal 

basis. In doing so, the management of overcrowding by means of standardization and regulation 

regulates supply and demand. By the setting of the standard and the policing of an area on base 

of particular knowledge and practices, the scope of the governmental body and its power extends 

into new domains. Here, discursive formations re-establish and re-inscribe the power of the state 

authority in the realm of housing through the new standard, below which the living conditions 

must not remain. 

Once the survey had been conducted and the standard been established as a norm, renting out 

under conditions of overcrowding meant an offense against the law and resulted in a penalty for 

the landlord and the eviction of the tenants. The survey was conducted by the Health Department, 

yet the authority and avengement lied in the scope of the local government, which also allocate 

social housing to tackle overcrowding.  

The discursive formation of power and the standard of overcrowding further imply that, for 

power is created within, the standard cannot be considered as absolute and set in stone, but it is 

a possible subject to hegemonic struggles. For the overcrowding standard, this was the case from 

the onset and the implementation of the Housing Act through the national government. Already 

at the time of implementation, the Labour party heavily criticised the standard for it implicitly 

4 See Housing Act 1935
5 See e.g. Hall (Hall 1997, p.44): ‘Meaning is constructed within discourse (…) and nothing which is meaningful 

exists outside discourse.’ The discursive formation exists as a relationship between the involved institutions, 
practices and more; they are ‘are not present in the object’. (Foucault 2002, p.49)
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involved the acceptance of everything above standard. With 3.8% of the total households, the 

number of overcrowded appeared rather low; the standard, so the assumption was to become the 

legitimization of everything slightly above overcrowding. 

Even though the standard was not considered as an ideal and the intention of the government 
6, 

it was neither touched nor changed. The housing acts of 1957 and of 1985, in spite of several 
7 saw the overcrowding standard from 1935 continued in consolidated 

forms. Only in course of the Housing Act 2004 the (Labour) Government put effort to amend the 

overcrowding standard by a new form of measuring, for the one used up until that date was ‘no 

longer defensible in a modern society’. One major reason for that discussion is that overcrowding, 

as mentioned, is the base drawn on for allocating social housing in determining priorities8

because overcrowding is higher amongst social renters, allocation and also necessary re-allocation 

has to relate to the standard.

9 The housing health 

and safety rating system was considered to tackle overcrowding for a while 10, yet ultimately, a 

statutory standard of overcrowding was to remain as a ‘fall-back’. The proposition therefore was to 

follow the Bedroom Standard developed in the 1960s and used in the Survey on English Housing 

since 1993/94. The Bedroom Standard regards composition of the household, age and sex when 

contrasting a target standard model of allocation of bedrooms11 to the factual number of bedrooms 

that the apartment provides (convertible spaces such as kitchens are no longer counted). It is 

the new standardand from then on formed also the basis for strategy documents. The amendment 

was projected for 2009, underlining a phased and manageable move. In 2011, the new Coalition 

for purpose. The respondents’ suggestion was to use the bedroom standard. 

The change and its relating debates are interesting for the issues that have been risen along. 

The Labour Government has repeatedly underlined not to defend the existing standard, yet 

refused ‘symbolic gestures’. In the debate, the governments promoted the bedroom standard, but 

they shifted to focus on strategies to tackle overcrowding, to differentiate social housing supply 

and adapt it to urgent needs, to delivering more affordable homes and on strategies how to re-

allocate ‘under-occupied’ housing. The ‘hesitant’ implementation of a new statutory standard lies 

in its enormous impact. Raising the standard would ultimately increase the demand for housing. 

Instead, one rather favoured improving the housing supply. Furthermore, a new standard could 

fall back on the local authorities and the respective allocation schemes for social housing, because 

6 See HC Deb 30 January 1935 c364
7 For example:: later example: HC Deb 29 January 1996 vol 270 cc647-750
8 Housing Act 1996

10 The proposal of a New HousingFitness Standard to tackle overcrowding
11 The Bill schedules a bedroom for each person over 21 years of age, for cohabitating couples, for two of the same 

sex between 10 and 20, for two persons under ten, two of same sex if one is between 10 and 20 and the other under 
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housing issues still is a public concern. Ultimately, the debate on the overcrowding standard raises 

The bedrooms standard addresses a rather low level of overcrowding as the British Housing 

Condition Survey after the implementation shows: approximately 3 % of the total households 

are overcrowded in the 2008-09 survey. It varies by tenure, highest among social renters (6.7%) 

and above average among private renters (5.4%) 12 and by ethnicity and it is higher in urban 

areas headed by London. Already in 2010, however, the NHF prognosticated a drastic rise of 

austerity cuts have also hit the housing sector particularly on the side of low income. 

THE PERCEPTION OF OVERCROWDING

‘We have two singles and two doubles here, and seven people altogether. My husband and 

my son have the singles. Myself and the baby boy, we have a double. The other double, my 

mother-in-law shares with the two girls. She is here permanently […]’ 13

This account of a 36 year old married woman with four kids on their bed-room situation in a 

desirable. 14 Using the survey on housing conditions in Bromley-by-Bow that was conducted by 

the London-team of the SCIBE research group between autumn 2010 and spring 2012 as a source, 

to uncover. 15

The selected interviews as summarized in the brief for the ‘Scarce times: alternatives futures’ 

competition in May 2012 and in the brief for the EUSS in September 2012, are based on 105 

semi-structured interviews with local residents in Bromley-by-Bow, supported by diaries and 

photographic essays by some of the inhabitants of the area. The following examples are not meant 

to deliver a complete picture of all possible impacts of overcrowding, but they take advantage of 

the social situatedness of the research data: ‘Know that the human meaning of public issues must 

be revealed by relating them to personal troubles- and to the problems of the individual life.’ (Mills 

the impact it has on everyday-life of the affected residents. 16 The empirical material of the case-

study on Bromley-by-Bow shows that only 10% of the interviewed residents lived under conditions 

12 See (Communities and Local Government 2010)
13 Here and in the following: SCIBE and The Architecture Foundation (SCIBE & The Architectural Foundation 

2012)
14 Collins English Dictionary
15 The increasing use of ethnographic material within interdisciplinary spatial practice is noteworthy. See Jane 

knowledge production, and ignore, marginalize and even repress others. Perhaps the very interest that 
architecture currently has in ethnographic practice is present precisely because these methodologies contain 

16 The open-ended approach towards an investigation based on personal encounters has obvious weaknesses 

interviewer does not become obvious. A certain doubt about biases of the research has to remain, especially when 
the theoretical backgrounds, power-relations between actors and the context of the interview situation are not 
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Bedroom Standard17.

Fifteen per cent of the interviewed residents shared accommodation with persons they were 

not related to, not necessarily under conditions of overcrowding. According to the documentation 

of selected interviews, we can assume, that there might be a larger number of men than women, 

who share accommodation with non-relatives. Most of them are either renting a place together 

sharing accommodation had some kind of family relation to the other members within the same 

household. Although it might seem as if only a minority experiences overcrowding themselves, a 

larger community reports being affected, especially by the misuse of public and semi-private space 

for private purposes such as laundry and storage.

the survey, with a separate account on the building standard and comfort level of the apartments. 

could be used for permanent habitation in the most extreme cases due to their health-hazardous 

conditions or certain day-activities due to poor thermal insulation or lacking daylight, as the 

following example of Claire, a woman in her late 40ties, who lives in a 1-bedroom apartment in 

Bromley-by-Bow delineates:

They both have problems breathing in the bedroom-the walls and ceiling have become 

overgrown with mould’ 18

as well on the expectations connected to the availability of certain standards for everyone. As 

31year-old mother of four Bahiya´s following statement of illustrates 

19

20

It may be noted at this point, that there is some indication that the perception of overcrowding 

according to the given standard. In Phillipa´s case, a 48year old married woman with one child 

17

room sizes
18 (SCIBE & The Architectural Foundation 2012, p.41)
19 i.b.d. , p.81
20 i.b.d. , p.81
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basis:

‘Two nieces stay with her often, and so a lot of space in her sitting room is occupied by the 

21

This positive attitude towards overcrowding may be especially true for homeowners that are 

becomes evident in the case of separated 47 year old home-owner Ahmed:

‘Inspired by the Chinese couple next door-who let out their bedroom and added a partition wall 

between the originally open-plan kitchen and the sitting-room Ahmed found a Bangladeshi 

cramped now, as I am using it as my bedroom. There is not enough space to hang clothes my 
22

In which regard the provided dwellings are capable of providing multiple activities 

simultaneously or asynchronous in a night-day rhythm seems crucial on how residents could adapt 

that trigger overcrowding for example hosting a long-term visitors from abroad.Statements as 

the following from Jhuma and Ziaul, a married couple with two children that live temporarily in 

Association, are thus not uncommon in a multi-cultural community as Bromley-by-Bow:

‘My mother-in-law is here to visit right now. She can only bear to stay with us a few weeks 

at a time, because she misses the company, the community back home. It´s like jail here she 

says.’ 23

in the same extend as others. This maybe especially true for children, whose needs vary widely 

24 Bahiya, a 31year old single mother of four kids living in a 2 bedroom 

‘There are just buildings, nothing more. It will be too many people in one place soon. No 

21 i.b.d. , p.96
22 i.b.d. , p.46-59
23 i.b.d. , p.75
24 i.b.d. , p.72
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rest, who need to go to work. They will complain about the kids.’ 25

Widening the scope of the understanding of overcrowding to a local and regional context, it 

becomes obvious that measuring persons accommodated per apartment only measures one scale 

of the problem, while neglecting for instance the scale of dwelling densities – number of residents 

per km2 - as a crucial factor for the living conditions of larger areas.

FROM OVERCROWDING TO SCARCITY?

The residents´ perspective on issues of overcrowding contrasts and/or complements the 

substantial role: First, it would contribute to a more nuanced understanding of overcrowding. With 

the collected information, overcrowding can no longer be broken down to a simple persons-per-

rooms ratio. The material of interviews assembles multiple experiences of residents that accounts 

for an ordinary knowledge about overcrowding and the perceived scarcity and the everyday tactics 

to cope with these conditions of scarcity. In doing so, this added perspective could also serve 

as an empowerment strategy directed towards overcoming the hegemony of interpretation and 

the basis for housing policies. Research thus can be understood as a tool, which underlines the 

interpretations and possible future interventions. Doing so, the ‘critical theoretical perspective 

aims at producing knowledge and understanding that has the potential to change the world for 

the better’ (Soja 2010, p.192). 

Regarding the research on scarcity and the built environment, the complementary 

could contribute to a deeper understanding of the issue. None of them is actually able to map the 

that takes into account various positions. 

Scarcity is shaped by complex local and global social and political processes, historical 

determinations, respective time frames of investigation and ambitions for future scope of action. 

The framework of how to go about when researching on scarcity is therefore crucial, as it will 

establish certain relationships of factors and emphasize certain aspects over others. Due to the 

complex, interdisciplinary and abstract nature of scarcity, no one single method would guarantee 

a research result of a complete overview over scarcity. It is therefore necessary to ask ourselves 

which kind of information we need in order to make more informed decisions within housing 

policies, urban-planning and architecture and how this could be translated into non-reductionist 

research strategies, supporting the idea, that a complex problem is more than an account of its 

different constituents. A complementary approach does, however, not need to remain limited to 

shows gradual transitions from research activity to implementation and policy would provide 

manifold aspects of applying different methodical approaches. 

While such perspectives will not easily come up with consensual solutions for the possible 

disagreement of the respective interests, they provide the necessary stable foundation of 

25 i.b.d. , p.76
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for disagreement destabilized especially second-order concepts, such as overcrowding or scarcity. 

For the governmental perspective of planning authority this implies partially abandoning holding 

a single truth of scarcity and overcrowding. Moreover, this would entail the potential for a truly 

different conception of what policy can be: Shifting from the order of a top-down perspective in 

the very sense of policing towards a ‘weak’ and open understanding of non-pre-determined policy 

as a social process of negotiation. 
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Figure 1-2 Sugarhouse Studios when Assemble moved in. Source: Assemble.
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Figure 1-3 Event evening at Sugarhouse Studios. Source: Assemble.
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SCARCITY IN PRACTICE: ASSEMBLE 
AND SUGARHOUSE STUDIOS
If scarcity is the disjunction between wants/ambitions and the resources at hand, our work has 

continuously evolving way [as Assemble, a design and architecture collective], was our previous 

an understanding of how a task relates to the overall project ambition; how a CAD drawing relates 

to the act of casting concrete. 

growing ambition, our experience in relation to a desire to maintain a democratic management, 

etc... Sometimes the realization of the ‘scarcity’ in a project, or in a situation, is what frames 

a detrimental effect on the work – for example not working out the budget/sustainability of a 

thing; relying too much on the power of on-site instinct; or vice versa. Similarly allowing the 

scarcity to lead the design has produced unexpected results. For Cineroleum for example, the 

most durable materials. Similarly much consideration was invested into the details of the foyer, as 

way of covering our overheads.

SUGARHOUSE STUDIOS

Sugarhouse Studios is a project which gradually developed in collaboration with the LLDC. It all 

began with our scarcity of storage space for all the Cineroleum materials which we have inherited 

after completion of the project (mainly chairs and curtains). Calling up our local councils to 

light industrial building, owned in 2011 by the LDA property, then the LLDC and now LandProp 

each other’s living rooms and pubs or via lengthy email threads. This building was in a state of 

Signs business went bankrupt.

Now the whole Sugarhouse Lane area is earmarked for development - the 13 acre residential 

mixed use development Strand East. The certainty of our building’s demolition and the initial 
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the space. Gradually the project grew, a pizza oven was installed, local organisations got involved 

residency. With the public events programme, we tried to focus on issues related to development 

of east London, got people involved in making things as well as just having fun in this big light 

industrial building. Casting concrete with school children via Groundwork; celebrating the new 

watching Utopia London followed by Q&A with the director.

Although Sugarhouse Studios has worked as a destination, or venue for conferences and 

or the residents across the road, is gradually shaping our ambitions for the space. Gaining 

popularity with students as a place to buy food and play ping pong, we secured a contract with 

of ‘creative’ enterprise in what could otherwise be a semi-demolition site have helped us gain a 

lease extension with LandProp as the new landlord of the site. With at least another two years 

ahead, potentially longer (depending on the speed of Strand East), we hope to take part in the 

rapid and particular development of this part of Stratford High Street.

Figure 1-4 The Cineroleum - one of Assemble’s projects - transformed a disused gas station into a cinema. 

Source: Assemble. 
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Figure 1-5 The Cineroleum: a self-made cinema! Source: Assemble.
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REGENERATION
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The A12 cutting through Bromley-by-Bow. Source: Deljana Iossifova/SCIBE.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING IN LONDON 
IN AN AGE OF SCARCITY
Duncan Bowie

As one of the leading ‘world cities’, the governance and planning of London generates considerable 

city, but it is important to study the development of London as a whole as well as the delivery of 

a single mega-event. 

In the last decade, London has changed dramatically, the most visible change being the 

London skyline, with a new host of high-rise buildings – with the recently completed Shard 

building being, at least for the time being, the highest building in Western Europe. But it is 

important to look beyond the most visible change and to understand both the successes and 

failures of London’s governance and spatial planning regimes; to understand the interaction 

of the recession, representing scarcity of public and private resources, and the scarcity of land 

imposed by historic but intentionally created spatial planning policies. In 2000, London chose 

elected administration and with the abolition of the Greater London Council in 1986, was directly 

managed by Central Government. The 33 lower tier authorities – the 32 London boroughs and 

the Corporation of the City of London continued to provide local services, but were not in practice 

strategic authorities. Central Government was responsible for strategic planning guidance and ran 

some investment programmes directly (for example the Housing Investment Programme through 

its agency, the Housing Corporation) or allocated capital and revenue resources to the boroughs. 

The borough-controlled London Planning Advisory Committee could advise the Government but 

new regional executive authority, together with an elected London assembly to act as scrutiny 

and underground network, though not of its surface rail network, and part control of the London 

Development Agency, the Government’s regional regeneration organisation.

London’s history of strategic planning is not a narrative of continuous progression. The 

Abercrombie plans of 1943 and 1944 (the County of London Plan and the Greater London Plan) 

wide plan for London. The County of London 1960 review was limited to inner London. The 

Greater London Development plan was not adopted until 1976 and the amendments proposed 

by the Labour controlled Greater London Council in 1986 fell with the abolition of the GLC. 

The London Plan drew on the European tradition of spatial planning and its focus on economic, 
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regional planning in the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act.

market, but also with a growing reputation as a relatively safe haven, both for business in terms 

of a relative high level of security and tolerance. London has become the most ethnically and 

linguistically diverse city in the world – a true world metropolis, and a city which largely tolerates 

and even welcomes its diversity, though this does not mean that the city is completely free of 

racism and ethnic discrimination. London has its attractions and opportunities for young skilled 

professionals from across the world.

The third challenge was the change of governance arrangements which impacted on spatial 

planning and its implementation. The 1999 Greater London Authority Act, piloted through 

as a small executive authority without direct service delivery functions. In the 2007 Greater 

powers were extended to include responsibility for the London housing strategy, and then in 2012 

direct control of the Government housing investment budget. The 2007 Act also strengthened 

his successor Boris Johnson, who were seen as strong advocates for London. While both mayors 

at times challenged central government – Livingstone for example over the issue of the private 

airport strategy, both Labour and Coalition governments were prepared to devolve further powers 

balance of power more in favour of the mayor, without strengthening the ability of the London 

boroughs, or for that matter, the elected London Assembly, to challenge the mayor.

services sector on which London’s economy largely depended and the stagnation of the housing 

market, not just in terms of transactions in the second hand homes market, but in terms of the 

slowing down of the new development programme. London however recovered relatively quickly 

exceeded pre-recession levels. While some major development schemes were on hold, the prime 

East Asia, while the Eurozone crisis led to investment from some European countries moving 

to London. With new tax regimes being introduced in some European countries, most recently 

increasing differentiation between the economic strength of London and the stagnant or even 

declining economies of provincial centres. The focus on London as an island of prosperity has 

inequities within London. 

from both environmentalists and city business interests, Livingstone adopted the view that 
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London should seek to contain both its population and employment growth within the existing 

London boundary. With a rigid policy on the protection of the Green Belt and other open space, 

this meant building at much higher densities – upwards rather than outwards. This alliance of 

economic and environmentalist pressures did however lead to the falling off of the social planning 

agenda, as new homes became smaller and more expensive, involving vertical social segregation. 

lower income groups, but a falling off of the proportion of social rented family sized homes in 

homes was a critical factor, and by 2012 the Government had stopped all funding for social rented 

homes, preferring instead to focus on the provision of sub market rented homes by the private 

and housing association sectors, with low income households being supported through increased 

is increasingly taking a spatial form as central London becomes dominated by  the very wealthy 

from around the world, while low income Londoners get pushed to the periphery and beyond. 

compact city is largely unchallenged – and the Johnson 2011 London Plan only includes relatively 

minor changes from the Livingstone 2004 and 2008 versions, though under the Johnson regime, 

following the lead of the national Coalition government of David Cameron, there has been a 

further move away from the provision of genuinely affordable social rented housing. 

academics or practitioners of the outcomes of spatial planning in London - of the failures as well 

as the successes. The focus on the 2012 Olympics has perhaps diverted attention away from the 

study of wider issues and it is only in recent months that there has been a public recognition of the 

proper debate held as to the most sustainable form of development to meet London’s future needs.

It is important to recognise that in the context of analysing spatial planning and housing 

policies, scarcity results from choices and is not an inevitable paradigm. Scarcity of public 

resources is the consequence of a decision by Government not to introduce a more progressive 

reinvestment. Scarcity of private resources in the post-recession period was a temporary 

it only had a relatively short term impact and today international investment is generating a 

are developed for the needs of the international investment market rather than for the needs of 

Londoners. 

negative impact in terms of social planning objectives. The use of the terms ‘scarcity’ and ‘austerity’ 

well as the limitations on natural resources such as the availability of land. Austerity can also be a 

consequence of Government decisions – a Government decision to raise tax leads to limitations on 

the availability of public funding for investment. Compared with many other countries, investment 

any excuses for not meeting the housing and wider quality of life aspirations of all the population 

as external economic factors and we should not forget that economic factors are to a large extent 
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a consequence of political decisions and ideologies.

The planning system in England remains highly centralised in terms of governance but 

remains market driven in practice. The current rhetoric on localism and neighbourhood planning 

in development outputs is to be delivered. Ownership of land and the power to acquire land is a 

central issue. Without this fundamental shift in powers, resources and land ownership, even the 

most progressive plan making authority can only react to the market rather than actually take the 

leadership in determining that its plans come into effect.
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

The planning and construction of ‘ideal’ urban forms in the modern era dates to the 19th century, 

agenda since the 1970s, and the imperative to reinvent many cities in a post-industrial age, has 

revived the debate, and it is within these parameters that the concept of ‘sustainable communities’ 

exists. 

development’ has meant pursuing growth economic strategies that ‘put greater value on 

environmental resources, extend the time horizons in which actors think and operate, and 

promote greater equity between different social groups and communities, primarily through new 

urban design, Owens & Cowell (2002) describe sustainable development and communities as 

the prioritising of 3 inter-related objectives in city design – environmental protection (reducing 

resource consumption, waste, and pollution); social development (equity and justice), and the 

* A Just City where resources, education, and justice are fairly distributed, and in which all feel 

enfranchised;

* 

* 

potential; 

* 

* A City of Easy Contact, where the public realm is valued and information is freely exchanged, 

virtually and face-to-face; 

* A Compact and Polycentric City, which respects surrounding countryside and focuses on 

neighbourhoods; 

* A Diverse City, in which activities overlap to generate animation and inspiration. 

building. A truly sustainable community must combine physical and socio-economic factors to 

pursue more equitable societies as

– in short, social injustice in all its forms – undermine a city’s capacity to be environmentally 

sustainable’ 

degradation is multi-faceted, but a key issue is the movement of populations in unsustainable 

ways. In the developed world, people with money and choices migrate from inner cities to 

suburban or semi-rural areas, necessitating the loss of open countryside, road building, increased 
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car use, congestion, and pollution. Those communities which do not have such choices are left 

to suffer the phenomenon of social exclusion, which was described by the Labour government’s 

‘what can happen when people or areas suffer from a combination of 

linked problems such as unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, poor housing, high crime, bad 

health, and family breakdown’ 

if serious civil unrest is to be avoided. The events of August 2011 were perhaps evidence of the 

built to be technically sustainable (i.e. in terms of materials, construction methods, morphology), 

whilst residents are supported to adopt behavioural sustainability (i.e. recycling waste, utilising 

can be achieved through the statutory planning and building regulation systems, and also to 

nurture and support a socio-economic climate that encourages and rewards sustainable lifestyles, 

to achieve ‘sustainable communities’ solely achieved through physical plan making, though 

physical planning at various scales does play a crucial role. 

PHYSICAL PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
Since the mid-1990s, there have been numerous central government initiatives aimed at creating 

building materials, and increasing levels of awareness in the advantages (and necessity) of 

These efforts have spanned both Conservative and Labour administrations, suggesting something 

of a consensus on the need to at least be seen to be facilitating sustainable growth. However, 

research has shown that there has been little success in meeting these aims, to the extent that 

little of England’s housing stock can be seen as sustainable, in terms of construction, design, or 

* use less energy in the home; 

* use less water in the home; 

* recycle waste; 

* maintain and encourage biodiversity and ecologically important habitats; 

* 

* 

or on foot; 

* taking part in local community groups, local decision making, and formal and informal social 

activities; and 

* using local services, amenities, and businesses.  

A 2006 study by Williams &Dair into the reasons for failing to include sustainable technology 

in new mixed-use and residential developments between 2001-2004, found that though many 

socio-economic aspects of the sustainability agenda, such as accessibility, economic viability, 

response to the townscape context, and mix of housing and tenure types, are frequently considered 

and included in new developments, technological aspects of sustainability, such as the design and 

interviewed as part of the study stated that they aimed to meet, but rarely exceed, statutory 

requirements in these areas. This would suggest that the statutory planning system has a role to 
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play in specifying higher standards of sustainable design.

most frequently observed being a lack of relevant skills and knowledge amongst stakeholders 

in a regulatory role, such as local authority planners and planning committee councillors. As 

manner, they did not suggest or insist upon alternative proposals, and opportunities for design 

improvement were consequently lost. Efforts were made by the Commission for Architecture 

and the Built Environment (CABE) and the Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) to address 

these shortcomings, in the shape of the ‘Constructing Excellence in the Built Environment’ and 

the advent of the Coalition government and the new economic reality of austerity and a decimated 

public sector. 

Perhaps the most revealing discovery of the Williams &Dair study is that ‘end users’, namely 

residents of new homes and occupants of commercial buildings, showed very little evidence of 

effect demand directly, and a failure to request ‘sustainable communities’ will, and does, result 

in developers arguing that they are not economically viable (Williams &Dair, 2006). In terms 

of proposing how sustainable communities might be pursued in the future, it would therefore 

appear to be important that stakeholders at every level of the development process are exposed to 

information on the wide-ranging, and potentially life and death nature, of building in a sustainable 

manner in the future. 

THE STRATEGIC REGENERATION FRAMEWORK 
AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 

improving the lives of resident communities so that they have ‘the same social and economic 

chances as their neighbours across London’. The host boroughs house some of the most deprived 

communities in England, with generations of residents having experienced chronic levels of 

poverty, poor health, high crime, overcrowding, unemployment, and squalid public realm since 

at least the late 19th century. Government agencies at all levels appear to believe that the 2012 

richest city. 

in relevant policy at all government levels, and is required to be addressed in all applications for 

planning consent in relevant areas. The creation and maintenance of sustainable communities 

‘to create well designed, successful 

and sustainable places that attract new business, create mixed communities, and enhance 

existing neighbourhoods’ 

host boroughs is estimated at 1.25 million, with Greater London Authority (GLA) projections 

suggesting that the host boroughs may have to accommodate up to 250,000 additional residents 

over 20 years as much needed housing at regional level is concentrated in east London. 

One of the challenges that host boroughs have traditionally faced is a high degree of 

population ‘churn’. This means that the host boroughs attract poor migrants willing to accept 

cheap, though often substandard, rented accommodation until they are able to move away. The 

factor in achieving the reductions in deprivation that are at the core of the SRF’. In simple terms, 
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become places where people want to stay once they have the option to leave. This is a huge task 

1 

2 

3 Increasing employment rates; 

4 

5 

6 

7 Increasing life expectancy. 

creating a coherent and high quality city within a world city region; homes for all; enhancing 

health and well-being; reducing serious crime rates and anti-social behaviour; and maximising 

the sports legacy (of the 2012 Olympic Games) and increasing participation. 

A COHERENT, HIGH QUALITY CITY REGION  

area as a place to live, and aims to achieve this through better connections across the locality, 

enhanced social infrastructure, and physical development providing for local economic growth. 

elements of the existing planning system aligned to meet these objectives, albeit ‘that the system 

additional separate plans’ 

Section 106 contributions will be used to generate and enhance social infrastructure (no 

whilst physical infrastructure will be provided via the Olympic Park, Crossrail, and Stratford City 

private sector development will be required to generate the necessary Section 106 funding streams 

for infrastructure and public realm enhancements. Though subject to assessment as part of the 

convergence concept, the 2006 Williams &Dair study would suggest that it is unlikely that this 

the large developments that already are taking place at Wood Wharf, Silvertown Quays, and 

very unlikely to materialise, suggesting that the propositional physical planning capabilities of the 

HOMES FOR ALL 

as reducing overcrowding, encouraging residents to remain in the borough as their economic 

circumstances change, and securing ‘the highest quality of housing, inside the homes and in the 

on the private sector to provide this additional housing, so that ‘in the short term we are dealing 

with the impact of the credit crunch and the potentially serious slowdown in delivery of new 

homes...a key part of the response to this is public investment’ 

system would appear to be powerless to meet its objectives in this area. 
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would be marginally larger than those previously developed in the private sector (and which would 

remain amongst the smallest in Europe), and it is a stated objective in the London Plan 2011 that 

emissions by 2025. These factors all point towards ‘more’ sustainable communities in the host 

boroughs, but it is debatable whether ‘enough’ is being done. 

CONCLUSION

both neo-liberal policy (e.g. many of the divisive out-of-town and docklands developments of 

consumption and therefore economic growth. However, it is possible to view the Olympic host 

people are both able and happy to remain in irrespective of their economic situation, in which 

argues that while it should be welcomed that there is now recognition of the structural imbalances 

‘a light green manifestation of sustainable development...with 

economic growth characterised as the means and ends of policy’. Whilst there remains a market-

driven solution to spatial planning challenges, like the creation of sustainable communities for 

historically disadvantaged communities, with the emphasis placed on facilitating the supply-side 

requirements of potential investors to generate new housing and a humane public realm, there is 

little hope for sustainable communities in the host boroughs. 
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GENTRIFICATION OR LOCAL GAIN? 
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT UNDER AUSTERITY: 
THE CASE OF EAST LONDON

CONTEXT OF THE BROMLEY-BY-BOW STUDY AREA

its devastating destruction is chosen to trace London’s regeneration strategies and efforts to 

rebalance London’s East and West. 

Figure 2-1 London East End with Lea Valley. Source: Google Maps.
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Figure 2-2 Economic context, UK GDP growth since 1950 and corresponding governments. Source: http://

blogs.channel4.com/factcheck/factcheck-do-we-only-vote-labour-when-times-are-good/9026

Patrick Abercrombie included rebalancing East and West in the 1944 London County Council 

(LCC) ‘Greater London Plan’, based on ‘social studies’ in the Charles Booth tradition,1 aimed to 

establish balanced local neighbourhoods2  and to decongest London into eight self-contained new 

towns beyond a newly established green belt to contain London’s growth. However, London’s 

population of 8.6 million in 1939 had shrunk by about half a million 3 and there was a great need 

to regenerate London’s destroyed fabric.

Post war period of growth

The Town and Country Planning Act 1947 provided the new post-war framework for a balance 

between public interest and development led planning which, arguably including spatial and 

social redressing of imbalanced development. 

Britain’s economy took a long time to recover from the war and was only expanding in the 

1960s. In 1963, The London Government Act 4 enlarged London’s administrative boundary by 

setting up the Greater London Council (GLC) with strategic planning powers and wide ranging 

executive functions. The GLC led an expansionist period of large scale urban renewal involving 

slum clearance and blanket destruction of existing buildings without special attention to East 

1 http://booth.lse.ac.uk/cgi-bin/do.pl?sub=view_booth_and_barth&args=531000,180400,6,large

,5. Charles Booth Online Archive, with Booth Poverty maps of London from 1889.
2 County of London Plan of 1943; Greater London plan of 1944, published by the London County Council; archives 

of the British Library.
3 There was no census data during the war.
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5

derelict and neglected land into high quality public open spaces and wildlife habitats and to 

preserve the region’s historic value.

The nineteen-seventies oil shock

The most promising area for regeneration in East London was Docklands. In 1973, the conservative 

Proposals for East London’, 6 7 despite 

being asked to involve the private sector. Due to the recession no plan was implemented and the 

plans were abandoned by the incoming labour government. 

In 1974, the Docklands Joint Committee, (DJC), was set up by the incoming Wilson labour 

Docklands with emphasis on public housing and industry. The then labour GLC was also adverse 

to private investment. The DJC produced the ‘London Docklands Strategic Plan’ in 1976,8  the only 

local residents 9 and ease antagonisms. 10

In 1976, the GLC published the Greater London Development Plan 11(GLDP) which took up 

ideas from these studies with the aim to rebalance East and West London. It was approved by 

abolish the Greater London Council achieved in 1986. 

1980s: development led strategy (state initiated, state subsidised)

(LDDC) in 1980 12 during a recession to kick start development-led action in the Docklands after 

imposed a ‘market-led’ real estate driven development policy. 

Despite considerable state interventions, take-off was slow. An Enterprise Zone 13 was 

instated from 1982-1992 which ‘freed’ development from all planning constraints and provided 

were built and demolished on some sites in the EZ while the hinterland, such as Bromley-by-Bow 

was excluded from that Bonanza. Aesthetics prevailed over social concerns for the local population 

5 http://www.visitleevalley.org.uk/en/content/cms/outdoors/walks-walking/ Lee Valley Park 
Authority, London

employment); ‘Waterside’ (more green in East London, leisure and residential for high-tech society); ‘Thames 

Community in 1973 when the conservatives were pro-Europe; the scenario included international road networks, 
a cargo terminal, the channel tunnel, a freeport, a new airport in the Estuary, Disneyland and rapid transit to 
City).

http://

www.cspace.org.uk/cspace/archive/docklands/dock_arch.htm
10

11 http://www.lddc-history.org.uk
12
13 Enterprise Zones were also enabled in the 1980 Act, op.cit.
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and the LDDC commissioned Gordon Cullen to devise a Development and Design Guide for the 

Isle of Dogs 14 with little impact though. 

Lessons (to be) learnt from this shrinking period

An expansionist vision free from a planned overall conception is not attracting private sector 

development requires a long term timeframe of a generation or two. 

Interestingly, the initial attempts to change the approach to development, making planning 

more development-led and opening development up to the private sector, resulted in development 

the mission of the Dockland Joint Committee to return to ‘state-led’ planning produced a strategy 

which sought private development initiatives. 

Expansionist period with intermittent recession: 1986 - 2008

the Jubilee line underground extension were built to service by now some 80,000 new jobs in 
15 in 1992 

of the Greater London Council in 1986 was also considered to assist planning liberation, as the 

London Planning Advisory Committee (LPAC) which took over some strategic planning functions 

had no political clout. 

from this massive development investment, while the local authorities were stripped of their 

planning powers but remained liable for public services. The A12 road which constitutes the 

imported without easing East End unemployment, thus creating an ever increasing gulf with 

the poorest communities in East London provoked resentment and protests.   16 However, their 

exclusion from the Docklands bonanza was a learning process which served them well when they 

Olympic Games. 

Docks. The London Borough of Tower Hamlets had regained planning powers and produced the 

executive powers. 17

for Docklands which was a permissive approach by a labour mayor to private development. The 

14
Opportunities, 1982, LDDC

15 read bankruptcy
16

17 www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga
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Canary Wharf Group Plc., created in 1993 18, took over Canary Wharf and acquired more land. 

Isle of Dogs. Expansion continues there and the current London Plan 2011 of the conservative 

mayor retains the growth corridor in East London which includes Bromley-by-Bow. 

set up in 2004 did not have a land endowment like the LDDC but obtained public subsidies for 

the Thames Gateway (TGW) to attract £43b private sector money over 20 years. 19

proposed an alternative blue-green development strategy, the Thames Gateway Parklands Vision. 

The third initiative reverted to public works projects, but thwarted by the economic crisis after 

TGW initiative amounted to the third iteration of development. Started by Peter Hall under 

When London won its bid for the Olympic Games in 2005 it shifted real development to the 

created a bewildering number of agencies 20,  many of them short lived, and most of them to the 

detriment of democratic accountability. 

Lessons to be learnt from the expansionist period

Lack of coordinated or integrated vision has led to a proliferation of institutions and development 

initiatives, many of them abandoned soon after their creation or replaced by other organisations 

and groupings of agencies, amounting to considerable waste and confusion. The quadrupling 

of the Olympic budget from £2.3b to some estimated £9.6-12b 21 is just one sign of unfettered 

such increase of public expenditure was taken in the stride of the growth whirlwind, but after the 

The expansionist strategies may have yielded some macro-economic gains during economic 

growth. They have generated some leverage from the private sector, but nowhere near expectation, 

and it remains doubtful whether any or how much of this will accrue to the local population. 

Expansion and unplanned development - be it London Docklands, the Olympic site, the 

these development sites 22  and little points to the possibility that the legacy programme may 

redress their losses. The same goes for the ‘foot-holders’, artists, social entrepreneurs and creative 

place-makers who tend to be pushed out once their actions have added value to sites and run down 

18

Price and other investors, e.g. Saudi Prince Al-Waleed.
19

retail parks, but no public infrastructure or social equipment. www.michaeledwards.org.uk
20 The Olympic Development Agency (ODA) was in charge of developing the site with the Olympic buildings and 

a park in cooperation with the Local Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG). The London 
Development Agency (LDA) was previously involved in land holdings and development operations in that area.

21

22 www.gamesmonitor.org.uk
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premises they are occupying and upgrading. Greater equity in the yields of expansion should be 

envisaged for these groups, without whom the development industry would not have stepped in. 

Global financial crisis 2008 – austerity period from 2010 under new 

coalition government (development led with scarce private investment)

The crisis hit many developments in mid-air, while the Olympic Games were ring fenced. Public 

sector intervention, a remedy during recession, preserved public transport projects such as 

Crossrail, but progress of the Olympic legacy is less certain and the new Enterprise Zone in the 

23 

(LLDC), created in 2012, is taking over responsibility for private sector led development of the 

of London’s East End is an open question. 

Lessons to be learnt from development under scarcity and austerity 

In times of austerity, squandering scarce resources should encounter stern objections, but they 

Queen’s Jubilee and the Olympic games. The main area affected by austerity measures seems to 

be sustainability goals, such as mitigation and adjustment to climate change which are gradually 

displaced by austerity programmes. Targets are no longer mentioned and cuts are gaining priority 

over preventive measures. 

from both state-led and development-led spatial strategies, applied and often failed over the recent 

past. Perhaps a new combination of top-down and bottom-up development models could lead to 

more harmonious and less disruptive development processes. A revival of a ‘third way’ perhaps? 

Experimenting with such alternatives could be a challenge for young planning professionals. The 

chances are though that ‘business as usual’ will prevail, although it may do considerable damage - 

economic as well as environmental - under conditions of scarcity. 

TWO CONTRASTING DEVELOPMENT MODELS

24 As he himself argues, 

top-down and bottom-up in the London East End encompassing Docklands, the Olympic site and 

the Bromley-by-Bow area.

‘Development Industry’ model

The top-down model explored here a quango with corporate culture. Quangos can be para-

23 Already under labour and during economic growth the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act has 
‘alleviated’ planning constraints in favour of development. This has been reinforced in the 2008 Planning Act, the 

further planning relaxation for 2013, not least the abandonment of the quota for affordable housing imposed on 
development plans by labour.

24
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59public authorities, 25 or development corporations. 26 They have often monopolistic powers, may 

squander resources 27 and their accountability is weak, rarely to existing local populations and 

businesses. This model thrives on the public purse directly or indirectly 28

favourable administrative context, either through contextual institutions or from ‘industry-own’ 

institutional arrangements. Some development industry friendly examples follow. 

LDDC, para-public development-led driver

The London Docklands Development Corporation was a pro-development quango acting as a de 

facto plan-less authority with strong compulsory purchase powers but weak public accountability. 

25 e.g. Port of London Authority, Thames Water Authority
26 e.g. LDDC, ODA, LLDC, LTGDC, etc.
27 e.g. land left idle for decades, and environmental neglect.
28

Figure 2-3 Site with surrounding areas of influence. Source: Design for London, GLA
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It was entrusted with an enormous amount of public land. 29 It was dispensing high direct and 

indirect public sector subsidies to the development industry, contributing up-front environmental 

improvements   30 and providing some infrastructure 31 without providing increasing energy 
32

BIDs, business-led driver

Business Improvement Districts are another example of top-down, market-led development. BIDs 

are set up by private businesses to capture market opportunities in their area. They are substituting 

for local public sector planning powers, while collecting a levy from business participants to 
33 BIDs 

are supposed to enable business ‘localism’, although it is not uncommon that BIDs consist of a 

34

Government initiated, development-led drivers

The government driven legacy in and around the Olympic site was entrusted into various quangos 
35

development industry consortia and public-private partnerships were created around the Olympic 

Games site to facilitate development. 

Success of the ‘development industry’ model?

The ‘development industry’ model was obviously successful on its own terms. LDDC managed to 

shopping malls of London on the Olympic site, and brought about the acquisition of the Olympic 

village by private investors. 36

Longer term legacy success of the ‘development industry’ model? 

The bulk of the Olympic site is put into the hands of the LLDC, an independent corporation 

under the control of the mayor of London, with a land portfolio, compulsory purchase powers, 

estate management functions, selling and letting powers. It is not subjected to an implementation 

schedule or a timeframe for its own existence. Over and above these powers, the LLDC claims 

local ‘legacy and moral ownership’ of areas surrounding the Olympic site where it substitutes 
37 Hackney Wick   38and the 

Lower Lea Valley, but its complete portfolio is not known. Whether such concentration of public 

land into the hands of the LLDC corresponds to the spirit of the Localism Act is another matter. 

29 e.g. from the Port of London Authority and public utilities, such as electricity, gas and waste disposal, etc.
30 e.g. land and water decontamination and reclamation, landscaping of public realm to attract inward investment
31

the Jubilee underground extension which was undertaken post hoc at greatly increased costs.
32
33
34
35 LDA, LTGDC, ODA, LOCOG, OPLA, LLDC, op cit.
36 Triathlon Homes, Delancy and Qatari Diar, the latter a global investor, to take over development, sales and 

management of its housing, commercial real estate and public realm.
37 Initially acquired by the LDA
38 inherited from the London Thames Gateway Development Corporation
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Success of the ‘development industry model’ regarding the local community?

The LLDC continues to cooperate with several community groups which have been created during 

the development of the Olympic Games site. 39 There is no great enthusiasm though for setting up 

Community Land Trusts, something the local inhabitants are keen about; or a formal consultative 

forum at which local groups would have a guaranteed voice. 

Lessons

The ultimate test of whether the ‘development industry’ is a ‘success’ from the point of view of 

some parts of the area would escape displacement and pricing out the local population and local 

businesses. 

‘Community based’ development model 

The bottom-up ‘community based’ model favours local inhabitants and businesses in the 

development process. It gives them a voice, opportunities to take active part in development 

initiatives and a share of the value added by such development in both the short and the longer 

term. They would also have some assurances against unwanted displacement and compensation 

mechanisms for loss or uprooting of local homes, businesses and recreational spaces. 

The Bromley-by-Bow Centre

The aim of the Bromley-by-Bow Centre (BBBC) was to adopt ‘new ways of thinking about urban 

revival, and devising new tools in response to (endemic) issues of scarcity’. 40

abandoned and derelict reform church in Bruce Street in Bromley-by-Bow. Although hired by the 

church building with a team he built up among local residents, immigrants, artists and activists. 

He transformed it to accommodate several functions besides Sunday services, including a crèche, 

a ballet school and festive events for different ethnic and faith communities, ranging from the 

pearly queens and kings to the Ede festival. He refurbished outbuildings and let them cheaply to 

artists and artisans in return for some of their services to the local community. These activities 

engaged elderly and mentally disturbed people in gardening around the buildings, art therapy 

and soft gymnastics. 

relation with the local authority, entered social housing functions and managed to build a health 

centre which was focused on catering for local cultural needs. He transformed an adjacent derelict 

open space into a communal garden with an allotment area engaging local children to learn about 

plants and food. In turn, local food was used in what had become a restaurant with emphasis on 

tuition, and enabling women from various backgrounds to set up and run their own micro-

businesses. His objective was aiming at high quality in every undertaking of the Bromley-by-Bow 

centre aimed to help local people to help themselves. 

Clearly, structural changes were needed when the centre expanded geographically as well as 

39 www.londonlegacy.co.uk/community 

40 www.bbbc.org.uk
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functionally and became a multi-million enterprise. This was not an easy ride for the team and not 

all the locals subscribed to the entrepreneurial approach. 

Other community-led bottom-up organisations

development, including the Olympic site where their housing was demolished, their businesses 

closed down and they were chased from their allotments and displaced altogether. These groups 

included local leaders 41 but also artists and marginal communities. 42 Some are connected with 

local teaching institutions. 43

groups, community architects, self-builders, urban agriculture enthusiasts and others. Some were 

cheap premises in derelict areas. They, together with a substantial immigrant population play a 

Bromley-by-Bow ‘extra’
44

his expansionist ambitions he started to cooperate with both other voluntary and mainstream 

institutions. 45

Water City 46

own company and is currently a board member of the newly created LLDC. 

Success of the bottom-up community-led development model?

Without a doubt, the Bromley-by-Bow centre has become a much liked social institution in 
47

of call where people seek assistance or just a social life and has become a role model for bottom-

up social entrepreneurship. It is a rather rare long term success of bottom-up community-led 

development. 

but limited success. Contrary to the top-down development model the bottom-up development 

model lacks material resources and tends to operate on the margin of mainstream values and 

customs. Often groups are constituted in opposition to concrete threats from the outside. Once 

the threat has vanished, for example when individuals have taken up offers to move elsewhere, 

the ‘raison d’etre’ of such resistance groups is diminishing and they tend to decline below the 

threshold of critical mass. Constituted ad hoc such activist or resistance groups tend to lack 

cohesion, organisational capacity, common purpose, sustained energy and drive. After a while of 

intense involvement and dedication, they succumb to burn-out or exhaustion, a little researched 

phenomenon. There are numerous accounts of occupations by artists, student revolts, political 

protest movements like the ’68 events and their inability to achieve concrete lasting social change 

or spatial justice. 

To come back to the London situation, residents and businesses have been displaced from the 

41 e.g. teachers or managers of tenant associations,
42 including travellers who had been present in the East End for a long time.
43
44
45 The adjacent primary school, local housing associations such as HACA, a mental health care charity, etc. He 

was involved in the refurbishment of Poplar Town Hall, Tower Hamlets public library, refurbishment of social 
housing and public realm in various adjacent neighbourhoods.

46 amawsonpartnerships.com/help/water-city 
47
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Olympic site with little compensation and those in surrounding areas seem to be next in line for 

the riots have not brought about social change in the deprived areas where they took place, and 

‘Occupy’ 48 has all but disappeared from the radar. 

Questions

Can a bottom-up community-led development model succeed in the long term, in what 

circumstances, with which means, over what period of time? Does it stand a better chance in 

times of scarcity, as it is accustomed to operating under permanent scarcity and is well versed in 

austerity measures, as well as dealing with scarcity in an innovative and creative way? 

Blurring boundaries in times of scarcity

The development process described above has followed the typical business cycles of growth and 

exit the economic depression and reduce the irresponsible debt mountain accumulated by both 

the state and consumers over an unsustainable boom period. What impact does this have on 

the two contrasting models of urban regeneration? Early signs are that the state is resorting to 

measures which may entail irreversible damages, not least regarding climate change mitigation 

48 www.occupylondon.org.uk

Figure 2-4 Bromley-by-Bow Centre. Source: Judith Ryser.
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and adaptation. In policies and deeds ‘sustainability’ tends to make way to ‘scarcity’, ‘resilience’ 

housing. ‘Localism’ may be taken up mainly by vocal neighbourhoods, but it is also appropriated 

by the ‘development industry’ in carrying out higher density urban transformations under the 

guise of ‘regeneration’. 

Rapprochement between development-led and 

community-based development models?

Which of the two development models explored here – top-down and bottom-up - is better 

equipped to cope with recession? Averse to austerity, market-led models function best either under 

tax relief. Self-regulated and self-reliant community-led models operate well under conditions of 

scarcity as it is one of their inherent features. Often secretive and with little public accountability, 

top-down models incessantly demand removal of ‘red tape’, but they welcome regulations to 

protect their own added value. They expect state subsidies to act and state bail-out when they 

have overreached themselves. The current ease of shedding corporate debt and recuperating 

undervalued assets under new management contrasts with the treatment of insolvency of social 

and voluntary organisations. Both models have to adapt to change all the time, but the top-down 

model tends to hold on to its tried and tested formula while the bottom-up model has an internal 

dynamic which tends to create instability due to inherent precariousness, heterogeneity, weakness 

top-down model has a material base, albeit sometimes precarious, while the bottom-up model is 

Figure 2-5 Bromley-by-Bow Centre entrance with health clinic in background. Source: Judith Ryser.
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subjected to a relentless pursuit of scarce resources which may lead to exhaustion. 

Alternative adaptation processes are needed for the survival of both models in times of 

internal or external crisis. The top-down model may shift its targets and ease its constraints, while 

the bottom-up model may relax its sometimes rigid value system. Opinions differ over whether 

the top-down model of the Olympic Development Authority (ODA) in charge of developing the 

Olympic Games site has delivered in time and to budget. Its activity fell mainly into a growth 

period while its ring-fenced budget tripled during the ensuing austerity period. Conversely, it 

could be argued that the Bromley-by-Bow Centre which started as a bottom-up model aiming at 

inclusion, equality and self-reliance has transformed itself into social entrepreneurship, akin to 

capitalist enterprise, at least for its outreach undertakings. Has more stringent austerity moved 

it toward a more neo-capitalist mode of operating? Is it a transient period of greater expediency 

affect its initial objective of achieving greater social and spatial inclusion?

Impact of austerity on regeneration and gentrification

Should austerity be seen as a negative impact on current pursuits and modes of operating, or an 

opportunity for adaptation and new departures? Is the development-led model really softening 

up towards local conditions and local people and, paradoxically, is the community based model 

moving toward the majority model out of necessity? 

Although it may have to compromise, the bottom-up model may have an advantage over 

the top-down model due to its experience with adapting to precarious and unforeseen situations 

under constant conditions of scarcity. When seeking rapprochement with the bottom-up model 

to cope with austerity the top-down development model may undergo internal structural changes 

by adopting more appropriate means, albeit alien to its habitual corporate culture. Is such 

rapprochement between the two types of models possible? In which way would such blurring of 

boundaries evolve? Could it lead to mutual compromise and cooperation on agreed terms which 

would facilitate equitable conditions of engagement, including sanctioning mechanism in case of 

non-compliance? 

the very least it would presuppose an agreed view of the purpose of urban regeneration and the 

establish rights to a more equitable share for the existing residents and businesses, including a 

‘place-makers’, the transient occupiers of abandoned land and derelict premises whose foothold 

often triggers the regeneration process also gain access to an equitable share of their contribution 

to the turn-around of derelict and deprived areas. In times of scarcity, their temporary and often 

creative occupation could continue to contribute to the regeneration process in which they should 

have a voice. 

Even the current period of austerity will come to an end in the evolution of economic cycles. 

Accelerated pace of change under economic expansion will eventually revive the development 

process of rapid capital accumulation and circulation and reinstate excess gains and greed until 

the cycle will have reached another unsustainable peak. The development industry is closely 

linked to the boom and bust of the economy in general and the chances are that such temporary 

rapprochement between the two development models would vanish and give way to past 

both types of development models. 
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Scarcity is socially constructed. Clearly its interpretation differs between the protagonists 

of the two opposing development models discussed here, between politicians, the development 

industry, local communities and newcomers. A period of scarcity could provide an excellent 

opportunity to explore sustainability and resilience of urban regeneration with attention to the 

the power of the fear industry; state-sanctioned intrusion into citizen’s privacy; the scarcity of 

process, including deliberate land hoarding and slowing down development to push up real estate 

prices; intentional dilapidation of existing buildings, asset stripping and generation of negative 

it should include imaginative ways of providing greater access to indeterminate spaces for 

transitional activities, as well as recognition and material reward for the contribution of informal 

place makers. 

In practice, scarcity is not just about lack of money, it also affects access to information, 

share of legacy spoils, provision of social amenities and public facilities. Scarcity can be generated 

equitable distribution of the value added from regeneration for local residents and businesses 

and newcomers, but also on adequate care for the environment to achieve sustainable longer term 

economic development. In particular, it should examine the balance between property-led – real 

estate-led –capital investment-led development and its impact on its users, their activities, their 

chances of empowerment, their quality of life and their share of spatial and social justice. Such 

rebalancing could lead to progressive social change. Of interest to the professionals of the built 

environment is the role of design in this process. 

Changing the political role of design

49 asks ‘how to convince people to have what 

they don’t yet know they want’. Public participation takes the form of convincing local residents, 

businesses and visitors that they need urban change, in the direction of the producers, i.e. the 
50, the 

purpose of design is to ‘maximise limited resources to solve social and human issues on a global 

scale and yet still entice people to consume’. 51

This is a far cry from the objective of the Bromley-by-Bow centre to ‘create meaningful 

52

the local population can handle. This included an adequate site, new premises, inclusive activities 

on the site, outreach and networked cooperation with other like-minded mutual or cooperative 

initiatives in the wider neighbourhood. They want to devise ‘new business and economic models 

design they have adopted for the activities of the centre. 

Is there a need to invent design which suits the rapprochement of the two opposing 

development models, for example, a more interdependent relationship between capital 

investment and running cost; better use of land and premises between the end of traditional 

49

50
51
52
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use and regeneration; broader and equitable access to land by means of community land trusts; 

accountability for the sustainable use of resources form cradle to cradle, etc.? Would this involve 

adopt existing design philosophies and technologies to the period of austerity, regardless of which 

model is followed? 

The ‘Water City’: convergence of development models over several business cycles 

The Water City 53 is an example of an initial attempt to converge the two opposing development 

models. The Water City is situated in London’s Lower Lea Valley, conceived initially by the LDA 

54 it has stated aims. 55 The Water 

City 56 57 wanted to be the overall East London 

hub capitalising on the fact that ‘people start to like where they live’.However, the 2012 Olympics 

site 58 has become the main catalyst of regeneration, followed by the new Enterprise Zone in the 

picture.  59

LESSONS TO BE LEARNT FROM SCARCITY VISION 

led and community-based models of development could bring some promising change, but 

the evolution of the Water City project may indicate that such convergence may not that easily 

transcend the current, market led and supply side driven development process. 

What next? Longer term future 2065?

In the light of the many contrasting development strategies adopted and abandoned since the 

second world war in London, with development occurring often in a haphazard disjointed mode 

future, let alone expect it to occur under a prolonged period of austerity. 

Instead of conceiving a sort of end state scenario for a particular moment in time for in 

the future, it may be more appropriate to envisage scenarios for diverse development processes 

53
which he was a director. He has now shifted his directorship to The Legacy List, a charity founded by the LLDC 

54

 http://www.leasideregeneration.com/water-city

 http://londonliving.at/water-city-east-londons-regeneration-wizards

 http://www.londonmet.ac.uk/services/london-office/activity-by-the-london-office/leaside-

regeneration-ltd.cfm
55

help build an entrepreneurial culture; engage local people and communities in practical, entrepreneurial ways; 
create a true legacy for east London, both physical and social.

56 www.leasideregeneration.com/water-city

57 www.richardrogers.co.uk/RSHP_A_JS_4220_L_E_MP.pdf
58 with its 45 miles of canals and 1450 ha of surrounding land ripe for regeneration

59 E.g., showcased at www.watercityfestival.org.uk The £20b budget for Lea Valley development in next 20 
years constitutes the precondition for this global destination of raw talent, resources and space.
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are inherent in the capitalistic system. Scenarios for such long term process modes could only 

provide a loose framework for medium term development strategies, together with instruments to 

attempt to achieve them. This approach should not prevent short term, smaller scale development 

initiatives which may stand a chance of materialising because they may be more doable, less 

costly and would require less comprehensive institutional involvement. They do not have to be 

here for a more balanced and inclusive development in London’s East End. 

Figure 2-6 Urban area with potential for small scale infill development with local participation. Source: 

Judith Ryser.
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CHANGING CONTEXTS AND VISIONS FOR 
PLANNING: THE CASE OF MADRID CENTRAL AREA

How to cope with the concept of scarcity as an issue for planning? What does it imply for a 

traditional planning system based on a set of instruments aimed at guiding the city in the long 

term? To what extent does a master plan have the capacity to deal with the issue of scarcity? How 

can these plans be successful - or not - in this attempt? In which way does the changing economic 

the matter?

This article tries to give some answers to these questions by exploring the interplay which 

exists between the overall economic context, the dominant vision in planning, and the planning 

instruments produced for cities affected by changing circumstances, drawing on the master plans 

aspects, with the aim to extract some lessons from this experience. The laboratory used to explore 

these questions is the central district of the city. It is an urban realm to which all the approved 

planning instruments have given a special treatment to improve a traditionally deprived area, 

whatever their supportive vision.

A BRIEF VIEW ON THE CHANGING MADRILENIAN 
CONTEXTS AND THE ASSOCIATED PLANNING VISIONS  

The past  

Conversely to the rest of Europe, the effects of the 1973 oil crisis had a late impact in Spain, 

affecting its economy only at the end of the 1970´s. As regards planning, this period coincides 

economic situation led to the adoption of a shrinking vision in planning, according to which 

complete the city edges and to attribute special care to the existing urban tissues, particularly its 

central area, characterised by strong urban decay. 

The present

economic crisis emerged, a fact that gave place to a new planning vision, based on an expansive 

image of the city, open to unexpected opportunities. The mandatory review of the existing plan 

gave rise to the need to produce a new planning instrument for the city. The principles of the 

enough land to capture investment implied a renewed interest in focussing the planning action on 
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huge peripheral growth proposals.  

The future 

The global economic recession initiated in 2007 pushed the Spanish economy to the worst 

possible scenario due to, among other motives, its strong dependency on real estate investments 

promoted by the previous economic model and favoured by a planning practice adjusted to the 

principles of the expansive vision. The revision of the current master plan – in progress at present 

and estimated to be approved by 2014 – is being developed yet again under the scarcity vision. 

It includes new principles based not only on the recovery of the existing urban fabric and of the 

powerful dynamism of the central area expanding towards the periphery, but also on the need to 

move the existing local planning practice towards new ways of dealing with urban needs.

THE SHRINKING VISION: THE 1985 MASTER PLAN
Accordingly to the recession that led the country to economic stagnation, the professional team 

growth principle. It centred the attention on the existing city, mainly the Historic Centre, an area 

consisting of 350 hectares, 5,000 dwellings and 130,000 inhabitants. By that time, the urban state 

* 

7 km at the fringe of the central area, aimed to enhance the living conditions of the deprived 

neighbourhoods settled along the railway track.

Figure 2-7 Historic Centre delimitation, 1885 master plan. Source: Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid 

City Council.
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* 

catalogue of urban elements protected under the label of urban heritage. 

Except for few actions, the outcomes of those proposals were scarce, in fact only few actions 

were undertaken, resulting in a progressive deterioration of the district. The cause behind this 

times of scarcity.

The 1990´s gave a new opportunity for the historic centre, when two positive factors coincided 

possibility to apply for some European funds, aimed at the regeneration of urban environments, 

which gave the opportunity to improve the most depressed neighbourhood of the central district, 

Figure 2-8 Areas of Preferential Rehabilitation and interventions with European Funds. Source: Area of 

Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council.
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Figure 2-9 Urban improvements in residential and commercial areas. Source: Teresa Franchini.

recognised, in 1998 when it was ranked as Best in the Habitat Best Practices Award; and in 1999 

Some lessons to be learnt 

* 

capital city central area is a key factor in that matter

* 

prevent urban decay

* 

and squares is essential to trigger private investments in the surrounding areas

* 

realm, generates a highly satisfactory reaction from the citizenship.

* 

owners of the dwellings affects the situation of tenants and users. 

* 

special care, not all dwellings of the central area were rehabilitated.

THE EXPANSIVE VISION: THE 1997 MASTER PLAN
Soon after the launch of the 1985 master plan, the Spanish productive structure started to show 
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a new one, based on the expectation of an unprecedented dynamism that later put the country 

among the leading European economies. At the beginning of the 1990´s the building activities, 

transformed into the leading productive sector of the country, found the proper conditions for its 

favouring the beginning of an important process of planning deregulation.    

its attention on the urban expansion. The new plan enlarged the central area to 523 hectares, 

91,000 dwellings and 320,000 inhabitants - giving it a new denomination, the Central District 

* 

experience

* 

hidden natural element for the city, a narrow stream of water that crosses the city from north to 

the environmental restoration of the river banks, including the burying of some stretches of the 

ring road, the design of a linear park on the recovered land, and the urban renewal of the adjacent 

Figure 2-10 Urban improvements in residential and commercial areas. Source: Teresa Franchini.
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Figure 2-11 (left) Historic Centre, 1997 master plan. Source: Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City 

Council. Figure 2-12 (right) Strategic Plan for the CD Revitalisation, 2004. Specific projects. Source: Area 

of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council.

The project implied the burying of 8 km of highways, the treatment of 120 ha of urban land 

and the delivery of 50 ha for new green areas, all included in a budget of 4,100 million euros. 

The project was put in motion in spite of the heavy indebtedness it implied for the City Council, 

a situation that can only be understood in relation to the buoyant local economy existing at that 

time. It is expected that the citizenship will be paying this urban improvement over the next thirty 

years.

Some lessons to be learnt  

* 

projects

* 

* 

positive factor for ordinary people and businesses, let alone the recognition of efforts by the 

local administration in the matter

* 

projects, outside the current administrative system, facilitates not only the decision making 

process but the political discourse around them. 

* 

and public participation to decide about the expected results and budgets committed

* 

private initiative.
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THE SCARCITY VISION: THE MASTER PLAN 2014
The 2008 global crisis strongly affected the Spanish economy, dragging the country into a 

depression that continues today. The national economic base, mainly supported by the strong 

building industry consolidated during the expansive period, has showed its incapacity to meet the 

present social and economic demands. In planning terms, the new reality wiped out the previous 

vision based on urban growth aimed to satisfy the speculative real estate market, to give room 

situation and after almost 15 years of implementation, the City Council has begun the process 

of drafting a new master plan based on the principle of recycling the existing city according to 

Project in 2011, putting forward a new conceptual approach for an area that is seen as the urban 

climate change awareness, and sustainability principles to underpin the evolution of the urban 

Being a strategic proposal based on the value of urban recycling, it includes several sectoral 

brand new vision for spatial organisation and managerial treatment of the Central Area. In contrast 

to the traditional way of dealing with the urban tissue, based on zoning and regulatory ordinances, 

the proposal contains three innovative instruments which require the same innovative attitude 

from the City Council for its implementation. The project has been awarded as Best Applied 

Figure 2-13 (left) and Figure 2-14 (right) Manzanares River Project, location and area of interventions. 

Source: Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council.
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Figure 2-15 (left) and Figure 2-16 (right) Manzanares River Project: Linear Park and urban rehabilitation. 

Source: Teresa Franchini

New areas for planning management 

The Central Almond is divided into 24 Areas of Homogeneous Identity (AHI) that is, zones with 

similar physical, social and economic characteristics. The implementation of this proposal implies 

the removal of the current administrative division composed of 7 districts and 47 neighbourhoods 

New way to describe the central area 

In order to facilitate the understanding of this complex territory, the central area is divided into 

articulation. Each cell acts as a reference of identity for residents, stressing thereby the sense of 

promotion of innovation in terms of normative, density and hybridisation of uses. Within the 

cell, the inner streets are transformed into channels of pedestrian movements while the public 

transport system runs along a grid of approximately 400 x 400 meters. The location of new uses 

is proposed within the existing blocks for the hybridisation of uses, opening the private areas to 

means of transportation in the external streets. The implementation of this new urban organization 

New regulatory criteria 

building permits. To put the whole regulatory system into practice, the implementation of the new 

criteria will imply the steady replacement of the existing ordinances and accordingly, the current 

Some lessons to be learnt

* 

gives the opportunity to apply new visions for planning and a new culture for administrative 

practice
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* 

* 

principles that support this kind of urban proposals. 

* 

* 

reluctant to modify the on-going processes 

* 

changes in the direction of the new master plan, meant the loss of interest in the project, 

leaving their proposals just as open ideas to chance or as possibilities, included in the new 

master plan. 

SOME CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE CHANGING CONTEXTS 
AND THE RESULTING VISIONS FOR PLANNING

there is an obvious swinging movement that oscillates from one position to another, depending on 

the economic and social context within which cities operate. The analysis of this situation through 

between scarcity and prosperity. The implementation of each plan has produced positive and 

negative outcomes, from which some lessons can be learnt. 

Figure 2-17 (left) The Central Almond: a new central area for planning. Source: Area of Urbanism and 

Housing, Madrid City Council. Figure 2-18 (right) Areas of Homogeneous Identity. Source: Madrid Centre 

Strategic Project, Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council.
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Figure 2-19 (left) Urban Cells net and cell conceptual inner organisation. Source: Madrid Centre Strategic 

Project, Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council. Figure 2-20 (middle) Urban Cells net and cell 

conceptual inner organisation. Source: Madrid Centre Strategic Project, Area of Urbanism and Housing, 

Madrid City Council. Figure 2-21 (right)  Areas of Homogeneous Identity, detailed planning. Source: 

Madrid Centre Strategic Project, Area of Urbanism and Housing, Madrid City Council.

the big ones, but what matters in those cases is the understanding, on the part of the local political 

leaders, of the value of their implications in their implementation as a way to strengthening the 

position of their cities in the urban system. 

However, even during scarcity times, when the ‘possibilities of making’ are reduced, it is 

possible to introduce innovation in the cities by using different strategies. The urban acupuncture 

is one of them, intended to produce small but effective actions, involving different levels of 

administration in the implementation process as a mean to obtaining the required investments. 

Another way is to envisage strategic actions not necessarily related to physical aspects but close to 

social and economic ones.   

fosters the construction of innovative planning visions aimed at promoting substantial changes 

in the traditional way of making the city. But this case also shows the high dependence that 

exists between new ideas and proposals and the political support that facilitates or hinders their 

application in practice. As a corollary to this situation, it is possible to conclude that innovations 

implanted in the local governments since the rationalist period.
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ADAPTATION
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Figure 3-1 Skeleton structures in Manilva, Sabinillas. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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INTERNATIONAL YOUNG PLANNING 
PROFESSIONALS AWARD 2012
  

The Young Planning Professionals Award (YPPA) is an annual, 3-year international competition 

(2012-2014) funded by the Directorate responsible for planning at the Dutch Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Environment (mI&M). Its aim is to stimulate thinking and promote 

innovative ideas on how spatial planning in Europe can adapt its form and methodologies to take 

on the present-day challenges and transformations facing our human settlements. The underlying 

thinking is that it is largely the younger generation (< 35) of planning professionals who will have 

to come up with the answers, as it is they who will have the responsibility to plan and develop 

those settlements in the near future. 

The ministry asked the International Federation of Housing and Planning (IFHP) and the 

International Society of City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP) – both then with secretariats in 

The Hague - to organise the Awards. They decided to bring in the Association of European School 

of Planning (AESOP) and organise the Award within the framework of the jointly run European 

Urban Summer School (EUSS). 

The theme of the Award is related to the theme of the EUSS. The winners receive free 

participation at the EUSS and present their papers at a special session. The papers form part of 

the EUSS publication which is also generously supported by the mI&M grant. 

The theme in 2012 was ‘Adaptive cities: new ideas for action. Trends, perspectives and 

challenges of spatial development in a phase of de-growth and decline in Europe’. The winning 

entries can be found on the following pages. 
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SHRINKAGE IS SEXY: A NEW STRATEGY TO MAKE A 
SHRINKING URBAN AREA THE MOST VITAL PART OF TOWN
Clenn Kustermans

Shrinkage is globally considered as a negative phenomenon, and shrinking cities are seen as the 

opposite of growing, successful cities. Psychologically, there’s strong coherence between this 

consideration and the development of our human body and mind. In our lives, shrinkage is the 

precursor of dying. But when city quarters dealing with a gradually declining population and an 

emptying housing stock are declared as Free States, these urban areas could become the most vital 

of individual and collective living desires. Create whatever you want!

Because of declaring Free States and striking out several regulations, (local) governments 

and collective house-owners can focus their gained time and money on small scaled actions. 

Strict and rigorous interventions are sometimes necessary, especially when too many houses 

lack occupancy. Overall quality can be increased by effective, inexpensive and fast actions. The 

tristesse of the former over-regulated shrinking area can slowly disappear, and possibilities for 

a happy life will attract young people who tend to start their career as independents. In order to 

shape a socially sustainable space, the idea of all generations living together is implemented in a 

new concept of state-offered services. To achieve such a thing, keywords are trust, community, 

solidarity and action. 

general principles that can be applied in other shrinking urban areas in Europe. Chemnitz, once 

an important industrial centre and the socialist model city Karl-Marx-Stadt, has been struggling 

with population decline and urban decay since the 1980s. Especially the ‘Plattenbausiedlungen’, 

or tower block areas, are in need of alternative answers. The potentials of the empty DDR blocks 

and the public space are huge.

HOW TO READ THIS PLEA

introduce you to the city of Chemnitz. Secondly, I zoom in on Fritz Heckert, a tower block area 

its motivation. After demonstrating you the innovative character of the proposed interventions, 

I will show you the applicability of the idea in other European contexts. A conclusion is terminus 

station. If you lose track, you can always return to this paragraph.
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CHEMNITZ: A POEM
Chemnitz is a poem that could have been written by W.H. Auden or Dylan Thomas. Melancholic, 

tragic, but with sunny, hopeful streaks, changing its character in such unforgiving and relentless 

way that one can hardly identify its new image or remember its old image.

Other German cities alike, Chemnitz had its economic and demographic peaks in the 1930s. 

The city had become an important manufacturing centre in the 19th century as a concentration 

of textile industry. Chemnitz was known as ‘Manchester of Saxony’. Later, when nationalism 

arose and war was inevitable, heavy machinery, locomotives, automobiles and other vehicles were 

produced in Chemnitz. 

After the important stronghold of Panzer tank production had been bombed by allied air 

forces at the end of the second world war, 95% (!) of the city was demolished. Although the new 

era inspired many to recover the ancient inner city and surroundings, Chemnitz became part of 

the newly found Deutsche DemokratischeRepublik (DDR). Being renamed Karl-Marx-Stadt in 

1953, the city was a laboratory; a test case for modernist architects and planners. Inspired by 

functionalist ideas and following the ‘principles of planning and designing socialist city centres’ 

functional, streets were wide and windy. Moreover, the city expanded by building the peripheral 

Fritz Heckert Area: a new city district with 31.000 model apartments for 90.000 inhabitants. The 

But the heydays of socialism didn’t last. When the ‘two Germanys’ reunited in 1990, a lot of 

(young) people moved to the west of Germany in search of jobs and a free or better life. However, 

Chemnitz had already been shrinking demographically since 1982. Today, Chemnitz has fewer 

inhabitants than in 1945 and the city is still shrinking, while neighbouring cities Leipzig and 

Dresden are growing steadily. Shrinkage is not just spread out over the city: some parts of the city 

are desolated places while other parts are inhabited and doing well. Former socialist ‘Plattenbau’ 

education are low, while average age and unemployment are high. Chemnitz is now known as the 

the highest average age.

Nevertheless, there are bright sides as well. The former image of city of industry has 

disappeared. Chemnitz has a well-known university of technology, which attracts talent and 

technology (two important T’s, besides tolerance). Moreover, the university is an important 

employer. Many German students register at Eastern German universities because of their good 

city, because it is affordable compared to Leipzig or Dresden. Especially the areas built before 

1918 are popular (Jugendstil and Gründerzeit architecture era) among youngsters with starters’ 

there are communal gardens where kids can play safely. Except the houses, the attractiveness of 

the surroundings is considered too. The popular area has bars, restaurants and cultural places, 

and the inner city is within walking distance. Besides, the municipality is successfully funding the 

redevelopment of the inner city and the station area. There will be a direct connection between 

the main railway station and the university, which underlines the importance of the university. 

Because of these attractive areas, the number of households in Chemnitz still remains 

quite steady. The steadiness of Chemnitz’ households could mean that the city is not shrinking 

physically yet. In fact, the number of houses does not have to change. But as stated before, some 
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areas in Chemnitz are popular and some not, which means that demands in the housing market 

shift geographically. Not the amount, but the location of the demanded houses has changed. 

FRITZ HECKERT: A NOT SO OLD MAN WITH HIS INCONVENIENCES
In 1973 the Central Comity of the leading party SED declared a housing programme to satisfy 

demands and to maintain social harmony in the DDR. In order to offer housing and amenities 

rapidly, industrial technologies were applied. The ideology of standardized, prefab apartment 

blocks was used in socialist (and also capitalist) countries worldwide. In Chemnitz, socialist 

there? Because there was space! Comprising 31.000 units, Heckert became the second largest 

high-rise area in the DDR, after Berlin Marzahn-Hellersdorf.

The standardized model apartments, including the luxury of a bathroom and a private toilet, 

were designed for standardized model citizens (modern, progressive, collective). Under socialism, 

people were not just a consuming part of a consuming collective. You didn’t own a garden, but 

The peripheral location of the residential zones was no problem, because people could go to work 

via an extensive network of public transport. 

The reunion of the ‘two Germanys’ lead to high vacancy levels in houses in Eastern German 

cities in general and areas like Heckert in particular. From 1998, the city of Chemnitz and collective 

house-owners have torn down buildings and parts of buildings in the city, especially in Heckert. 

Apartment blocks were demolished and either replaced by one-family houses and shopping 

centres or by nothing at all. Other blocks were ‘decapitated’: brought down to four stories. Some 

redevelopments (from apartments into one-family houses) took place too. From 31.000 units, 

11.000 (or 35%) were gone in 2009. Housing vacancy is still 20 to 30%. Statistics in 2009 show 

that Heckert has 58% less inhabitants than in 1992. Birth rate is very low and mortality rate is 

high. The average age is 51, while Chemnitz is the oldest city in Germany with an average age of 

with 47. Unemployment is 12 to over 20%. 

The tower blocks were produced fast, en masse and monotonously. In the 1970s grown-up 

baby boomers started to form families and settled down in the tower blocks collectively. Within 

the DDR, people didn’t change their place of residence as often as today. Forty years later (today) 

the tower blocks still accommodate a large group of ‘early residents’. 

Furthermore, the image of model citizenship has changed. The ideology of the model 

apartment is diminished to the factual four walls and a roof. Heckert has become a place with 

a high concentration of socially fragile people. One could call it an internal clash between three 

main groups: a large group of old natives who have lived there ever since, a small minority of 

immigrants in search of cheap housing and lower educated youngsters. In places such as Heckert 

crime, political extremes and social instability aren’t rare. Moreover, the peripheral location has 

turned into a problem. Because of not being an integral part of the city, Heckert can turn into a 

ghetto if not dealt with properly.

A vast majority of housing units is managed by collective land- and house-owning companies 

such as the Grundstücks- und Gebäudewirtschafts-Gesellschaft (or GGG). GGG, a fully owned 

subsidiary of the city of Chemnitz, has a quite simple concept: tenants rent apartments that are 

maintained by GGG. The formal owner is the city of Chemnitz. Apartments cannot be bought by 

private individuals or families. GGG only rents its housing stock. Regarding services and shops, 

Heckert is quite standard. There are kindergartens, primary schools, city services, clinics, sport 
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grounds and chain supermarkets. As birth rate and children numbers are low, many schools have 

disappeared since 1990. 

HOW HECKERT AND CHEMNITZ CAN BECOME 
ALIVE AND KICKING AGAIN
It should not be the city’s ambition to become like Dresden or Leipzig. These cities are popular 

because of their cultural values. Dresden is beautifully restored and there are a lot of activities, 

and Leipzig is a cool, modern city with interesting historical artefacts. Chemnitz is not beautiful. 

Chemnitz is not classic or charming. Therefore, today’s city’s slogan ‘City of Moderns’ is right. It is 

modern, and it is different than anyone else. 

Heckert and Chemnitz have certain potentials. Within its own region, the city can become 

popular again. Instead of trying to achieve the demographic peak from 1930, the ambition should 

be to offer a comfortable life quality with development possibilities in a safe environment. The 

university is an important starting point, because it annually attracts new talented youngsters. 

In addition, the oldest city in Germany can become a centre of old people’s homes, social care, 

healthcare and other amenities. Chemnitz can become or stay a medium-sized, lively city, 

40 years old… much too young to die. 

A few interventions are needed though. My idea is built on a few suggestions: declaration of 

Free States, action-oriented government and collective house-owners, new ownership strategy 

and generation building. 

DECLARATION OF FREE STATES
People or suburbs like Heckert were standardized from the moment they were born. Raised in a 

strict limiting conditions, etcetera for almost everything. You cannot paint your house red if all the 

houses next door are yellow. Your hedge can only be maximum 80 centimetres high and in some 

cases maximum 100 centimetres if transparent and if not thicker than 15 centimetres. Your roof 

may not be higher than 12 metres. You may not break down walls. These regulations demotivate 

(prospective) inhabitants. And this makes Heckert uncompetitive to other areas in Chemnitz or 

eastern Germany that are organized in a traditional Germanic way. 

So let’s forget about regulations! Let’s break out, declare a Free State and make room for 

initiatives of the inhabitants, the real users of the houses and public space. Free states will attract 

liveliness. Regulations were made in a psychological context of fear. We need to trust people. We 

need to trust in people’s capability and wish to build up a community. 

Within Free States, that can be re-demarcated anytime, unused space could be used for the 

building and zoning regulations are lacking. You can remodel your tower block apartment, 

including the empty apartments next-door horizontally and vertically. The creative potential of 

garden... Do you want to open a shop? Please, go ahead. Make it a lively place. Build whatever 

you want, meet your neighbours and transform the public space inside and outside the way you 

want to. I hereby would like to note that these so-called Free States merely consist of building and 

rezoning creativity. These Free States are not party islands.

By introducing Free States, the tragic Plattenbauten become alive and attractive for people in 
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search of a house in an urban and alternative environment. It is not the outlying ghetto anymore 

where you live when you don’t have any other possibilities. Furthermore, the positive effect of 

ownership and taking care of the apartment and public space is introduced - instead of having 

this element is a huge potential within suburbs like Heckert. 

units, including the unused public space around it. This place will become a laboratory; a test case 

like the city was in the socialist era. If successful, the concept can be applied in other blocks too.

ACTION-ORIENTED GOVERNMENT AND COLLECTIVE HOUSE-OWNERS
Most cities today, Chemnitz included, tend to have overall policy coverage of their territory in 

order to keep order. On the other hand, all legislatures have focus areas. Currently, Chemnitz is 

successfully funding the redevelopment of the inner city by adding shopping malls in buildings 

designed by modernist architects Hans Kollhoff and Helmut Jahn, recovery of historical 

buildings, public transport, new public space etcetera. Moreover, the station area is redeveloped 

in order to make a straight connection to the university and to invite ICE-trains (high-speed trains 

connecting main cities). It can be an understandable choice to focus on inner cities and stations 

instead of outlying suburbs. But my proposal would then be to skip the regulations in the outlying 

suburbs and to forget about overall policy coverage! Uniformity is in my eyes a misinterpretation 

of constitutional equality. 

Striking out building and zoning regulations seems to be an easy thing to do, but it is not. 

compensate ownership rights. So, the city installs a contact person in the Free State. He/she 

will gain a lot of bottom-up experience and an extended social network within his/her working 

lacks building regulations, but there are still common values agreed on by the residents. To build 

up a community, certain agreements will have to be made. But anchoring these agreements in 

regulations is highly unnecessary. It is about freedom and not limiting someone else’s freedom. 

This plea has undoubtedly been done before, but in this era of scarcity, negativism and dogmatism 

it really might be the right thing to do. 

Furthermore, the city can cooperate with the university, city-run housing associations and 

private companies to create a job and building programme to stimulate students to work and 

live in Chemnitz after their studies. The University of Chemnitz is known for its mechanical 

engineering, mathematics and computer science, as well as philosophy and social science. Linking 

study programmes and work together can make sure that talented graduates do not leave Chemnitz 

right away after their studies. 

The campus is located south of the city centre. The city or university can buy units in Heckert 

to hire them to students. It is cheap, students have a lot of freedom in Heckert (compared to 

standardized model apartments somewhere else) and it is not far from the campus. During and as 

part of their studies, students can start rebuilding their apartment in the Free State into something 

of personal value. 

An encouragement to set up local shops and services can be done too. For example, many 

independent merchants and entrepreneurs spend a lot of time and money on permit and 

tax regulations. The city can stimulate small business people by taking away administrative 

discomforts. 
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The city’s main focus will be to encourage private developments. On the other hand, gained 

time and money can be used by the city and house-owners to redevelop parts of Heckert. If it turns 

out to be necessary to tear down (parts of) apartment blocks, the quality of space and the future 

function should be considered. It is a matter of balance: if there are too many buildings, the quality 

of the public space is endangered. If there are too few buildings, the place can become desolate, 

unattractive and unsafe. The local government and collective house-owners can react by punctual 

interventions: swift actions on a small scale in order to eliminate problems. Temporal use of space 

is possible if it does not obstruct future redevelopment. 

GENERATION BUILDING
Heckert has demographic and spatial potentials to become ‘senior city’: a residential area for elderly 

people with their minds on stability and quietness. But this would not form a socially sustainable 

choice, because this would lead to isolation of individuals. Furthermore, a homogenous society 

does not exist and therefore it should not be aspired. In my eyes, social sustainability is driven 

by integration of generations, income classes, languages, races and nationalities. A melting pot, 

indeed. Therefore, a social and generational mix is intended. By implementing building freedom 

and taking the tristesse of the former over-regulated shrinking area away, young people who tend 

to start their career as independents can be attracted (students, young couples with or without 

kids). But trying to create a young trendy quarter is not a socially sustainable solution either. 

positive effects on the longer term. So: how to overcome a generation gap? 

A simple answer would be to separate generations: Block A, Free State, is for youngsters, while 

B, still under building regulations, is for elderly. However, in order to shape a socially sustainable 

space, the idea of all people living together is implemented in a new concept of trust, community 

and solidarity. A Free State is a house of generations. Several generations living together is a 

positive condition for all inhabitants, because on the one hand people grow up fast and worldly 

while on the other hand people stay young longer. No isolation, but involvement and integration. 

Within a local economy of a Free State, senior care will be an important economic pillar in the near 

future. The Free States are small worlds in which a community can be formed. There are many 

non-disturbing activities such as shops, bars, restaurants and services. People know each other 

and there are common values. The anonymous life in the high-rise blocks can change into new 

social contacts on a human scale. And there’s a lot of freedom to build or create what individuals 

or collectives want, elderly people included. This also means that people are free to refuse to 

use this freedom. But limiting someone else’s creativity or desire is considered negative, and it 

therefore should not be possible. We live together on this planet, so let’s live together! 

play together, not to curtail someone else. It is a collective individual happening in search of some 

OWNERSHIP
Besides planning principles for a new strategy for shrinking urban zones, bringing together 

different kinds of ownership is an important question that should be answered to really realize 

ideas. Today the housing companies are shared corporations, and that seems to be a good start. 

The corporation/cooperation can keep housing affordable, because it can get relatively favourable 
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mortgages. However, apartments are not sold to individuals yet. This leads to the classic gap 

with the apartment or public space leads to general disinterest by tenants. Public space is for 

everybody - and nobody. Therefore it would be an improvement if tenants can also buy shares or 

parts of houses and public space. 

Indeed, if housing association/city sell apartments to individuals or collectives, it will be more 

States and strong government action form a combination of overlapping interventions. Both are 

possible at the same time and in the same space. As housing companies are subsidiaries of the city, 

it can be comprehensively involved in interventions by the local government. A small and effective 

intervention team can be formed to take away obstacles. Housing units can be used for other non-

disturbing daytime and evening purposes too. If hope is really given up, a tower block can only 

be dismantled if housing company/city buy back the units or offer the owners an alternative unit. 

On the other hand, building and zoning freedom will lead to interconnected units, larger units, 

collective units, new purposes of units and less vacancy of units. Temporary student housing or 

other activities are possible too. If housing company/city are unsure about future occupancy, they 

than individuals. If housing company/city persists on not selling apartments, more and more 

INNOVATION AS KEY ANSWER TO OLD QUESTIONS
I believe that a concept of Free States, punctual government action, generation building and 

collective ownership is an innovative proposal, especially in former DDR Plattenbau areas. This 

statement is based on the following motivation. 

* Total building liberalism in Free States is special and innovative within regulated Germany in 

general and overregulated Eastern Germany in particular. If more space is offered, Chemnitz 

can really make a difference and attract young people who tend to start their ‘living career’ in 

an alternative, urban environment. 

* An active and light instead of a reactive and heavy city administration is new too. To solve 

problems and to maintain order, no overall policy coverage is needed. The local government 

can allow a lot more than today without getting complications. Instead of heavily regulating 

every square metre of its territory, the city can invest in punctual actions within a certain 

framework. After all, pure liberalism will not lead to an improvement of space. 

* Community and generation building is an alternative to narrow individualism. After 

becoming part of the western, capitalist society, Eastern Germany quickly transformed and 

tried to catch up on the developments in the west. The new ideal was an old one: to own a 

detached house and a garden and to buy your goods in shopping centres and huge D.I.Y. 

markets. By doing this, the society followed mainstream - which is reasonable, but it does 

not distinguish itself from the grey mass. By building a community of different generations, 

classes and nationalities (combining old and young, foreign and native, poor and rich) it can 

become a special place. 

* The positive elements of (partial) ownership aren’t really implemented yet. In order to 

people can be shares of houses (grow plan) and public, collective space. This too is innovative 

in Chemnitz, where the model apartments cannot be bought yet and where public space does 
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not belong to anyone. 

Of course, this is why the proposal is innovative within its context. But the ideas itself are 

innovative too, in my eyes. I propose two extremes: on the one hand a far-going liberalism 

within unregulated Free States and on the other hand strong government intervention when the 

government announces it is required - if necessary also in Free States. I believe in a combination of 

these too extremes, instead of covering everything with the same, single coloured sauce. Too often 

we try to smooth innovative and rough (sides of) ideas until there is an agreement, or consensus. 

The pureness of ideas gets clouded when certain key brains need to be convinced. But to really 

enforce potentials of a certain space, the pureness needs to be kept. 

IS THIS IDEA APPLICABLE TO OTHER EUROPEAN CITIES? 
By showing the example of Chemnitz, my proposal might only seem applicable in relatively dense 

urban areas where ownership is limited to a few collectives. Shrinkage in for example rural France, 

Spain or Finland and towns in England or peripheral regions in the Netherlands and Belgium 

seems to be another story, because it is not city-like and there are many owners. 

But on the other hand, collectives of ownership can be formed anywhere to buy vacant houses 

and land. The positive part of collectives is that they can get a mortgage cheaper and that people 

can buy shares and feel responsible for and proud of something. Free states can be declared on 

all scales (from regional level to a single house) and generation building can be done within all 

contexts (rural, townish, urban, metropolitan). If there is no initiative on the short term, the local 

government can start to use its network and motivate people by creating and communicating a 

lack of, for example, building regulations, and by stimulating private and collective initiatives. 

TERMINUS
The tower block areas in the 1970s and 1980s were made to accommodate citizens in a growing 

city in a society characterized by mass production and employment programmes. Today’s reality 

political extremes can repossess people’s minds. Populist politicians conceptualise totalitarian 

government costs, people are responsible for their own well-being. In my proposal I combine 

the positive elements of both extremes: on the one hand strong government intervention and 

on the other hand zoning and building liberalism. When we build communities and collectives, 

their local knowledge and networks to take up a more lean and stimulating role. Private and 

collective development is stimulated to realize ‘healthy growth’ - without quantitative goals. 

Especially within the context of Chemnitz collective Free States and collective action can lead 

to improvement. Individual action can support reaching collective aims. The world is plural, 

multicultural, colourful and beautiful. Not uniform, grey and dull. 

If we, hominessapientes, do not multiply as much as our grandparents did, it could become 

inevitable! But in that case, the most modern and innovative cities and countries, inhabited by the 

prepared and know what to do.  
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COSTA DE LA RUINA: NEGLECTED 
PLACES AT THE COSTA DEL SOL ALL THE 
WAY FROM MALAGA TO MANILVE
Sebastian Seyfarth

This chapter deals with the topic of the current situation of hundreds of empty and abandoned 

construction sites and their relations to their environment. This phenomenon has its roots in 

places are neglected and avoided by local residents and city municipalities. In particular, this 

paper is going to refer to the example of the Costa del Sol area in the south of Spain as the main 

case study.

Since the 1950th this area in southern Spain experienced a tremendous urban growth in 

providing settlements and infrastructure for Mass Tourism. Rapidly it became one of the most 

travelled holiday destinations for Europeans. Short term vacation tourism, as well as long term 

and constant residents from Spain and abroad, bought a 2nd or summer resident home at the 

coast. Hence the major part of the developments comprises residential buildings. Most of these 

structures. The developments have almost no reference to the history or identity of that area. 

This creates the feeling of being in a copy-paste-mass-production-urbanisation, with fences 

and borders. There are isolated settlements, unrelated to their surrounding and even other 

neighbouring regions. The levelling of the topography to establish infrastructure for roads and 

houses caused big scale nature destruction and landscape sealing.

These developments continued until the Spanish property bubble burst in 2008 due to 

construction and still remain in that very situation as they came to halt four years ago. Some of 

the developments could continue but even these structures are empty today. Together with other 

vacant developments they are generating ghost towns as though nobody ever lived there. What 

is going to happen with that kind of abandoned and neglected urban obstacles, when there is no 

money to continue, to transform or to destruct? How can one interact with the residential building 

typology that appears along the coast and has become part of Costa del Sol’s identity?

business got forced stopping its developmental leadership what are the claims and consequences 

to residents, nature and the Costa del Sol identity?
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THE LINEAR COSTA DEL SOL CITY
The coastline of the Costa del Sol is an elongated urban agglomeration that stretches from Malaga 

to Manilva throughout 9 different municipalities. While driving along the coast these municipality 

boarders are barely visible. There are no tangible borders instead they blend into each other. Is it 

one never-ending suburb or one lengthened city centre?

There are more continuous elements that support this linear perception. Nature surrounds 

linear beach plot and on the other side the continuous mountain range. The existing ‘National 

340‘ and the ‘AP-7’ toll highway are the main infrastructural backbones for the Costa del Sol. They 

connect all the urban developments, conglomerations and inhabitant spaces, allowing a fast and 

direct linear connection. Whereas it is possible to reach more or less every space at the Costa del 

Sol along the highway, the places among each other are rarely connected and some neighbouring 

settlements are only accessible from the highway itself. This makes the car more or less the only 

transportation medium to move around.

Even though there are all this linear aspects of the coast there is almost no infrastructure 

to experience the coastline in itself. The highways are facilitating structures, Marc Augé’s so 

called non-place, a transit space mainly to reach a certain destination (Augé 1992). Whereas for 

experiencing the area by walking, this very highway constitutes a boundary which rather blocks 

accesses than enable them.

Social situation
What is the residents’ perception of their coast and what are their relations between each other, 

the abandoned constructions, the inhabited buildings and their individual desires for the area? 

Since the 1950th the Costa del Sol area experienced huge developments concerning all aspects of 

the Tourism sector. With that also the user-target-group remained the very similar. The coast as 

an image for relaxation, water, beach and sun. Is there a way to develop something for tourists and 

There are different actors around the nature-concrete landscape like the investors for whom 

the Costa del Sol was a residential business machine and the dwellers themselves which we can 

distinguish in two main sub groups of people, the local residents and the seasonal tourists. Due to 

the holiday travel concept of predominantly being in an isolated resident complex right next to the 

beach, these groups differentiate themselves among each other in individual zones. The, on the 

one hand, overdeveloped real estate market leaded to an, on the other hand, underdevelopment 

of social activity, common space, cultural offers and traditional everyday habits. Before tourism 

and agricultural. Due to the 1998 change in the building law in order to access more ground for the 

real estate market, plenty of traditional farmland had to be sold to residential developers leaving 

the original land owners with a absents of parts of their identity.

The shrinking phenomenon and de-growth

After the banks cancelled the supply of loans, people cannot afford to buy these holiday houses 

to weather and decay over time. Even in terms of a recovery, the new investment would need to 
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the simple fact that we would never get the same conditions and customers as before the crisis. 

What are possible de-growth strategies with this building typology? And would it be a good 

strategy to just demolish these obstacles to give the Costa del Sol back its initial natural landscape? 

Does de-growth mean deconstruction? Or what else can happen then with these empty and 

Fascinations and potentials of the abandoned construction ruin
Giovanni Battista Piranesi showed us already in the 18th century with his etchings of the ruins 

of Rome the very aesthetics in ruin structures. A little later Hubert Robert drew the brand new 

Louvre in Paris as an imaginary ruin and reveals this hidden mystic layer of architecture. Ruins 

are different; we immediately bring them in relation with history witnesses the past. We are able to 

see two worlds at the same time. The one how it originally was and the one how it got transformed 

and remains today. The Costa del Sol abandoned construction ruins are different form normal 

negative ruin, not the classical one when a building falls apart into ruins, but these developments 

rise up to ruins (Smithson 1967). While working on the Costa del Sol ruins I characterise them into 

different types. (Table 3-1)

Example of the aesthetics of the stalled concrete Skeletons:
A construction site surrounded by cranes which gives the impression of a still growing urban 

Even construction debris litters the site, such as ten thousands of bricks still wrapped and 

minimalism in its pure form, which means a wide space to move in and a structure to support that 

space. There is no wall, no separation, no border. It is a minimalistic radical version of the Mies 

Table 3-1 Types of construction ruins. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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related interior feeling than in regular types of housing interiors. The design concept provides 

public square, but rather a multi-layered public square building.

Like in Piranesi’s etchings of the Carceri series, the staircases are the conspicuous elements of 

attraction in these skeleton structures and you sometimes cannot be sure where they lead. (Figure 

3-1)

Example of finished but never-inhabited ghost-town resort:
Walking along an empty street with many of the same looking buildings all around. All the blinds 

are shut and there is no single towel on either balconies or gardens. Everything is new and freshly 

painted. Walking by, one expects to see somebody sitting in the next garden or opening up a 

window, maybe the neighbourhood kids are skateboarding on the street you are walking on. 

The wild grass growing out of the curb stones shows slight evidence that something is not 

right. In fact, this place is vacant and always has been. Somehow there is no soul. There never 

were any kids skateboarding on the street. There is no history with these buildings, no relation to 

anybody. Nobody misses the time growing up there because no one ever enjoyed afternoons with a 

hot chocolate on the terrace. Because it is in no one’s memory, can we easily tear down this place? 

With or without the people, on site, we see all the images, stories and history even though 

there is nobody and the history of the area is a history of construction. We see and imagine stories 

Figure 3-2 Ghost town in Manilva. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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or possibilities. Such a surrendered and exposed man-made fabric automatically lets us think and 

create scenarios. The ruins are the means for imagination. (Figure 3-2)

Internet activity
The importance of the digital network in our daily routine is not comparable with the situation 

even just 10 years ago. Booking, buying, renting and lending became easy and accessible. Going 

through books, streets and museums all over the world from your laptop is common, as well 

as being connected with thousands of persons, sharing videos, pictures and impressions from 

everywhere in the world wireless via your smartphone. The digital world is not just something 

for the young generation and big global companies to sell products. For example problematical 

urban areas or local discrepancies could get more participation from neighbourhoods and global 

contributions to achieve a contemporary solution. Therefore it seems inevitable to involve that 

digital layer in contemporary urban developments.

THE PROJECT
The project is about creating a new spatial dynamic between all kinds of residents, natural 

landscape and dense urbanisation. Due to the crisis the construction developments came to a halt. 

The project is making use of these structures and provides possibilities and gives an answer to the 

lacks and needs of the Costa del Sol inhabitants. In addition the project will introduce the area 

to the contemporary generation of travellers and locals. This new target group will bring more 

variety in the future developments but without considering mass tourism and mass commerce. 

The project is more about the real-life of the area. Additionally it has the concept of investing no 

new money by working with the minimal tools of intervention. The aim is to work with the ruins, 

natural appearance and decay for the need of the area itself. It will bring people together with 

How can a participatory design process integrate man, the abandoned and nature and making use 

of the place as a collective good?

focused on the external representation of the coastal area. The third and fourth element gives 

answers and scenario based solutions to the various perceived scarcities in the research area. 

construction ruins and their positive appearance in a new perspective. The second element 

describes the connection of the sites and therefore a way to individually perceive the already 

existing linear conglomeration with a new infrastructure. The elements 3 and 4 are dealing with 

ephemeral vs. permanent interventions in order to create a new spatial dynamic for the site 

architectural supporting module as a replaceable ephemeral object. 

Element 1: Rediscovery of the Coast (Information):
The people should become aware of the positive potentials in the neglected spaces. Residential 

estates appear in such huge presence in the region of Costa del Sol that we cannot deny that 

these structures became part of the identity already. We have the opportunity to work with 

these stalled ruins before they get replaced. To just deconstruct what we already destroyed is 
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nature. Richard Wagner wrote: ‘What is being built is always a tomb, a memorial to failure and 

disaster...only ruins have permanence’ (Huyssen 2003). So the concept is to use that neglected but 

permanent structures, in order to give them relevance in their uniqueness but also to support the 

neighbourhood and their individual desires. The places have to remain accessible to everybody in 

physical and theoretical way. No privatisation, no fences and no boundaries. The place will be for 

learning and being. 

The abandoned construction ruins, or place of possibilities, will be explored and facilitated 

surroundings. The internet site introduces different categories of ruin types, pictures of the 

ruins, texts, notes, imaginations, stories, sketches, and others to discover the new view toward 

the neglected mass. Basically the webpage introduces and communicates in a contemporary way 

the topic of the Costa del Sol situation and its special objects. On that platform it is possible to 

exchange opinions and experience, photos, stories and imaginations. Furthermore the web page 

is able to grow and therefore provide always new sites and updates which keeps the website and 

the place worth to go.(Figure 3-3)

Element 2: The path of identity (Infrastructure):
The potential is there, we just need to support the way it can get experienced.

Since these ‘dead bodies’ are appearing all over the coastline, they form an element of 

Figure 3-3 Web page draft. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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continuity that can be seen as a connected itinerary along the coast. The ‘Costa del Monumento’ 

pilgrimage, the enlightenment journey is meant to discover the origins and hybridisation in nature 

Hereby the abandoned construction ruins are the eye catching highlights and particular 

targets to guide you along the path. Possible to create different routes suitable for different 

extensive day trips. Throughout your trip you discover the exciting ruin typology but you will also 

experience the coast in its linear outstretch, not just out of a transit non-place. It is important to 

realise that ‘The way is the aim’.

I will introduce the ‘IBA - FürstPückler Land’ (InternationaleBauausstellung) in Brandenburg 

Germany where a new infrastructure of bicycle paths around the area were established. They 

connect cultural activities with the beautiful landscape. Highlights on these paths are the active 

and the rehabilitated coal mining pits.

The communication of this contemporary traveling tour for alternative tourism is again 

accessible through the web page. Users are able to interactively design their own personal itinerary 

and discover this new layer of the Costa del Sol.

Element 3: Activation of the character (Permanent transformation):
The third element confronts the issue of the interactions with the buildings in general and 

applying a program to the site. Travellers but even more local inhabitants are going to design 

their neighbourhood and provide a chance to empower the cultural, local and nature activity. The 

possible implementations at such places are as big as the amount of the sites itself. One example 

to mention is a skeleton structure which is on former agricultural ground and in between local 

resident homes. A traditional and contemporary activation of such site would be a common 

nature-green-house (see Figure 3-4) in which to plant, farm and store. In this sense, the site gets 

integrated in the Costa del Sol fabric and linear city experience where locals are able to bring 

back their traditional craftsmanship, meeting and share at these common places the different 

historic layers of the costal developments with temporary visitors, seasonal tourists and other 

local residents.

This type of programs would also help the ruin to be one. In terms of perception, which 

reminded to the words of Robert Smithson in his speech about the Hotel Palenque in Mexico 

where he talks about the carefulness of how these people tear down a building: ‘Slowly with a 

certain degree of sensitivity and grace so that there is time for the foliage to grow through the 

broken concrete, and there is time for the various colours on the wall to mellow under the sun.’ 

(Smithson 1972). Robert Smithson is talking about the potentials in decaying and that it shows us 

the entropy of the presents. The ruins are witnesses of the ephemeral.

The transformed ruin does not ask for anything and the visitors will feel invited. Its 

charismatics and playfulness let people interact with it and they will ask themselves ‘what could 

be next?’ while having ideas and inspirations the person is taking part of the whole interactive 

process of observing and imagining possibilities which can be transformed into that structure. 

Therefore the ruin is also the means for imagination itself.

The main element of the already on-going transformation hereby is the nature which is taking 

back its original space (see Figure 3-5). So, let nature take back its space?

Element 4: The module (Ephemeral supporting object):
The ephemeral addition is a supporting module for the individual activity or the stroll, which can 
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Figure 3-4 Nature greenhouse scenario. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.

be installed on each site. One of the biggest challenges in providing a solution to the various desires 

might be to implement some kind of architecture when it was architecture which failed at these 

fact it is just there as long as a person is using it and its space it creates. The Module adapts the 

hocks around the whole site will be implemented. That is giving the users a variety of different 

minimal and temporary installation (see Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). In each site the module will 

and desires. In that way people can establish places for sitting, meeting, selling, sharing, playing, 

enjoying, sleeping and more, a common space for a collective good.  

POSSIBLE APPLICATION IN OTHER CONTEXTS
In terms of an application in other contexts we are going to look at the phenomenon in general. 

Architectural projects which were resigned for a variety of reasons like design errors, clashing 

political decisions, inaccurate cost estimates, contractor bankruptcies, evident disregard of 

building regulations, disappearance of funds and more, have stopped, leaving just a series of 

ruins, abandoned even before having been used at all.
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Figure 3-5 Already on-going nature reconquering process. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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Figure 3-6 Uses the existing conditions to create a green roof. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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Figure 3-8 One possible constellation of individual space creations. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.

Figure 3-7 Variety of different option to define space. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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The phenomenon appears also in other areas of the Mediterranean Sea, just a few examples 

constructions is near by the resort town Kusadasi in Turkey, where over 50 abandoned concrete 

Due to the contemporary increasing global capitalist economy, buildings no longer just get 

bubble burst. This did not only happen in the area like the Costa del Sol, but in other places around 

the Mediterranean and the global world.

The city of Kangbashi in Ordos China was built for around 300.000 people, most of the 

apartments are sold, but just a few people are really living there. There are plenty of these ghost 

towns in the bigger urban fabric of Shanghai like Thames Town, Anting German Town, Holland 

Town and other new towns. 

developments for instance the place El Quiñon. Areas are usually not able to cope with such 

high population growth. The problem of missing infrastructure like shopping facilities, schools, 

hospitals and social establishments is eminent. To live in these buildings is rather secondary, so it 

is usually meant to buy, possess and sell them.

In the end, we can only hope that the crises stops these speculation-based developments, 

otherwise more ghost cities will grow and we will be left with more ruins and a failing environment.

CONCLUSION
This strategy of transformation creates unique architectural hybrids which generates a forward 

thinking and contemporary intervention, while strengthening the identity of a region. Architects 

and planners have to be aware of this character of identity while intervening in the urban and 

natural fabric. It is important to understand that urban developments are creating large scale 

environmental changes and could cause nature irregularities. Otherwise, areas will end up as 

interchangeable non-places with no relation to environment, citizens and traditions. 
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Figure 3-9 Concrete pillars, today. Fuengirola.Benalmádena. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.

Figure 3-10 One example of a transformed site.Fuengirola.Benalmádena. Source: Sebastian Seyfarth.
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CULTURE HUNGERS: NEW APPETITES 
FOR CONTEMPORARY CITIES
Serena Maioli

DYSFUNCTIONAL ABUNDANCE
The city is an egg (Price, 1961). The ancient city, hemmed in the physical line of the walls and 

made up of an historical core, is a boiled egg: we are able to distinguish the borders and its density. 

During the centuries of industrialization and demographic boom, the city begins to develop itself 

beyond the walls, taking the form of a fried egg: the periphery is born. The city centre, up to now 

everything dissolving hierarchies: the modern city become scrambled.Despite Price’s model, our 

cities entered a new phase, one in which growth and the blending of centres and periphery brings 

about a new phenomenon of erosion and blurring: it causes the emptying of entire urban parts, 

towards a porous islands’ city model (Ungers, 1977).

process: we are talking about vacant spaces or, more often, completed spaces with function but 

meaning of the whole work which is the city. Is abandonment a symptom of crisis or the result of a 

natural selection? We cannot continue categorizing shrinkage as a contemporary wound or a sign 

of decline; rather, we have to admit it is the expression of latent social behaviours and economic 

trends which bring us to reconsider quantity and quality of the space. 

The emptying scenario is a topic in the debate among local community and hyper-community 

(political and economic), two opposite fronts both for aims and kind of space use.To understand 

the reasons of shrinkage we have to observe how people meet, how they eat, what they buy, how 

long they live in public space or in private:  substantially, it’s time to study the culture space 

capable of synthesizing the identity of a bigger de-territorialized community.

NOTHING IS REALLY ADAPTIVE BUT CULTURE

[…]The city must actually create new appetites, new hungers - not solve problems. The 

architecture is too slow to solve problems.

Culture is a cluster of ideas almost impossible to merge: it’s the set of mental qualities (knowledge 

and beliefs) and behaviours features (customs and traditions) which are expressed by human 

displays such as art or ethic. Moreover, culture is a social legacy achieved by populations during 
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the centuries by the strengthened relationships among individuals, groups, countries; culture is 

the product of ethnicities. Talking about culture in urban planning means listening to changes 

among public and private sector. It is made by the myths we invent and by the trends we follow.

Why, then, do we need to investigate the regenerating potentialities of culture in the 

shrinking city? The reasons why towns are reshaping their spaces results from a friction between 

the ambitions of the growth-oriented economic model and its social externalities on using urban 

and rural areas. 

Studying this context we are able to understand how to steer the urban agenda: culture 

becomes a survey-tool, much like a magnifying glass, but also a development strategy which 

enables the translation of phenomenological codes into technical learning and vice versa.

Culture presents the chance to transform social experiences into urban experiences and to tie 

up again the lost relationship between people and places.

community life and space produces unconcern in the best case scenario and social exclusion in 

the worst one.

The life cycle of a building, a district or a park, starting from planning until its demise is much 

slower than the social time which is capable of creating innovations, of broadcasting impulses and 

trends, activating exchanges among people every minute. The time-planning of urban scale has to 

follow the culture road trying to outguess cultural transformations.

To understand how the city creates culture and how culture becomes praxis and symbolic 

representation of society, we need to study the so-called soft infrastructures as the relational and 

in ordering complexity and in showing how we perceive space (environmental psychology), how 

we interact with it (interactive design) and how we communicate thanks to the urban space 

(communication).

Cultural tools: environmental psychology
There is a deep gap between the city we plan and the city we live in. Which spaces do we live in 

and which ones make us feel good or express safety, energy, excitement, calmness or daze? The 

environmental psychology measures the effect of the physical environment on the individuals and 

the community well-being.

Wellbeing has come into the technical vocabulary of architects, planners and governors: it is a 

complex condition which involves senses, expectations, attitudes and it depends on the particular 

and noise, smell and proximity to obstacles, but its perception is eminently subjective and derives 

from the interweaving of mental attitudes and social interaction.

The acceptance of a refurbishment project by the local community is strictly dependent 

on the quality of the urban condition or situation generated, on the skilful mix of surprise and 

reassurance: the synergy between new intervention and place identity and history, that is actually 

its widespread culture, gives to the project one more chance to succeed.

have been preferred to others and, afterwards, what is the method to activate the shrunk spaces 

of the city. 
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Cultural tools: interactive design
The interaction design, as a quite distant subject from urban planning, both for applications and 

work tools, may be considered extemporaneous: however, it has been born with similar aims than 

those of urban design and it uses work’s methods that follow the same direction of the culture-

based approach to planning so far enunciate. 

This design branch deals, in fact, with the analysis of interactions between man and computer 

relationship between users and machines (Steenson and Scharmen, 2012).

During the design process, from idea to product, we can observe an interesting method used 

solutions. The most important part of the process, however, is the realization of a prototype that 

gives a quick and low-cost feedback on the acceptability of the product.

plan their interaction with the citizen’s needs? The cities’ architecture is not only physical planning 

potentialities with the ones of the real geography not only do we have to create interactive maps of 

the city but also to promote interactive and narrative cities. Our cities need to be narrated: a space 

storytelling, capable to highlight the functionality and the responses of the land to the change in 

time and uses, giving the citizens a constant feedback on the political urban decisions.

Cultural tools: communication
The future cities have to take charge of an important task: to increase the imagination of local 

communities, enabling them to learn patternthinking. Today the cities talk through road signs, 

commercials, lighting and neon signs; they talk about happiness, desire and possession addressing 

themselves to the individuals rather than to the whole community.

The urban communication turns out to be as much important as urban planning in the 

new-born media age: cities have to seize the opportunity of branding themselves, developing 

communication strategies to present themselves as attractive.

First of all, we need to focus people’s attention on the abandoned places of the city, on 

the fragile and marginal dots keen to be brought back to the urban storytelling. A new crisis-

communication has to evolve, responsive to the critical events, capable of involving local and 

external stakeholders in regeneration projects: crisis may be interpreted as signs of change and, 

because of it, there become the ideal settings in which to create new scenarios.

The public space is the stage of urban communication and the governors have to spend time 

and resources on reshaping it, in order to improve the relationship between local government and 

civil society actors.

AVANT-GARDE

Back to visibility

side-by-side a multitude of Milanese revolutionaries, coming from different social and cultural 

ranks, to claim for a common identity and land that once had been usurped from them.
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In May 2012 something happened in Milan which, not being comparable to the independence 

occupation of the Galfa Tower by artists and intellectuals reveals the demands of a large and 

creative social group, focusing their attention on wealth, spaces and visibility redistribution; 

the Art’s workers association to outline the perspective of a cultural resurgence. 

If we think that social inclusion starts from the sense of belonging to our places, we can easily 

explain the Art’s workers choice to occupy a vacant skyscraper located in the city centre, in order 

to give strength and visibility to their cultural protest.

The Galfa Tower bears the name of the two streets which it overlooks, Galvani and Fara streets: 

di Milano, since 2006 the tower belongs to SAI, an insurance company; ever since, the skyscraper 

Why have they occupied the Galfa Tower instead of a place already programmed to 

accommodate cultural activities? According to some young participants, culture cannot stay 

enclosed in the usual institutional borders but must overrun other spaces. The Art’s workers 

criticized the way Milan produces cultural events like the EXPO 2015, which is capable of 

attracting huge masses of consumers but, simultaneously, requiring large investments in new 

built up areas and reinforcing socio-spatial fragmentations and inequalities: the slick showcase of 

the most recent regenerative plans and models of Milan actually seems to use the same vocabulary 

of previous concepts and visions, for instance the theme of green and greenery as the city panacea 

and the inevitable concrete employ in order to claim the design victory.  

In this context, the occupation of the Galfa Tower reveals a desire to come out of the dark, 

social magma of the city; beyond this gesture there is the hope to give visibility to social and urban 

issues: social atomization and urban shrinkage.

The skyscraper isn’t just an icon of capitalism, building speculation and the culture of the 

urban standard: as GiòPonti said, the Galfa Tower is the symbol of Milanese industriousness and 

widespread energy of the city (Ponti, 1961).

Macao is the name chosen to reinforce the project branding: the association’s network 

allowed a cross-communication through the web and informed the Internet users about the 

experiences collected, debates, propositions and news. The occupation led to the discovery of an 

abandoned world, in order to reshape it and to get back producing culture. Different working 

events planning to attract people and artistic announcements to involve citizens all over the world 

in building a new community of professionals. Macao seemed to be a collective and inclusive 

different social ranks collaborated.

The failure of Macao came on the tenth day with the order to evacuate the Galfa Tower rooms: 

the institutional legality continues prevailing against illegal and explosive creativity. Macao 

doesn’t stop, however, and moves to the public space, from the new-born Macao Plaza to Piazza 

Duomo trying to reorganize a new committee. What will its future be? Is Macao searching for a 

space in which it could come true or are the abandoned places in the city desiring for the arrival 

of a project like Macao?

The main critical point of this kind of demonstration against a complex system of 

institutionalized values is the impossibility to embed them into society: they haven’t been 
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interiorized as being part of the collective culture yet. The reason they blossom is the same of 

their failure: the detachment between urban planning and urban sub-culture. All that we can get 

from this Italian experience cannot be seen as an accomplished fact because it is still not accepted 

as taking part of our conscious imaginary, but the beginning of a trend: the trial of a bottom-

up undertaking without any planned intervention by politicians and technicians. The ground-

breaking boost for an urban change and for the transformation of inner structures (market, 

production, social relationships) comes again from the creative part of the society.

In the interview given in the 2011 during the ‘Festival dellamente’ in Sarzana, Zygmunt 

Baumann said: 

‘Every majority, historically, is born from a minority. […] We call them minorities but they are 

not inactive. They don’t appear in the statistical boards, for this reason we don’t notice them. 

However, I’m quite persuaded that, somewhere in the world, some alternative programs of 

action are coming out.’

A city caused by learning
The Potteries Thinkbelt is born as a taunt, during an half architectural half institutional 

conversation between Cedric Price and the British Ministry of Education, Lord Kennet. The 

meaning of education in the contemporary age and its physical display in the city was the crucial 

theme of the discussion: according to Price’s statements, education infrastructure represents 

better than others the paradox of an architecture out of phase despite the social evolution. Is 

it still possible to learn the world’s properties and at the same time to invent new worlds when 

knowledge is kept within brick fortresses?

key decision-maker on British education policies.

Price: ‘Why  don’t you really think about what education is about, what learning is about? 

How people access it?’ 

Lord Kennet: ‘If you are so clever, why don’t you do it?’

Price: ‘I bloody well will, then.’

Access is the key-word we should focus on to understand the creative sparkle that brought 

Price to the conceptualization of the Thinkbelt. The access to learning includes many meanings: 

secondly, access refers to how young people embrace, on a daily basis, an educational career, 

their dynamic interactions, the way they experience knowledge and produce it. Today, the access 

is overall connected to the virtual linkage or the possibility to network people and information 

all together. Price considers the students as one of the most dynamic social groups due to their 

adaptability and reactivity. But the place in which they have to perform their creativity appears 

paradoxically static, introspective and stiff: they live in a space which is unsuitable to host any 

change.

The Thinkbelt project uses an abandoned railway as a networking catalyst for an urban 

settlement in which industrial activities have been replaced by production of knowledge. 

Rem Koolhaas notices that Price’s project deals with the theme of ‘the derelict’ or ‘the ruin’ 

transformation process (Koolhaas, 2004). The ruin has lost the epochs’ images and remains as a 

sign of the landscape in its deep sense, deprived of the ornaments time has put on it. It’s a track, a 
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stop or an interchange point: it loses the exterior skin but not the capacity to generate situations. 

The rails and the rail-tools are used for moving and transferring prefab classrooms, laboratories, 

storages and services: as in a giant dockyard, three hub-stations allow the moving of containers 

with different functions through the use of a crane, depending on the needs.  

Those transfer areas, Pitts Hill, Madeley and Meir set up a triangle of local infrastructure 

connected to the regional ones in which the housing areas are located. The housing blocks are 

conditions.

Price thinks that the mobile learning, as well as the dynamic management of learning 

experimentation; in order to boost them, he decides to build from the beginning only ephemeral 

and adaptable architectures. 

At the base of the settlement strategy of the Thinkbelt, Price grants free access to learning in 

a way that would become the starting point for creating a new industrial class as a driving force 

of the country.

Price believes in the virtuous synergy of tangible and intangible production enhanced by the 

physical connection of the railway networks.

From the knowledge cathedral to the Potteries’ containers there is a huge conceptual leap 

of monumentality: the building loses its symbolic centrality and becomes one of the knots of a 

signs of industrial decline which led, in the following years, to the progressive abandonment of 

industrial and tertiary areas: Cedric Price, sooner than other artists and technicians, understood 

the potential of dispersal as an opportunity to build a new landscape, an information landscape. 

The Thinkbeltrail-scape merges and crosses the architectural and the geographical disciplinary 

corpus, using terms related to geography such as limit, dimension, coordinates. 

To the question ‘is it necessary to build?’ Price answers with a certainty: enabling is better 

than building. Thus, if we would like to see a contemporary appropriation of Price’s statements, 

we should shift our attention from city planning to interactive design: Thinkbelt is one the very 

rather than a physical building project: it turns away from the idea of formal representative 

architecture. The evolutionary nature of architecture and city’s forms brings us to two different 

in time; secondly, if architecture cannot adapt itself, landscape will transform it into its original 

capitalism the strengths to build a new idea of learning-society. He doesn’t criticize mass culture: 

on the contrary, he desires that such trend causes the spread of creative sparkles, qualifying and 

connecting them exponentially through networks. 

Rules and roles
Macao and the Potteries Thinkbelt haven’t been brought to completion because of the political 

essay is to understand how these kind of projects could be set up in our towns and which values, 
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of shrunk parts of our cities. 

First of all we see what new behaviour patterns rise from the urban projects so far analysed: 

the collective accountability, the free access to information and cultural production, the extending 

of the participation in planning despite the hierarchical and top-down urban planning, the design 

of change against that one for an immobile present. These new behaviour rules involve taking a 

changeable in time, instead to be rigid and self-referring.  

The two above mentioned projects enunciate several methods:

Professional diversity and/or multi-disciplinarity requires and enables a new mind-set 

(artistic, creative, user-oriented, narrative) on how to solve urban problems: seeing the same 

issues from different perspectives helps in making projects suitable for future needs and users. 

structures permits not to plan the urban settlement a priori, but to make it pliant.

Using the computer to monitor and update projects and plans supervising its functionality 

and its social responsiveness. 

improvement: from a prototype (or micro-interventions) to more complex settlements which have 

both time and ability to settle in the city being appropriated by people. 

of urban education 1, social research and a penetrating review of the regulatory frameworks urban 

growth management strategies.

Training and inclusion of new professionals in planning is outstanding: in a competitive 

disciplines. Artists, sociologists, psychologists, technicians and building surveyors, engineers and 

designers have to confront each other in order to have a global vision of their cities and to steer its 

constant changing. In addition to this, we have to improve creative communities as indicators of 

the breaking point in our societies: they are a visible social thermometer which directs the trends 

Ultimately, our cities have to train crisis managers, that is, coordinators able to manage 

cyclical crises not as dramatic and isolated events but as a structuring feature of modernity. 

The transition from our growth-oriented urbanism to a planned de-growth control requires 

strategic, slim and fast plans, able to offer long-term city visions: these plans design diagrammatic 

hyper-urbanization? 

Which kinds of places allow them to establish? 

We have to devise a building evaluation system which isn’t based on square meters only,

but instead on the energy amount and natural resources consumed by buildings, on the 

1 See, as example, the experiences driven by CUP (the Center for Urban Pedagogy, based in New York). http://

welcometocup.org/
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The methods so far analysed can be applied to other contexts keeping in mind that culture 

can’t be outsourced and set randomly; otherwise we could lose its authenticity and reciprocity 

between society and its urban project.

However, it’s possible to underline common features between different territorial systems.

The interactive settlement of the Potteries Thinkbelt could be applied easily into the European 

urban agglomeration or metropolitan regions: the Dutch Randstad, the Baltic region, the hyper 

Milanese region or even some less known and smaller territories such as the Emilia-Romagna 

region in Italy, which is formed by a series of small strongly connected industrial knots. 

To develop such network plans, based on technological innovation and on advanced idea of 

knowledge economy, means to aim at urban density on one side, and to material and immaterial 

across the territories, boosting local identities without forgetting to connect them. 

involve the whole city but just one abandoned building. The effort of mapping abandonment in our 

cities enables not to isolate Macao as a single event, but to reinforce it through a widespread know-

how: isolated territories cannot face the ‘big effects’ of our economic stagnation, rather linking 

experiences, expertise and citizens each other would empower communities self-determining.

CONCLUSIONS

The possible must become more important than the probable. (Price, 1968)

The city is an open-work in which the main actors are the communities: for this, it cannot be 

bounded as built-up space but should express itself through it when the shrunk, fragmented, 

arid space gets back its cultural value. The urban is intrinsically connected to social conditions, 

to political themes of legality and public works, to economical issue of employment: the city is 

actually society, policy and economy itself. As long as urban planning remains sectorial and driven 

by standards or forcedly visionary but with no relation to local cultures, a widespread displeasure 

Cultural planning immerses the city in a virtuous circle, or better a spiral of ascending 

development: the never ending spiral continuously re-sets its own direction without coming back 

to the origin. In the same way planning processes culturally oriented consider the spatial needs 

as the results of relationship developing in time, nor in a linear neither in a cyclical sequence of 

events, but in a spiral idea of progress.
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SPATIAL ASSEMBLAGES:THE PRODUCTION OF 
SPACE(S) BEYOND THE IMPERATIVE OF GROWTH
Rui Santos

What sort of spatial practices may respond, in a systematic way, to the challenges of post-growth 

economies? Though stressing social and environmental concerns, politically committed spatial 

practices and their theoretical counterparts emerging since the 1960’s have not aimed at responding 

crisis, this may be, however, a relevant question for spatial disciplines, particularly for architecture 

and planning practices which have been lately involved in the production of ‘global commodities’. 

As debates on ‘shrinking cities’, growth imperatives and socio-environmental externalities of 

economic development gain public recognition, a radical revision of processes concerning the 

production of space(s) is being called upon to accommodate claims from ecological economics and 

political ecology. It could be argued, therefore, that spatial disciplines are ill-prepared for future 

challenges and that a new set of spatial practices must be convened and debated. But, in order to 

do so, one must previously clarify 1) what is meant by post-growth economies, 2) what are their 

founding assumptions and 3) how can they be translated into a set of urban policies consistent 

enough to inform spatial practices. Only then can we try to understand what sort of practices may 

be convened, what concepts can act as mediators between them and possible framing discourses, 

WHAT DOES ‘POST-GROWTH ECONOMIES’ MEAN?
Post-growth economic models comprise a series of different discourses and scenarios. A clear-cut 

words of Herman Daly: 

A condition of nongrowth can come about in two ways: as a failure of a growth economy, or as 

the success of a steady-state economy. These two cases are as different as night and day. No 

one denies that a failure of a growth economy to grow brings unemployment and suffering. 

It is precisely to avoid the suffering of a failed growth economy (we know growth cannot 

continue) that we advocate Steady State Economy (Daly 1992, 186).

Claims such as this have a long history in the discipline of economics. Adam Smith, 

John Stuart-Mill and Keynes have all predicted a time when economic growth would become 
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and well-being in a zero-growth economic environment (Martínez-Alier, et al. 2010. However, 

‘Limits of Growth’ report (Meadows et al. 1972) which presented to the United Nations assembly 

could continue expanding our economies within a limited world. Approximately at the same 

time, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, a former student of Schumpeter, came to question the idea of 

economic development by applying the second law of thermodynamics - the Law of Entropy -, to 

economic theory. Considering the irreversible losses of energy implied in every act of ordering, 

Georgescu-Roegen predicted that in the nearby future economic growth would surpass the earth 

would cause an inescapable economic recession despite all attempts to dematerialise economics 

Roegen concluded that a planned downsizing of economy would be as inevitable as advisable, a 

process he coined as ‘degrowth’ (Georgescu-Roegen 1971). 

of Martinez-Alier, ‘it is not simple to capture the meaning of sustainable de-growth in a nutshell. 

Such explicit opposition to the motto of sustained growth does not imply an exact opposition 

to economic growth. It advocates instead a fundamental change of key references such as: the 

collective imagination (changementd’imaginaire) and the array of analysis, propositions and 

principles guiding the economy’ (Martínez-Alier, et al. 2010, 1742). Serge Latouche, the main 

Francophone intellectual of degrowth, claims that ‘the motto of de-growth aims primarily at 

pointing the insane objective of growth for growth’ sake (Latouche, Le Pari de la Décroissance 

2006, 6). Thus, in his own words, degrowth is a ‘political slogan with theoretical implications’ 

(Idem).

More recently, degrowth and steady-state economic models seem to have been enjoying wider 

public recognition in developed countries: Tim Jackson’s ‘Prosperity without Growth’ (Jackson, 

2007) has been widely read and accepted, the First International Degrowth Conference was held 

in Paris, in 2008, and the Club of Rome presented a new report on economic degrowth to the 

European Commission in 2009. This legitimation of steady-state or degrowth economics may, 

and the consequences of globalization, urbanisation and (de)industrialisation in the developed 

world. It is well known, many cities and regions in the ‘Global North’ are facing processes of 

demographic shrinkage and economic recession due to these combined factors and despite major 

public efforts to encourage private investment. Given, then, the visibility and proximity of this 

problem in developed countries, it is more likely that ‘shrinkage’ caught the attention of northern 

governing institutions and audiences instead and ahead of  degrowth with its far removed 

globe. Also, one should probably argue, it would be very surprising (and, perhaps, contradictory) 

if dominant discourses and institutions would fully accept - obsessed as they are with sovereign 

debt sustainability and economic recovery – such an explicit antagonism and radical critique to 

existing power structures and modes of production as the one advanced by studies on degrowth. 

‘POST-GROWTH’ POLITICS?
As the Italian sociologist Onofrio Romano argues, degrowth ultimately stands as a pretext and 
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that, conveniently, speaks the same language of modernity’s hegemonic discourse: the (suspicious) 

language of economy. In a tone of admonition, he remarks that:

If the project is about radical democracy, degrowth cannot be a foundation for the same reason 

as degrowth advocates do not believe that ‘growth’ should be a foundation. Both ‘proposals’ 

are bound to merge in the melting pot of the thousand options that cross the democratic 

regime. Growth and degrowth, in this scene, rest in the same paradigm of the autonomous 

subject: their validity is the function of historical constringents and neither of them can aspire 

to the throne of constitutional dogma (Romano 2008, 245).

simplicity’ (Quellestratégiepolitique pour la Décroissance?n.d.) and ‘the building of other worlds, 

environmentally and socially responsible, humanly decent and democratic’ (Idem). These overall 

objectives comprise a whole strategy of ‘(re)localism’ for housing, transportation, production and 

distribution to be implemented by measures such as: 1) the adoption of LETS, 2) the emancipation 

from forced (paid)  labour, 3) the establishment of minimum and maximum incomes, 4) free 

public services, 5) a sustainable usage of natural resources, 6) the implementation of an 

‘energy descent’ plan, 7) renouncing the cult of technology, 8) the emancipation of educational 

deepening of democracy to prevent people from being caught by power. Similarly, the programme 

defended by The Green Party of the United States - which stands for 1) grassroots democracy, 2) 

social justice and equal opportunity, 3) ecological wisdom, 4) nonviolence, 5) decentralization, 

6) community-based economics, 7) feminism and gender equality, 8) diversity, 9) personal and 

global responsibility and, last but not least, 10) future focus and sustainability (The Ten Key 

Values of The Green Partys.d.) – points out to this intertwining of radical democracy and political 

degrowth agendas. 

WHAT SORT OF ‘POST-GROWTH’ CITIES?
Not surprisingly, the same correlation between political degrowth and a ‘(re)localised radical 

democracy can be observed in terms of urban policies. In the II Conference on Economic 

Degrowth for Ecological Sustainability and Social Equity that took place in 2010, in Barcelona, a 

set of working groups has been assigned to discuss the relation between degrowth and the various 

dimensions of urban lifestyles and public policies, addressing topics of infrastructure, housing, 

cities, consumption, education, etc. The group working on cities presented a ‘work-in-progress’ 

vision for a ‘degrowth city’, a vision resembling a ‘transition town’ with, maybe, deeper undertones 

of ‘criticality’ (given its on-going debating of  ‘squatting’, ‘cohousing’, liberation from paid work, 

etc.). Regrettably, and despite the much emphasised provisionality of this vision, this ‘degrowth 

‘cradle to cradle’ production processes and a set of explicitly translated ‘right to the city’ claims. 

‘Degrowth city’, for instance, concerns 1) urban renewal instead of urban sprawl and the 

building of ‘edge cities’, 2) the deepening of democracy through participatory planning and co-

design strategies, 3) the disinvestment in mega-projects and infrastructures, including those of 

transportation, 4) food sovereignty, 5) the extension, collective management and governance 
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of common resources, etc. Disregarding the multiple and persistent critiques to ‘localist’ and 

of implementation, and [its] inequitable outcomes’ (Idem),2 growth objectors attribute these 

shortcomings to the capitalist system in which space is being forcefully produced. In their viewing, 

it is capitalism that prevents the translation of urban ecology and human rights into a coherent set 

of urban policies: sustainable urban development, as it is being promoted worldwide by all kinds 

of governing institutions, remains indifferent to the accounting of most socio-environmental 

externalities despite on-going studies on ecosystem services. Yet, not only capitalism, but also 

disciplinary boundaries of sciences so dear to degrowth partisans as urban ecology, make it 

Focusing solely on the environmental consequences of urban nature’s metabolism, urban ecology 

natures that are infused by social power relationships’, (Heynen, Kaika and Swyngedouw 2006, 

7); and in doing so, urban ecology excludes the concerns for socio-environmental justice that, 

though uncomfortable for ‘green capitalism’, cannot be disregarded in the light of an increasingly 

uneven process of global urbanisation. 

Contrarily to the previous, research on ‘shrinking cities’ (Oswalt 2006) has extended the 

debate on post-growth beyond the separate discussions on ‘civil rights’ and ‘ecology’ by looking 

closely at the intertwining of political, economic, cultural, social and environmental implications 

of actual city-wide (unintended) shrinkage. It has taken shrinkages not as a taboo or a problem 

to be reversed by ‘green development’ or ‘instant utopias’ but, inevitably, as a starting point for 

a profound and transformative cultural change that cannot be thought without a correlative 

transformation of epistemological and ontological frames steering the construction of knowledge.3 

Consequently, it departs from the studying of actual cities’ survival strategies - in their succeeding 

or failing capacity to transform institutions and institutionalised behaviours (Idem) – to, only 

then, launch itself into inconclusive debates on property regimes, economic models, work policies 

and cultural actions that, altogether, accommodate interdisciplinary critiques to current modes 

of production of the built environment. Indeed, if there’s one conclusion to be taken from these 

studies, is that shrinkage remains a widely unknown territory for ‘planners of growth’, thus 

revealing the inadequacy of standard spatial planning approaches and tools to embrace it as a 

potential instrument for transformation. In this light, it can be argued, research on ‘shrinking 

cities’ offers a cautionary argument, based on existing examples, to premature ‘assemblages’ on 

what post-growth cities should be composed of and how, by taking ‘the production of space’ as a 

primary matter-of-concern (Latour 2005).

Concerns with ‘the production of space’ are far from being novel; they have long entered 

the social sciences debate with the contributions of Burgess, Park and McKenzie on the ‘mosaic 

city’ - ‘The City: suggestions for the study of human behaviour’, published in 1925; Lefebvre’s 

Foucault’s rendering of the spatialisation of discipline and punishment – ‘Discipline and 

Punish’, published in 1975; and, De Certeau’s argument for deviational tactics in the making 

of everyday life against institutionalized and technocratic strategies - ‘The Practice of Everyday 

Life’, published in 1980. Later becoming a central theme for Urban Anthropology (Low, 1999; 

strategic design (Manzini&Jégou, 2003) and collaborative (urban) governance (Kooiman, 2000). 
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collaborative practices throughout the world and has been debated in texts such as Giancarlo Di 

Carlo’s ‘Architecture’s Public’, published in 1969; Colin Ward’s ‘Housing: an anarchist approach’, 

in 1976; John Habraken’s ‘Supports: An Alternative to Mass Housing’, in 1972 and John Turner’s 

‘Freedom to Build: Dweller Control of the Housing Process’, published in 1972. With the economy 

‘global commodities’ within a ‘starchitecture’ system (Benítez, 2010), the production of space as 

a process by which the collective is composed (Latour, 2005) lost its primacy as a crucial matter-

of-concern for architecture. Nevertheless, and considering the current economic crisis and the 

questioning of ‘business-as-usual’- or status quo - modes of production of the built environment, 

it may well claim back its centrality, particularly if backed up by politically and socially relevant 

spatial practices.

‘POST-GROWTH’ SPATIAL PRACTICES: SPATIAL ASSEMBLAGES?
Having reached this point, time to ask again: what sort of spatial practices may respond to 

challenges of shrinkage or degrowth? In order to try an answer, we may now have to look for ‘spatial 

assemblages’, or, local and creative processes of collective and interdisciplinary composition of 

space(s) aiming at transformative social change (Schmidt and Hersh 2000). The term ‘spatial 

assemblages’ is here advanced to cluster both Lefebvrian notions of ‘differential space(s)’ and 

urban studies’ readings of assemblage theory. Ignacio Farías, in its introductory chapter to the 

book ‘Urban Assemblages’ (2010), describes how the concept of assemblage allowed urban studies 

an assemblage of assemblages being composed of relational – and diagrammatic - sets of human 

and non-human actants ever actualising as precarious (and heterogeneous) agencements. 

Embracing, on the one hand, Deleuze and De Landa’s stances on ‘assemblage’ and, on the other, 

Science and Technology Studies research on Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2005), Farías follows 

to suggest that ‘urban assemblages’ bear the emergent capacity of enabling agency (Farías, 2010, 

p. 15) in their continuous movement between (re)territorialisation (formation of habits) and 

deterritorialisation (breaking of habits) (Dovey, 2012) processes. Thus, the borrowing of the term 

‘assemblage’ here presented is intended to highlight spatial practices that potentiate the creation 

of difference (and social transformation) in their mobilisation of agency4. 

‘Spatial assemblages’ include CBO-driven planning processes, initiatives of artistic activism, 

actual buildings or even critical readings on cities and the production of space. Some of these 

transformative spatial practices have already been categorized and described by various authors 

over the last decades, resulting in publications such as ‘Action Planning for Cities’ (Goethert 

and Hamdi 1997), ‘Architecture and Participation’ (Blundell Jones, Petrescu and Till 2005), 

‘Architecture of Consequence’ (Bouman 2009) and, more recently, ‘Microplanning’ (Rosa 2011), 

‘Collective Architectures’ (Benítez 2010), ‘The Nightmare of Participation’ (Miessen 2010) and  

‘Spatial Agency’ (Awan, Schneider and Till 2011). In ‘The nightmare of participation’ – part three 

of a ‘participation’ trilogy -, Markus Miessen (2010) argues for unsolicited interdisciplinary 

interests and topics to prepare the ground for potential (social) change. Awan et al (2011) 

present ‘Spatial Agency’ as motivating spatial (transformative) praxis – buildings, installations, 

exhibitions, maps, networks, sets of instructions - that, being able to engage transformatively with 

organizational and social structure(s) present a new paradigm on how to operate in architecture. 
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Benítez (2010) presents Santiago Cirugeda’s ‘Urban Prescriptions’ as collectively produced and 

politically committed projects that, working in contexts of ‘social emergency’, aim at the creation 

of a ‘Manual for Open Code Architectures’ that fuse technical and legal questions such as assembly 

instructions, legal supports, safety conditions. Finally, Rosa (2011) documents ‘Microplanning’ 

initiatives in São Paulo, Brazil, as bottom-up ‘urban creative practices’ capable of creating 

common spaces for people living in destitute neighbourhoods by consolidating intra- and inter-

neighbourhoods’ social connections.

Given the divergent theoretical renderings of all these practices, their grouping as ‘spatial 

assemblages’ might seem problematic and, indeed, raises crucial and still pending questions: 

do all these practices aim at being ‘situated micro-utopias’ (Benítez 2010) or participate in the 

construction of an ‘emancipatory common-sense’ (Santos 1991)? Do they all relate in the same 

way to democracy, ‘spatial justice’ (Soja 2010) or political ecology? Are (all) these practices 

interchangeable? These questions wait for a thorough and proper answer. However, and regardless 

all their possibly describable differences, one can still assert that ‘spatial assemblages’ share two 

major matters-of-concern. Firstly, they push for transformative social change and, secondly, they 

all consider the ‘production of space’, even if unwittingly, as a shared/collective, impermanent/

‘spatial assemblages’ aim at transforming a current ‘state of affairs’ in trying to irreversibly change 

its most obstructive components: the behaviour of intervening actors, constraining regulations, 

bureaucratic planning procedures, etc. Secondly, ‘spatial assemblages’ address the production of 

space(s) beyond its physical or abstract dimension in order to compose (a) ‘differential space(s)’ 

of, and for the intrusion of ‘otherness’; in other words, ‘spatial assemblages’ take space as a matter-

of-concern and not as a matter-of-fact (Latour 2005). 

WHAT, THEN, MIGHT ‘SPATIAL ASSEMBLAGES’ 
EXPECTABLE IMPACTS BE?
It may be argued that ‘spatial assemblages’, as concerned with the production of differential spaces 

contribute to the spatial sustainability debate beyond ‘eco-friendly’ or ‘green’ concerns (Daly and 

Farley 2004, Jackson 2007, Latouche 2007). ‘Spatial assemblages’ provide a counterpoint to the 

current economic crisis debate and, in their concern with transformative change, create interstices 

of other possibilities beyond those attached to the so-called ‘irreducible’ need for economic 

growth. Indeed, and as the mentioned debates on ‘Shrinking Cities’ and post-growth economic 

models - and its political translations - gain public recognition, these heterodox practices may 

‘prosperity without growth’ (Jackson, 2007).

Additionally, ‘spatial assemblages’ may also contribute to the questioning of architecture’s 

production processes, boundaries and political responsibility. Firstly, they dangerously invite 

architecture to draw its attention from ‘objects’ to ‘processes’, that is, to analyse its recent 

production processes and products; now, as most contemporary architectures became ‘global 

commodities’, to accept this suggestion eventually means to scrutinize these commodities as ‘black 

boxes’ (Latour 2005), enquiring their eventual externalities or (lacking) transformative potential 

(Benítez 2010). Secondly, ‘spatial assemblages’ press architecture to work on an expanded and 

once the acknowledging of objects as being socially constructed allowed sculpture to expand its 
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architecture by hand of ‘spatial assemblages’.

Finally, ‘spatial assemblages’ may imply a critical assessment to the ‘immutable mobiles’ 

(Latour 2005) or, the institutional and regulatory ‘frames’ in which spatial (organization) 

disciplines operate. Though the topics of ‘informality’ and ‘governance’ have long invaded the 

urban discourses and policies (Healey, 1997; Kooiman, 2000; Roy, 2005), most countries are 

still recalcitrant when it comes down to implement de facto non-statutory instruments based on 

negotiation and shared decision-making. It is expected that ‘spatial assemblages’, if well-equipped 

regulations.

WHAT ACTORS, THEN, MUST BE IN PLACE FOR 
‘SPATIAL ASSEMBLAGES’ TO SUCCEED? 
Beyond contributions for the widening of sustainability debates and architecture’s disciplinary 

corpus, it has been mentioned that these practices aim at pushing political and regulatory 

institutions towards a new paradigm that acknowledges space as a collective and political 

networks - must be allowed to participate in the production and governing of space. This is not a 

new claim, but one needs to stress it continuously due to the tendency of experts and governing 

institutions to avoid devolving their power beyond tokenism. 

Unfortunately, the mental frame of most planners, architects, engineers, politicians, 

development practitioners, is still that of ‘après moi, le déluge!’ a frame consistent with linear 

our currently globalised - and liquid - world. Change is becoming a growing necessity more than 

a choice; this change however, in Marina Silva’s opinion - a Brazilian politician and activist - 

does not aim at adaptation but rather at a slow and creative inadaptation process. The predicted 

‘revenge’ of a silent Gaia may urge us to collectively engage into a new ecology of practices.

‘Spatial assemblages’, though operating in a ‘local’ scale, provide the right strategies and tools 

to embrace this collective endeavour. In their urge to invent ‘differential space(s)’, these practices 

are privileged actors in the (re)activation of political subjects and communities. This, however, 

is not enough to affect structural change: the empowerment of political assemblies requests 

consistent and continuous efforts and attachments to solid networks, whether rhizomatic or 

hierarchically organised. But if collective inadaptation is as inescapable as shrinkage or degrowth, 

one should not be concerned: all institutions may be eventually summoned to participate in the 

making of unsolicited ‘spatial assemblages’.
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RE-USING OUTDATED INFRASTRUCTURE: 
THE CASE OF GUADALMEDINA RIVERBED
Ramon Marrades Sempere, Chema Segovia

through public use, which works as a catalyst for economic revitalization. Guadalmedina River, 

in Málaga (Spain) is a dried river that splits the city in two parts. Architects drew up plans to 

recover this area as a public space. Politicians convened hearings. Editorialists wrote impassioned 

commentaries. But everything they planned was too costly and nothing happened for decades.

The open model of Guadalmedina public use as presented in this proposal is an example 

interventions involving heavy investment efforts. It belongs to the orbit of the new trends in 

planning intervention based on the creation of new spaces of social opportunity, high impact, high 

effectiveness and low budgets. It involves the mobilization of underutilized resources of the city, 

generate new resources for economic development and social enjoyment.

The activation of these resources as multiplier effects doesn’t only imply a physical renewal, 

but also, the generation of new activities to invigorate the local economy and civil society.

The integration of urban projects in the local economy is positive in every possible way: 

it generates opportunities for launching new activities to encourage local trade, new tourist 

attraction activities and the reuse of existing capabilities in the city.

The Guadalmedina strategy I propose is based on the following propositions. (i) Do not 

wait any longer to enjoy the city. (ii) Maintain, facilitate and enhance existing uses. (iii) Without 

building in the riverbed. (iv) Bring the city close to the river. (v) Neighbourhood implication. (vi) 

Join sea, mountain and city. (vii) Retrieve the Alameda (Main Street crossing the Guadalmedina) 

as the urban lounge. (viii) Foster citizens’ identity with the Guadalmedina. (ix) Work downstream.

FRAMEWORK
The modern methods for urban planning have got us used to formulating urban issues in the 

city. This entelechy puts the need for control before order, as it has met in the accuracy of design 

handedly scribbled future statements.

In the current urban scenario, this model is opposed to that of the focus on the urban built 

environment. The economic crisis – which ought not to be considered as a temporary accident – 
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Figure 3-11 ProcesoGualamedina. Entry to the ideas competition. Source: Ramon Marrades/NAIDER.
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They point to the need to give preference to the present moment over the promise of the future 

by stimulating the exploitation of existing resources, the promptness of response and the value of 

citizens. There is a need to bring our viewpoint on urban building back to basics: to tend to daily 

needs, to give space to the new agents that play a part in the urban process and to coordinate every 

participant’s efforts. This philosophy represents a revision of the previous model leaning on three 

legs: use of the city, urban design and governance.

For starters, we should claim the use of the city as the most powerful tool for citizen 

participation. The trend of basing urban spaces on design has forced potential uses out of our city 

plans and projects, and has therefore affected our urban attitude, inhibiting our individual capacity 

to conquer, make happen, build and enhance our habitats. In the Urban Built Environment the 

use of the city represents the main tool when it comes to conquering spaces providing them with 

meaning and value.

In the second place, the focus on the Urban Built Environment considers design as a service 

and not an imposition. The condition for design is that it embraces individuality within the 

socializing framework. In this way of thinking, it is a good idea to pick up again the idea formulated 

consisting of making design contingent on use, and suggesting the possibility of opening up spaces 

with little treatment, subjecting them to the citizens use and solidifying the resulting situation. It 

is not about denying the role of design, but about transferring its hegemonic prominence to the 

importance of humanizing our cities.

Finally, governance will safeguard the sustainability of any urban project. To that end, 

it should be approached from the exploitation of resources, the relations of synergy and the 

for urban planning, regarding the value of the process –complementary to that of the results– 

and recognizing, supporting and stimulating those practices of urban innovation born outside the 

mind-set of planning and committed to the citizens. 

In this paper we describe a proposal presented to a public contest concerning the recovery 

of the Guadalmedina riverbed in Málaga. We were part of a multidisciplinary team (economists, 

lawyers, architects and designers) leadby Iñaki Barredo (from NAIDER, a consultancy company 

based in Bilbao, Spain).

The case of Guadalmedina riverbed in Málaga (Spain) represents a paradigmatic example 

of the most common mistake in urban planning which concerns the gap between drawing plans 

and accomplishing them. In essence Guadalmedina is a dried riverbed that splits up the city 

in two parts. Among the several plans presented along the last decades, the local government 

opted to cover the riverbed and build a great avenue there; but it was too costly and nothing was 

constructed. 

Nowadays, when local governments are facing a deep economic crisis, those projects 

are merely unrealizable, and innovative ideas are needed to provide temporary (and maybe 

permanent) solutions that allow people to enjoy their cities. 

most innovative urban experiences that faced similar conditions. The recovering of outdated 

infrastructure through public use acting as a catalyst for economic revitalization is not a very 

common situation, if we scale examples similar to the Guadalmedina. 

The Promenade Plantée (Paris, 1993) was an old longitudinal railroad recovered as a city 

park. This model was followed in the High Line Park (New York, 2009) and the proposed 
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Bloomingdale Line (Chicago, 2012). These projects take as example the recovery of the Turia 

Riverbed in Valencia (Spain). The distinguishing feature of the High Line Park in New York is the 

The most similar experience to Guadalmedina is, as I mentioned, the river park of the Turia 

in Valencia, so we ask the opinion of Ricard Pérez Casado, who was the political head of two 

towns closely related to their rivers. He was mayor of Valencia between 1979 and 1988 and the 

EU administrator in Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina) in 1996. His task in Mostar was focused on 

facilitating direct democratic elections and the reconstruction of the city. In Valencia he laid the 

foundations that have transformed it in a more liveable and recognizable city. During his tenure 

recovered as a public space (now it is a city park of 110HA, the largest urban park in Spain and 

also the most visited).

In his opinion ‘the Guadalmedina has to be understood as a virtue rather than a threat, taking 

advantage of its role as the backbone of the city.’ It is important to value the items on its margins 

as ‘starting points for the recovery process’, in order for it to become irreversible, although ‘the 

serve to ‘improve the mobility system’ prioritizing non-motorized modes and to let ‘the public 

appropriate the project; only if they’re able to, the project will be successful’. Finally, he found 

it was necessary to create a management tool, a discussion forum to voice the aspirations of the 

people, which should be participatory, but professionally directed. That was our starting point. 

THE PROJECT
We were inspired as well by temporary solutions that allow the immediate enjoyment of the 

‘hidden’ parts of the city. One of the main examples in Europe is the case of Tempelhof Airport, 

which was recovered as a public park by only opening its doors and planning the transformation 

in a gradual way, which means that construction processes do not interrupt enjoyment and public 

use. 

We understand that the Guadalmedina does not represent an urban problem for the city of 

Malaga, neither a hydraulic problem. The Guadalmedina can be understood as a scar, primarily 

social in nature, which could and should be closed, bringing the city closer to the river, and 

focusing on joining both margins. Our recommendation of public appropriation of the riverbed 

addresses the immediate use of an obsolete infrastructure. The bed, dried most of the year, must 

be given back to the citizens, without altering the hydraulic conditions thereof, allowing safe water 

Why should we recover the Guadalmedina?

It is a unique chance because of the opportunities offered in terms of mobility and open spaces 

(housing and land markets cannot provide anything similar), because Guadalmedina is an 

infrastructure per se, since it is a territorial connector that can work without major reforms and 

means a unique linear experience, and it entails a strengthening of community relations through 

the use of public space.

In addition, an enhancement of Guadalmedina’s environment must result in the alignment 
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of interests of different stakeholders (public sector, citizens and enterprises) and act as a catalyst 

in an economic development process serving to attract new residents, entrepreneurs and tourists.

Recommendations on the use
The process should allow continued, strong, attractive, economically productive and socially 

constructive community use, and therefore become a driver for improvement of the socio-

economic environment. 

First, citizens should enjoy a maximization of open space. Open space, which is safe and 

empowerment of the right to fresh air, and the support of commercial, industrial and artistic 

existing uses. For entrepreneurs the initiative should mean new opportunities for development.

On the other hand, including a strategy that fosters mobility shifts to non-motorized transport 

citizens. It should also serve to mitigate the associated costs of private transportation (congestion, 

accidents and pollution).

scalability of urban renewal. All planning must be designed for implementation in phases, so as 

to allow an immediate use. It also seeks an increase in income in terms of taxes and fees related 

existing uses. Management models, participation and new governance should be effective tools 

for reaching consensus and private sector involvement.

We propose a continuous schedule of activities with a realistic economic program to 

encourage private advocacy and programming for public uses, including local crafts, food markets 

and artistic and commercial opportunities.

Design recommendations 
Our main indication is to be consistent with the urban reality of Malaga, carrying out a renewal 

process that remains sensitive to local conditions. The Guadalmedina is a single body through 

the built environment. Therefore, the public space must be understood so that the enjoyment 

can be experienced as a continuum. At the same time, without assuming a contradiction with 

the uniqueness of Guadalmedina, citizens must be able to enjoy a variety of environments in the 

length of a singular linear space. The view, the density of the built environment and the landscape 

design will vary in line with current conditions (use, type of construction, etc.). Access points, 

which represent natural start and end points; the entrances and bridges are the fundamental 

elements of the interaction with the Guadalmedina and therefore must be suitable for all citizens, 

eliminating, wherever possible, barriers in terms of accessibility. The interior of the riverbed 

should be a pedestrian corridor. The native spontaneous vegetation must be enhanced as well, the 

In conclusion, the primary identity of Guadalmedina must be that of a public open space that 

serves the mobility and interconnectivity, recreation and contemplation, further enhancing the 

commercial use in its immediate environment. It should encourage the use of space and should 

help create a safe environment, in addition to serving as a catalyst for economic development.

Recommendations regarding the intervention strategy
The Guadalmedina has become the major current urban concern of Malaga. For different reasons, 
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the project has stalled in every option that has been referred throughout time. The opening of a 

competition of ideas that does not set conditions or a given solution would be a good option to turn 

off the controversy and inaction.

From this need to create conditions to facilitate consensus on Guadalmedina, the intervention 

strategy embodied in this proposal seeks to provide a framework for a stable and open intervention, 

through successive stages and generating adapted responses and an active management.

Propositions
Guadalmedina Process is an urban strategy based on the following propositions:

1 Do not wait any longer to enjoy the city. The basis of the project is the immediacy of actual 

use, which is compatible with an urban and territorial planning. We do not wish to provide 

just a solution for the future, because the urban environment is what we enjoy while making 

a plan. Guadalmedina is an opportunity of present, proximity and urgency.

2 Maintain, facilitate and enhance existing uses. We understand the channel as a space of 

it. So it is as simple as it is necessary to visualize the cleaning and maintenance of the riverbed 

to put up with almost no resources, but with creative actions and uses already embraced by 

citizens in an informal manner.

3 Without building in the riverbed. The hydraulic solution we adopted is to not modify the 

boundaries of the existing runway to avoid a mortgage in terms of investment on the future 

of the city. The current situation of the river can be improved without major engineering 

of this public place.

4 Attracting the city to the river. If the riverbed is not the problem, Malaga is the solution. 

Thus, we should favour urban uses in the margins and, acting as a zipper, unifying east and 

west of the city. It aims to harness the rereading of the river as an instrument capable of 

posing a cohesive and balanced city model.

5 Neighbourhood implication. This is not a linear project, but a transversal one, where the 

that prove relevant to the needs of each neighbourhood instead of sectionalizing on a purely 

functional way. It means to discover the possibilities and problems from the river’s margin 

to the neighbourhood.

6 Joining sea, mountain and city. The transition from urban to rural environment can be 

retraced on foot using the different proposed corridors from Guadalmedina to the small 

mountains that surround Málaga, considering at the same time the possibility of a longitudinal 

path (walking or cycling) from the port to the botanic garden through the riverbed. 

7 Retrieving the Alameda (Main Street crossing the Guadalmedina) as the urban lounge. 

La Alameda is the urban lounge of Málaga and the balcony to the Guadalmedina and, 

unfortunately, it is nowadays full of cars. La Alameda has to be recovered, humanized 

undertaking a project of sustainable mobility. 

8 From the river mouth to the centre. The entry of salty water from the sea aims to promote 

attractive uses for tourists and reuse obsolete port facilities in order to reconcile the city centre 

with the end of the river, along the promenades. This can act as a business card, precursor of 

further phases.
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Figure 3-12 La Alemada as an urban lounge. Source: Ramon Marrades/NAIDER.
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9 Fostering citizens’ identity with the Guadalmedina. From branch managing of Guadalmedina 

to the active involvement of citizens, or from training to research, we can reconcile city 

marketing with the satisfaction of citizens’ usual needs. With the attractive public space that 

the Guadalmedina generates, we can revoke the negative connotation of the riverbed and 

relate it to Málaga’s identity.

10 Working downstream. The crisis of urban planning invites us to take a position suitable for 

our time, which gives room for taking care of the urban and social fabric through simple 

ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT MODEL

(a) cleaning and maintenance of the riverbed, (b) actions to improve accesses and urbanization, 

(c) actions to improve surrounding areas, and (d) actions related to revitalization activities.

Activation of the Guadalmedina as the main resource of the city in the coming years requires 

a management model with capability to put work together and stimulate commitment and 

own spaces for conveyance.

Three main areas will form this institutional motor for Guadalmedina:

1 Inter-institutional agreement area. In order to bring together all levels of government 

with executive and legislation powers on the scope of intervention, capable of ensuring 

administrative processing and fast approval of the interventions. It will be an institutional 

space for dialogue and consultation between all government levels to be formed under the 

legal concept that is most suitable among its members.

2 Municipal coordination area. Attached to the Planning Department or directly to the City 

Hall, bringing together all local authorities involved in the development of initiatives likely to 

take place in the Guadalmedina.

3 Social mobilization area. It will be a social participation entity that will involve civil society 

entities to become interested in using the Guadalmedina as a public space and as a resource 

for strengthening their activities.

These three levels will be complemented by capacity management techniques as Guadalmedina 

an open process, one of the keys to its success will be its capacity to attract ideas from the public, 

CONCLUSION
Adaptive planning means going beyond old disciplines’ boundaries and sharing knowledge within 

should not assume that experts are the only ones who have a right to express themselves on issues 

affecting the organization of society. 

A multidisciplinary team (in which we were involved) has executed this proposal understanding 

participation tool. Not only, but especially in times of great scarcity, planning should not impede 
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of activities with an ad hoc management tool and making the best out of spontaneous dynamics 

in the city.

Figure 3-13 Diagramming the Guadalmedina Process. Source: Ramon Marrades/NAIDER.
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INFLUENCE OF GLOBALIZATION ON CITIES: 
SHOPPING MALLS IN CZECH REPUBLIC 1992-2012
Anna Háblová

The information revolution and globalization has caused an overall awareness of the limited 

resources of the Earth. The basic social values are no longer only economic indicators such as 

paradigm and awareness of Scarcity as the fundamental economic problem of having seemingly 

unlimited human wants and needs in a world of limited resources. From the perspective of the 

new paradigm are shopping malls unsustainable and unacceptable. What helped to recognize 

Scarcity was interconnection of information technology around the world, which was followed by 

of increasingly intensive integration of the countries of the world in a single economic system, 

which occurs since the seventies of the twentieth century (Sýkora, 2000). Globalization affects 

all disciplines, including architecture and urbanism. For work with large areas occurs change in 

solving urban problems. It is not possible to take into account only the site itself. When working 

of solved area.

on cities. Everything connected with multinational companies relate to globalization: the need for 

the expansion of products (shopping centres), the need for rapid movement of human capacities 

(transport infrastructure), spatial separation of representatives of companies from the poorer 

part of town (residential zones - gated communities), relocation of production to other parts of 

Shopping centres are one of the themes of globalization. Multinational companies and large 

Figure 3-14 Influence of globalization on cities: shopping malls, residential zones, skyscrapers, 

infrastructure, office complexes, transformation of historical centres, Source: Anna Háblová.
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investors are entering into territories with the requirement to capitalize on their projects, and for 

public administration it would be a challenge to be equal partners. But in most cases public sphere 

‘no-place’ and the residual space in the vicinity of shopping centres. There is a waste of very fertile 

soils, poor pedestrian permeability area, increase of crime in these areas, the mono-function and 

poor quality of public spaces.

The aim of this paper is to understand background of shopping centres, describe the situation 

in Czech Republic and outline the future of shopping centres and ability to reuse from perspective 

of Scarcity. 

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The trading of goods and knowledge has been always the primary activity shaping settlements. 

Trading has been in constant change throughout history due to diverse factors and this has been 

The shift from a market economy to a culture of consumerism, based on intensive circulation 

products, changed social and psychological relationships of marketplace. From there it was only a 

administrative and business concepts that are essential for the post-war city. In 1945 he published 

‘Mistakes we have made in development of shopping centres’, where he described his experience 

with 150 points, which covered everything from strategy through ensuring political support to 

adequate ceiling height. But the most important knowledge was that the key to the success of the 

shopping centres is unlimited parking space.
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the architect and theoretician of shopping centres Victor Gruen, became the Southdale Mall 

in Edina, Minnesota. He created a completely introverted building type, which interrupted all 

communication with the surroundings. ‘This fantastic urbanism was cleared of all negative 

elements of the city. Bad weather, cars and beggars’ (Paquet, 2003:25).

years of the twentieth century, has not much changed to the present day. Between 1960 and 1980 

was the principle by systematic repetition perfected to the sum of iron rules applied throughout the 

world. The rules are simple: information about population density, their incomes and purchasing 

power. 

CZECH REPUBLIC FOCUS
The post-communist period after 1989 marked the transformation of the Czech economy, which 

is essentially the transition from CPE (centrally planned economy) to the operation principle of 

a market economy. A key step in this transformation was a change of ownership. Possibility of 

private business boomed through the entry of new businesses and small or large privatization 

to replace existing counter stores in modern retail were Dutch group Royal Ahold (Mana) and the 

Belgian Delhaize le Lion (Delvita). 

Even during the second half of the ninetieth years could be seen between the major trading 

market, having introduced modern retail formats (discount supermarket and hypermarket), 

began Czech Republic in the late nineties to attract developers and large shopping centres, which 

were already in Western Europe  long-established. Full development of shopping centres in Czech 

Republic came after almost 10 years after the fall of communism.

Development of food chains began by supermarkets. The innovative role played hypermarkets, 

Czech Republic 127 shopping centres and at the beginning of 2010 were in Czech Republic 230 

shopping centres larger than 5,000 m2 (Spilková, 2012:31). Most shopping centres are in Prague, 

followed by South Moravian Region (Brno city) and Silesian Region (Ostrava city). Only one 

shopping centre is located in Jihlava city Region (see Figure 3-15).

The number of shopping centres in each region does not match the purchasing power of 

the population. For example, the Silesian Region has one of the lowest purchasing power, but 

on its territory are seven shopping centres. A similar disproportion is in the Ústi Region, which 

purchasing power of the Prague Region with 24 shopping centres.

This fact is one of the indicators of unorganized development of shopping centres in the 

country. Figure 3-16 shows the localization of shopping centres in Prague. Shopping centre 

Eden was built close to the shopping centre GalerieFlóra; GalerieButovice was built close to the 
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European cities. Although it is planned developing of new shopping centres (StromovkaRustonka, 

of local government is small and there has been promoting development goals without a deeper 

analysis of catchment areas (Spilková, 2012).

Development of shopping centres in Prague, as in other cities of Czech Republic, took place 

from the peripheral zones to urban centres. The reason for development of shopping malls on the 

edges of city was lower prices of land, clear ownerships, integrity of land and absence of land use 

plan. After use of peripheral parts of the city, new shopping centres moved to the inner city, as in 

the case of New Smichov (2001), Flora Palace (2003) and Palladium (2008).

As mentioned above, shopping centres in the Czech Republic were built unorganized and 

uncoordinated. Analysis of developers and free market is not working for hundred per cent, as it 

of new or expanding existing shopping centres in Czech Republic, we should answer by foreign 

experience, which is very diverse. But regulations which prevent the development of shopping 

centres that follow the existing city structure and do not disrupt existing retail networks prevail. 

One tool for planning retail is the RIA study. RIA (Retail Impact Assessment) originated in 

Great Britain in the 60th of the last century as a result of ideas procedural planning and social 

engineering. Over the next decade, evolved from theoretical models and system approaches in the 

seventieth, despite the neo-Marxist models and free-market ideology to a more pragmatic form 

of the nineties. Retail impact assessment and RIA study as its output can help to understand the 

potential impact of changes, to control public spending, to preserve the effectiveness of the system 

and to ensure the same level of service for all consumers. The advantage of such independent 

study is to get enough objective information on the impacts of the project. This study is not used 

in Czech planning legislation. Its introduction, however, could help to unify the procedures for 

planning in the retail area and avoid future negative consequences of uncoordinated construction 

of large shopping malls (Spilková, 2012:76).

If we compare countries with a long time liberal planning practice (France, Germany, Great 

Britain, Spain, Italy) with countries that have a long history of restrictive planning policies 

(Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Switzerland, Norway, Netherlands) it is clear that the regulation 

Table 3-2 Overview of the entry of foreign companies on the Czech market. Source: Starzyczná, 2010.
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SOLUTIONS IN TIMES OF SCARCITY
The uncontrolled expansion of large-scale shopping centres can cause wrecking and desolating 

of shopping malls. To that cause can be added increasing price of oil, online shopping and 

unsustainable buildings. Moving this idea on, the situation can be similar as the issue of abandoned 

demolition or heritage protection.

In the few past years, in America was closed many ‘big boxes’, and even the reason is different 

from the mentioned above 1, abandoned shopping centres, so called ghost malls, are real threat for 

the American suburban landscape.

At the beginning of the sixties of the last century were spread in the USA so-called ‘big boxes’ 

(among other large-scale retail buildings), owned by two main chains: Kmart and Wal-Mart. The 

name ‘big boxes’ has become known thanks to the simple, pragmatic visual style of these shopping 

centres. In recent times are hundreds of these big boxes across the United States becoming 

deserted places, called ‘ghost malls’. At the moment, Wal-Mart offers on its website (www.

walmartrealty.com) a total of 656 of its empty buildings for rent. However, when counting with 

other chains such as Kmart, The Home Depot, Kroger’s, etc., we would get up to several thousands 

of abandoned buildings (Christensen, 2008).

1 The reason is expanding of chains to bigger and newer boxes not far from old ones. They left the old buildings 
empty, not leaving them to competition chains.

Figure 3-15 Number of shopping centres (black points) in Regions of Czech Republic. Source: websites of 

the shopping centres, processed by Anna Háblová.
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Figure 3-16 Localization of shopping centres in Prague. Source: websites of the centres, student work U6, 

Anna Háblová’s investigation.

The question is, whether it doesn’t expect European shopping centres, where failing 

of shopping centres is not happening. In Czech Republic failed only one shopping mall in 

NovéButovice, Futurum or Tesco.

Adaptive reuse is happening all around us, as it has been since people began constructing this 

of ‘reuse’ according to the dictionary is ‘the act of using again in different way after reclaiming or 

to a conceptual act – a decision, an imaginative and creative moment. Reclaiming a structure is a 

process that also must occur in the minds of the people who are enacting the reuse. 

That is current topic in many American cities which are surrounded by many empty big boxes. 

And it is not excluded that this problem will face one day also some European cities.

Figure 3-18 shows proposals of student from Faculty of architecture in Prague, who, under 

the author´s leadership, processed information about shopping centres in Prague and tried to 

propose another possible use of shopping centres in case of no longer serving its original purpose. 

These are mainly large shopping centres on the outskirts of Prague, which are characterized by the 

largest number of similar problems, 2 and it is possible to use for them similar principles. 

When the time changes dramatically, the situation of shopping centres can be one day similar 

2 There is a waste of very fertile soils, poor pedestrian permeability area, increase of crime in these areas, the mono-
function of the area and poor quality of public spaces.
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Figure 3-17 Three big unregulated shopping malls on the edge of Prague. Red: buildings, Yellow: occupied 

area. Source: maps.google.cz, processed by Anna Háblová.
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Figure 3-18 Proposals for a new use of existing big shopping centres at the edge of Prague. Source: workshop 

U6 2012, processed by Anna Háblová.

CONCLUSION
‘People already refer to the near future in months instead of years, and to the distant future in 

years instead of decades or centuries. What may happen decades from now is treated not only 

as unknown, but unknowable’ (Brand, 1991:21). We are living in the moment, without much 

consideration or understanding of our relationship to the future, as we remove mile after mile 

of green space, open space, public space. According to the oral tradition of the ‘Great Law of the 

Iroguis’, in every deliberation, we must consider the impact on the next seven generations. Even 

seven generations is not long enough really. We must consider the impact of today on time´s 

passing into forever.
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TRANSURBANISM: TOWARDS A NEW 
TRANSDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN URBAN PLANNING
Agatino Rizzo, Michail Galanakis

of the Baltic Sea Region. In Estonia, for instance, recent data 1 related to annual population growth 

reveal a loss of 0.2% while at the same time Tallinn, the capital city, has gained 0.6%. Thus a 

double layer dynamic affects the country whereby Estonia loses population to wealthier European 

states and other countries, while Tallinn drains the remaining population from the countryside. 

Similar dynamics affect other post-communist Baltic States (the once labelled ‘Baltic Tigers’) 

so much so that while 30% of Estonian residents live in Tallinn, 32% of Latvian residents live 

in Riga, and 26% of Lithuanian residents live in Vilnius. Comparing this data with the northern 

Helsinki and 9% of residents in Sweden live in Stockholm.

However, in this paper we argue that while the urban population imbalances (i.e. urban primacy 

versus shrinking countryside) of shrinking Baltic states (i.e. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) put 

pressures on the land uses and social milieus of their capitals (e.g. Tallinn in Estonia) the same is 

true for Scandinavian capitals whereby rising international migration is putting pressure on their 

welfare states (see the case of Helsinki in Haila 2005: 20).

Maimone (2004: 6) explains that while for cultural reasons the Russian-speaking minority in 

Estonia has been generally urbanised, Estonians, on the other hand, disperse in the countryside. 

Estonians, independent from USSR since 1991, and their rivals Russians. The latter are perceived 

as intruders and never fully integrated in post-communist Estonia (Maimone 2004: 4). In 2007 

(the so called ‘Bronze Soldier’) from the city centre to the periphery of Tallinn. For weeks, tensions 

at the political and social level (Estonia vs. Russia and Estonians vs. Estonians of Russian origin) 

resulted in urban riots and demonstrations.

Finland does not share a similar past with Estonia, having been an independent and liberal 

countries have put some strains in its social tissue - particularly in Helsinki where the share of 

foreigners in 2011 was above 10% (with Estonians being the largest minority) while in the rest of 

1 Source citypopulation.de, 2010-2012.
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the country this share was little above 2% 2. The dynamic contexts above and their social, cultural 

and economic developments cannot but affect urban development as well. 

In this paper we analyse two projects and we present our approach in planning and research 

practice that we have called TransUrbanism, a term previously used by Arjen Mulder (2002) to 

describe the contemporary state of urbanisation in which continuous transformations produce a 

‘multiplication of information’. In section two we further explain our theoretical and methodological 

baselines while in sections three and four we present, in a chronological order, two projects we 

were involved in Tallinn and Helsinki. These were to various degrees collaborative projects carried 

out by the authors together with professionals, activists, and agencies 3. We have documented and 

reported on the projects elsewhere; however, by collecting here these experiences and practices 

our aim is to exemplify TransUrbanism. In the conclusions we summarise the results of the two 

and research inquiries.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 

of protests by autochthonous residents against refugee centres in their neighbourhoods. Once 

again foreigners become the Other who contaminate national space and devalue local real estate. 

Sandercock (2003: 112) writes about the sense of loss and even fear we experience when ‘others’ 

seem to invade and appropriate ‘our’ space. Urban change is often feared when the familiar is 

threatened to turn into something else, something that we don’t know and that is causing us 

uncertainty and anxiety. How many instances haven’t been documented of changes authorities 

impose without involving us (and those with less power) who will be affected? How many 

times don’t people protest about changes that are planned for their neighbourhoods? Current 

socio-economic and political negotiations take place within a framework of diversity and global 

movements that are important factors for challenging social, political and cultural norms. Changes 

in our living environments while fear inducing are often necessary, therefore, we propose that, 

when possible, we better test (simulate) changes through the medium of Urban Art Interventions, 

before such changes become irreversible. 

Planning for a diversity of people – autochthonous and not – requires that in order to deal 

with our fear of socio-spatial change we need to systematically practice pro-activeness and 

intentionality, as well as open-endedness. In this framework research into urban phenomena and 

certain foreseeable changes is recommendable when and where it is possible. Concerted research 

efforts could develop into open source knowledge that would contribute to the betterment of life 

for all. The fact that individual actors, grass roots and NGOs develop initiatives and interventions 

to claim urban space makes it a pressing need to study such phenomena and analyse their 

potentials for community engagement and sustainable development. The various formal and 

informal appropriations of public spaces taking place around the world are telling.  

Hou (2010: 2) explains that while the idea of public space in western societies evokes the 

practice of ‘democracy, openness, and publicity of debate’, today’s European public space, is 

mostly the result of the efforts of pre-democratic states to display their military power and to 

control social life. Recently, particularly after 9/11, over-control and display of power once again 

2 Source: City of Helsinki, Helsinki Urban fact.

3 For more information about our collaborations see Cityleft Network at www.cityleft.blogspot.com
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suppress the rights to demonstrate and of freedom of speech. Against this trend, inspired by 

the seemingly un-organised and informal use of public space typical of Asia and Latin America 

(e.g. informal markets, favelas, etc.), non-governmental urban activists around the world have 

sought to peacefully re-contest public space through their presence, uses, and practices such as 

urban art interventions. From Rebar’s Park(ing) intervention in San Francisco (see Merker 2010: 

45) – planting parking lots with trees and grass – to Guerrilla Benching – installing benches in 

empty public space – or Circle Lane Party – in London’s underground - of Space Hijackers(the 

periphery of Rome, artists, urban activists, and architecture practitioners have joined their forces 

to re-discuss, engage, and re-imagine city’s public space.

In a recent conference at Bauhaus-University Weimar, Alain Bourdin (2012) has highlighted 

of inquiry while the former being a substantial one. While planning, says Bourdin,  ‘... has not found 

solid concepts for the notions deriving from action’. While planners usually answer to questions 

and urban researchers pose questions, local actors, say Bourdin, also formulate questions - thus 

urban researchers should additionally be more involved in creating tools to solve urban problems, 

rather than to merely contest injustice (perpetually opposing but rarely constructively proposing).

In the ‘Empire of Meaning. The humanization of the social Sciences’ Francois Dosse (1999) 

advocates for a reconciliation of the relations between exact sciences, social sciences, and 

philosophy based on a new transdisciplinary paradigm. Dosse notes that the social sciences are 

witnessing ‘... a genuine transformation: the terms structure, reproduction, static, combinatory, 

invariant, universal, and binary logic are being effaced, in favour of the notions of organizing chaos, 

fractal, event, process, meaning, complexity, self-organization, construction, strategy, convention, 

autonomy, enaction’ (Ibid. 1999). Thus for Dosse the task of the new, transdisciplinary-scholar is 

of fact’ and ‘judgments of value’. In this way he continues a ‘... a third way between the prevalence 

of pure lived experience and the priority of conceptualization...’ can be sought.

Inspired by these ideas, we call Transdisciplinary Urbanism (or TransUrbanism) a new, 

performers, and activists come together to contest space and to openly re-negotiate power 

structures in urban space. The social aspects of urbanism connect different practices, ideological 

frameworks and disciplines in order to address issues of everyday life. Disciplinary crossovers 

are central in researching and planning urban space and potentially facilitate city inhabitants 

and professionals to even temporarily leave their comfort zones, co-design their interactions 

and communication and work together in non-predetermined ways. Within TransUrbanism we 

advocate to industriously work with uncertainty, chance and open-endedness. TransUrbanism 

with its participatory and transdisciplinary approach may help us to re-think polarized European 

cities, such as Tallinn for its strong urban primacy in a shrinking Estonian economy and Helsinki 

for its increasing diversity undermining its long-established welfare state, towards a more just 

urbanism. 

For us TransUrbanism concerns socio-spatial issues of multi-layered urban phenomena. 

Independently, sociology and spatial design merely provide the theoretical context of what our 

objective is with TransUrbanism, namely the proactive (but not pre-determined) investigation 

of the implications of change in urban space. TransUrbanism is our approach regarding research 
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into socio-spatial change in urban space. We endorse the idea of researchers/activists who conduct 

what Hoggart et al. (2002: 292) describe as action research: ‘Action Research is associated with 

learning about society through efforts to change it.’ With TransUrbanism thus we recognize that 

social change. 

Whether looking through literature, media and the press, conducting discussions and 

interviews, or setting up urban artistic interventions such as in Tallinn in Helsinki, our aim has 

spatiality. Research without such a quest for change is valuable albeit not necessarily impartial or 

socially relevant. In New Strategies for Social Research, Layder (1996: 45) talks about the kind of 

the grounded theory approach, and offers another perspective on the issue of the relationship 

theories themselves. It is not necessarily the aim of urban research to develop a grounded theory; 

however, it is part of our contribution to knowledge to make certain links between theorised 

practise and theory in practice, which may shed more light on socio-spatial phenomena. 

understanding of TransUrbanism as a practice. It is important to clarify that our attempt to 

in progress. 

PROJECT I: ARCHIPELAGO-TALLINN
As part of an international group of young urban researchers based at the Bauhaus Dessau 

Foundation, in 2008 we were asked to explore the complex dynamics of trans-national urbanism 

in the Baltic Sea Region (Rizzo, 2009a). Our research tested the notion of an integrated regional 

identity formation as desired by region makers to determine whether this model or alternate 

emergent forms better describe the situation of the Helsinki-Tallinn-Region. Dialogue with local 

stakeholders and region makers as well as local inhabitants provided both a top down and bottom 

up view on the development of both cities and the interconnections -and imbalances- that existed 

between them. When considering the distribution of services, jobs and business activities our 

group recognized a complex area of overlapping networks without clear borders, mainly based on 

Observing that most of the implications of this relationship appeared manifest in the urban 

form of Tallinn led the group to further research here. This process of rapid urbanization and 

modernization has had both positive and negative impact on the city and its people. Estonian 

Sweden gave rise to a process of modernization of the region through economic growth, better 

living conditions, increase in wages and global connections. 

The results of this rapid development have affected the demographics of Tallinn, leaving 

different sections of the population outside this framework. Estonians with lower income or 

education, or with limited Estonian language skills (such as Tallinn’s sizable Russian speaking 

rules. This economic disparity in the social structure plays out in the urban form of Tallinn, 

creating spatial segregation in certain parts of the city. Kopli, Mustamäe and Lasnamäe are 
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Figure 3-19 Summary Plan of Helsinki-Tallinn Region observations. Source: Agatino Rizzo et al. 2005.
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examples; despite their proximity to developed or developing areas, they remain disconnected 

from the overall development surge of the city.

The cross border effects as well as historical pre-conditions manifest in the urban fabric of 

Tallinn appeared to the group as an ‘Archipelago of Islands’ (seeFigure 3 19- Rizzo 2009b), each 

malls catering for Scandinavian visitors; the old, medieval city centre crowded with hotels, 

restaurants and clubs for wealthy locals and European tourists; the socialist residential peripheries 

populated by the Russian speaking minority; and so forth. The model of the archipelago also 

drawn the group’s attention on the in-between space made of semi-abandoned spaces, parking 

lots, roads, and other infrastructures. 

After carrying out a SWOT analysis for the city of Tallinn the group discussed and generated 

qualitative scenarios, trying to sketch the urban future of Tallinn - within the Helsinki-Tallinn 

Region - against the most uncertain and important driving forces (e.g. technological, social, 

environmental, economic, political, etc.). The scenarios pointed to two main hypotheses (Rizzo 

a way to denounce social segregation and urban fragmentation and the opportunity given by the 

in-between space to negotiate diversity in the city. These latter hypotheses were tested in Tallinn 

through a series of urban art interventions in May 2008, concluding with a discussion between 

city planners, architects, art critics and general public. Tallinn urban art interventions were highly 

interactive and intuitive, suggesting and collecting social-local feedbacks.

‘Porta de Viru’ at Tammsaare Park (Figure 3 20) was a performance aimed to explore the 

spatial concept ‘Archipelago’ by visualizing the boarders of Tallinn ‘urban islands’ with stripes, 

banners, and gates. All material was acquired in the second hand market in Tallinn and deployed 

with the help of local NGO ‘UusMaailm’. The setting was a busy area in the centre of the city 

told’ at the harbour aimed instead at building a more intimate relation between the research 

group and the inhabitants. Discussions with tourists and locals took place about the potential 

of the spatial structure of Tallinn; people were encouraged to visit different parts of the city and 

exchange stories about meaningful places. Another public performance (‘Wind-up’) helped to 

explore in-between space potentials. Many areas at the harbour are waiting for transformation but 

seem abandoned at the moment. Through temporary structures installed in the space the group 

wanted to show that a different use of urban space is possible. Related projects used these spaces 

for breakfast and dinner gatherings as well as an area next to Linnahall for a temporary beach.

Two very different areas, Rotterman district and BaltiJaam Market, were chosen for 

integrative projects (Figure 3 21); while Rotterman is a well designed new urban site with 

expensive high brands but few social interaction, BaltiJaam Market is a very cheap informal area 

that is very important for economically less fortunate locals. The group’s project consisted of 

building up small market stands where participants distributed goods from the contrasting area 

in exchange for people’s desires. The intent was to get local opinion about what has value in the 

further development of the city. In a subsequent project in the evening, a projection regarding real 

estate speculation in UusMaailm community started a discussion about the topic of future city 

development and whose city it is to develop.

to discuss regional and local challenges with local stakeholders of both sides of the Gulf of Finland. 

Despite the small budget made available by the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation, the urban art 
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Figure 3-20 PlayTallinn, Urban Art Intervention Week: ‘Porta de Viru’. Source: Agatino Rizzo et al. 2008.
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interventions helped strengthening links between the group and local stakeholders beyond the 

duration of the research project: a member of the group seasonally works with students of a local 

university on issues about landscape and identity; others have taken part in workshops and other 

interventions this time organized by local NGOs in Estonia. 

PROJECT II: MEIDÄN-OURCITY - HELSINKI
Under the auspices of the foundation of the World Design Capital Helsinki 2012 (http://

), a group of architects, designers, and community workers, 

including Galanakis, planned and realized a multifaceted project titled Ourcity (https://

meidankaupunki.wordpress.com/). The members of Ourcity strived to bring forward the 

richness of diversity by promoting cultures present in Helsinki and by creating opportunities 

for intercultural dialogue to occur. Design, architecture and urban design were the main tools, 

while a transdisciplinary approach guided Ourcity group to focus geographically and enter into 

negotiations with local communities. The aim was to reach out to the people who had the least 

access to the design processes shaping what was their city too. The strategy was to mobilize the 

existing human resources in the focus neighbourhood of Meri-Rastila in the suburb of Vuosaari, 

in the more multicultural East part of Helsinki. 

The neighbourhood of Meri-Rastila, was selected as the focus area of Ourcity project because:

1 In Helsinki, MeriRastila has one of the highest concentrations of people of ethnocultural 

background since immigrants tend to gravitate towards Meri-Rastila (Vilkama 2011). In 2010 

in Meri-Rastila area lived 5,224 inhabitants of which 3,539 were Finnish speakers, 175 were 

Swedish speakers and 1,446 spoke other languages (Helsinki City Urban Facts 2011) 

Figure 3-21 PlayTallinn, Urban Art Intervention Week: ‘Wind Up’. Source: Agatino Rizzo et al. 2008.
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Figure 3-22 Ourcity presented the alternative master plan to the people of MeriRastila. Here at the annual 

Rastori event in the main square of Meri-Rastila. Source: MichailGalanakis 2012.
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2 The City of Helsinki has plans to build private housing for 2500 new inhabitants in the area 

by appropriating part of forest land in Meri-Rastila. A group of active residents lobby against 

this plan.

By focusing on Meri-Rastila and the design challenges posed by the decision of the City of 

Helsinki, Ourcity group materialized what originally was the theoretical aim of the whole project; 

namely, to democratize design by facilitating people who are not involved in such processes to 

Design was the main medium with which Ourcity worked because this was a requirement from the 

World Design Capital Helsinki 2012 in order to secure funding that allowed the project proposal to 

be realised. Community engagement was a component of Ourcity project that soon became crucial 

than anticipated. 

Community engagement was challenging because Meri-Rastila has attracted a lot of stigma 

in Finnish media and the public opinion is rather negative or indifferent at best (Galanakis 2008). 

group, an outsider. However, the group of active citizens who had a pressing need and concern 

quickly took advantage of the opportunity Ourcity represented. The pro-Meri-Rastila group of 

residents, asked Ourcity group to help them to constructively challenge the decision of the City 

of Helsinki to build in the forest that they considered being an invaluable asset of their area. 

Ourcity group members decided to offer expertise and networks to pro-Meri-Rastila people. 

Together with six students of architecture and planning geography a work team was formed that 

drafted an alternative master plan for Meri-Rastila providing housing for approximately 2,500 

new inhabitants while leaving intact the forest (Ourcity 2012).

Ourcity group members pull together their knowledge and skills in order to open up the 

discussion regarding the area of Meri-Rastila in general, and in order to engage the local residents 

in planning their living environment in participatory ways. Expertise on interaction design (Figure 

3-22) as well as community engagement allied design to produce a dynamic conversation and 

set. A dynamic conversation spread into virtual forums on the Internet and members of the green 

party embraced the alternative master plan for Meri-Rastila as more environmentally friendly and 

socially sustainable. The alternative master plan was presented at the same time as the plan by 

One of the strengths of Ourcity’s alternative master plan was that it was built upon the results 

of two university courses (OURcourse) held in autumn 2011 in which students from disciplines, 

came up with scenarios for new services and socio-spatial strategies based on direct observations 

and interviews of local residents. The results of these two courses were publicly presented in Meri-

Rastila. After the courses had concluded, Ourcity group organised workshops to bring together all 

those working on the alternative master plan and pro Meri-Rastila people as well as other local 

residents. 

The alternative master plan (Figure 3-23) in its entirety demonstrates that although design is 

an important component of urban development and planning, it needs to be effectively linked with 

local communities in order to represent their needs and aspirations. Ourcity also demonstrates 

that for an effort like the drafting of the alternative master plan to be an effective challenger of 
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Figure 3-23 Ourcity master plan for MeriRastila.

Source: http://meidankaupunki.wordpress.com/alternative-master-plan/
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top-down decision-making then concerted community engagement is necessary. Intercultural 

competence is a key in building bridges of communication in-between cultures unaware of the 

common grounds they may be sharing and of the improvement they may bring to their lives if they 

were to negotiate and act together (See Sandercock and Attili 2009). 

The outreach that Ourcity group members conducted before and while working on the 

geography students, that planning the urban development of an area cannot ignore the people in 

that area. On the contrary any sustainable process must in its very early stages engage as many 

diverse people and groups as possible.  Experts thus become facilitators. As Netami Stuart (2011), 

a young park planner in Toronto who believed in planning for diversity put it: 

‘the best way to do it is to have planning done by a diversity of people. So to be as consultative 

as possible… I think it’s really about dedicating enough resources to identifying voices and 

listening to them, and spending the time to understand how you should communicate with 

people who have different needs than you.’

We think that one of the most substantial contributions of the alternative master plan was that 

it created a platform for discussion amongst the residents of Meri-Rastila. Not all local residents 

shared the conviction of the pro Meri-Rastila group regarding the untouchability of the forest; 

however, through the workshops and discussions organized by Ourcity more residents had the 

opportunity to engage in the debate. Even if this debate was at times mainly driven by the agenda 

of the pro Meri-Rastila group, more stakeholders had the opportunity to realise for themselves the 

different perspectives, interests and some of the arguments for and against building in the forest. 

This was the case not only for the active residents who participated in the process of drafting the 

alternative master plan but also the members of the planning team as well as all the members of 

Ourcity. 

Ourcity did not manage to carry out the community engagement it initially aspired to. The 

made many stakeholders in Meri-Rastila to be reserved. This unfortunately was the case regarding 

some of the crucial social service providers in the area whom the instigators of Ourcity didn’t 

have the foresight to involve when planning the project. These stakeholders at times acted as 

gatekeepers of Meri-Rastila and resisted facilitating Ourcity’s community outreach fearing that 

the project interfered too much with their work. A weakness of Ourcity was that the community 

outreach wasn’t extensive enough to make the alternative master plan representative of most of 

the local residents. It did however expand the discussion of the planning agenda to more residents 

and managed to engage a few at least of the residents with ethnocultural background.

All these and more realizations wouldn’t have been reached had not Ourcity created 

opportunities for multifaceted interaction with the various stakeholders in Meri-Rastila, from 

exhibitions and physical and virtual discussion forums. While the alternative master plan started 

as an experiment with unforeseeable results but serious investment in time, energy and resources, 

it progressed into a real life planning process that generated substantial media and public interest. 

Ourcity and the planning team that worked on the alternative master plan offered the results of 

their labour to the public domain and the active pro Meri-Rastila people. The alternative master 

plan, at the time of writing, has entered a new phase where an independent body of experts assesses 
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Rastila. There are still hopes that the City of Helsinki might reconsider their plan. The alternative 

their cause is not lost and the forest of Meri-Rastila shouldn’t be reduced either. Ourcity project 

aligns to principles of TransUrbanism by providing a testing ground for socio-spatial change, 

and by transforming the process of planning into a platform for community engagement and 

community building. As such processes are open-ended mistakes are unavoidable but even they 

CONCLUSIONS

communist countries of the Baltic Sea Region such as Estonia, capital cities have drained 

inhabitants from shrinking country-towns while in traditional liberal countries such as Finland, 

capital cities have attracted transnational workers often from the former countries (Estonians are 

the largest minority in Finland).

While the socio-economic-political context of these two cities are different, on the other hand, 

their symptoms are similar: in Tallinn as in Helsinki minorities challenge regions makers for what 

Lefebvre (1968) has called the ‘right to the city’, a right that in the interpretation of Harvey (2008: 

23), is:

‘... far more than the individual liberty to access urban resources: it is a right to change 

ourselves by changing the city. It is, moreover, a common rather than an individual right since 

this transformation inevitably depends upon the exercise of a collective power to reshape the 

processes of urbanization. The freedom to make and remake our cities and ourselves is, I 

want to argue, one of the most precious yet most neglected of our human rights’

which social and action researchers, artistic performers, activists, architects and planners come 

together to contest space and to openly re-negotiate power structures in public space.

Ourcity as well as Tallinn’s interventions were Urban Artistic Interventions open for public use and 

abuse. Both practices constituted a soft urban design approach that paid off. The empirical data 

retrieved during Ourcity as well as Tallinn’s interventions was the biggest return, along with the 

trust that both authors gained regarding the unknown public. Ourcity and the alternative master 

plan for Meri-Rastila in East Helsinki provided a testing ground for socio-spatial development by 

opening up the planning debate to more local people.

As Europe is in a phase of de-growth and decline, Trans-Urbanism could help us conduct 

research while livening up our cities on limited resources. Trans-Urbanism also may represent 

an excellent framework for urban planning to regenerate itself, shifting from its procedural/

technocratic origins (Bourdin, 2012) to capitalise on emergent urban activism (i.e. DIY urbanism, 

public space activism) that often better advocate public interests. 
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INNOVATION
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 Stroudley Walk: once a vibrant market street. Source: Deljana Iossifova/SCIBE
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TOTAL COMMUNITY RETROFIT
The Institute for Sustainability

IMAGINE THIS…

It’s 2030 and local people are planning, designing, delivering, owning and managing a range of 

local projects, which are stimulated by the transition to a low carbon economy.

There has been a tremendous growth in social enterprise, small businesses and jobs for local 

people as a result of delivering a more sustainable environment; from local people being trained to 

refurbish the homes of their friends and neighbours or encouraged to set up a new local logistics 

company delivering goods using bicycles and electric vehicles. This activity has been funded by 

initiatives and social investment bonds.

Underused and derelict buildings and land brought back into use have, amongst other things, 

home in underused council buildings and a new business that ‘upcycles’ waste has found premises 

in a vacant private building.

People are behaving more sustainably - they own or have a share in local energy generation 

pot, using a proportion of their Feed In Tariff and Renewable Heat Incentive revenues, which local 

people can bid into to support their favourite project.  

A local group made up of students, digital champions and industry computer programmers 

has been making their own sensors to measure everything from noise and park usage to when 

their vegetables need watering. The online Community Dashboard is a one-stop source for travel 

advice, local community activities and news.

…and there has been a massive reduction in CO2 emissions and fuel poverty.

TOTAL COMMUNITY RETROFIT

‘The neighbourhood is a geography and a scale that resonates with people. Neighbourhoods 

have always been a powerful and important part of how we view city-building, and how we 

view ourselves as citizens.’ (Hanscom, 2011)

The Institute for Sustainability is developing and delivering a demonstrator project in the 

London Borough of Tower Hamlets, in the Bromley-by-Bow and Poplar areas. This project will 
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Figure 4-1 The Institute’s Total Community Retrofit (TCR) aspiration starts with the premise that to deliver 

sustainable cities we need large-scale and systemic innovation. Source: Institute for Sustainability.

involve local partners and local people in transforming the area into a thriving community ready 

for the world of 2050. Local partners are working together to start to deliver that vision in 2013. 

By approaching the challenge at neighbourhood scale – approximately 50,000 people in this 

case - and addressing all the elements of a sustainable community together, it is possible to create a 

more optimal solution that improves community cohesion, health, well-being, employment levels 

and fuel poverty, as well as quality of the environment. The traditional individual programme 

Bromley-by-Bow and Poplar are being designed and delivered in a systemic and joined up way. 

They include:

* – residential, commercial, industrial and municipal properties

* Decentralised, smart, clean energy – solar photovoltaic energy generation; combined 

heat and power plants

* Connected Community – linking people, technology and services; empowering local 

people to use data for informed decision-making

* Closed Loop Community – upcycling; waste to energy plants; reclaiming and reusing 

resources locally

* Green initiatives – local food growing on unused space; sustainable behaviour programmes

* Green jobs and skills – jobs, skills and enterprise training for local people and businesses

* Sustainable transport – electric vehicle car clubs; local walking and cycling schemes; 

sustainable last mile logistics.

Two schemes currently in progress in Bromley-by-Bow and Poplar are summarised below.
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CASE STUDY – CLOSED LOOP COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATOR

from ‘disposing of waste’ to ‘maintaining and recovering resources’. Cities that manage resources 

well will accrue economic, environmental and social advantages, especially when the approach 

is integrated with other city systems. The Closed Loop Community Demonstrator will focus on 

resource retention and recovery creating local economic opportunities and value, building self-

What it is?

Currently the London Borough of Tower Hamlets has a contract with Veolia for the collection and 

disposal of refuse and recycling and cleaning. The local Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) also 

have a responsibility to remove bulky goods or waste from their property. All the waste currently 

opportunity to deliver better environmental services to the local area while creating employment 

and business opportunities for local people. Over time, the project will lead to savings which could 

be reinvested in the community to help deliver on other, new initiatives, which will help ensure 

on-going, local community buy-in for the project.

* Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and carbon footprint; optimised energy capture; 

minimised embodied and imported energy 

* Increased local jobs, skills and educational opportunities; revitalised local markets and shops;  

avoidance of resource scarcity

* Targeted increase in recycling rates from 26% to 80%.

The initial phase of the project will focus primarily on bulky goods, waste electric and 

electronic equipment (WEEE) and food collection pilots. More generally, the project will result 

in increased local awareness of the value of waste, particularly recyclable waste, which will help 

achieve an overall increase in local recycling rates.

Bulky waste

they become damaged and unusable. They are subsequently collected and disposed of as waste. 

A simple, local scheme that involves collecting, storing, repairing and re-distributing within the 

Waste electric and electronic equipment (WEEE) - This relates mainly to computers, 

laptops, washing machines, fridges and other white goods. WEEE is not currently collected and is a 

are separated properly. Setting up enterprise locally to reclaim valuable components or identify 

WEEE with resale value will create skills, training and job opportunities for local people.

Pilot estate based collection models for food waste and other materials – 

rates. Identifying new ways to deal with food waste particularly could have a number of positive 

impacts locally. One initiative considering an anaerobic digestion plant would mean food waste 

would be collected and then used to produce compost (possibly for local food production schemes) 

and energy for local homes. The plant would attract investment and create new jobs in the area.

Current project development:

* Initial scoping work to assess how WEEE and bulky goods are currently collected
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Figure 4-2 The Institute’s Total Community Retrofit (TCR) aspiration starts with the premise that to deliver 

sustainable cities we need large-scale and systemic innovation. Source: Institute for Sustainability.

* Determine the scope and volume of waste needed to make the proposition viable

* Plan communications to attract and engage residents to use the collection services

* Identify which businesses to engage with the project to provide materials and generate 

revenue as the project starts

* Identify which electronic companies could be interested in partnering on the project 

* Initial scoping work around the creation of a local facility including development of a business 

plan, and identifying potential sites and funding streams 

* Exploratory work underway to identify how to engage and attract innovative SMEs to the 

area.

CASE STUDY – CONNECTED COMMUNITIES 

Changes in government, business models, technology and demographics present new opportunities 

and challenges to deliver sustainable cities and communities. Residents are presented with a 

bewildering array of choices for accessing essential services, including health care, home energy, 

and council services. These services are often not joined up, increasingly complex, and internet-

based. While some residents have the means to take advantage of this changing landscape, many 

others may not. In many cases residents may be in vulnerable situations – perhaps due to heath, 

income or disability challenges, for example.      

At the same time, exciting opportunities are emerging to use technology in a way that can 

empower residents. By taking advantage of planned investments, in activities such as building 

approaches to providing community services while, at the same time, providing better personal 

and community information. These innovations can help individuals save money, live more 

sustainably, and enjoy a healthier and more resilient lifestyle.    
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Figure 4-3 Putting people at the centre of local services. Source: Institute for Sustainability.

What it is?

services and technology, providing a holistic approach to community resilience, health and well-

energy management systems and smart meters) and health services (telemedicine and assisted 

living). Work has started on both elements locally. The Connected Communities demonstrator 

will include the following key components:

* Technology – a personalised hub that brings together various websites, data devices, sensors 

(e.g. HEMS, medical devices, communication and scheduling tools) and delivers information 

to users through an appropriate user-friendly interface 

* Services – a ‘community concierge’ support organisation that focuses on integrating and 

* People – networks for promoting knowledge sharing, community collaboration and real-

world interaction

The system will provide seamless, active information for local people through supplementing 

their own data with local information. 

Current project development

* Building a partnership with technology providers, local community groups, GPs and others to 

start a process of co-designing the connected communities platform

* Identifying data sources including energy meters, room sensors, appliances, health aids, 

medical records and banks
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Figure 4-4 People powered change. Source: Institute for Sustainability.

* Planning for local, contextual and service information will be fed in directly from support 

services or indirectly via the management envelope.  

CONCLUSION

products and promoting public transport usage. A step-change is required to make the transition 

to sustainable cities that makes the most of limited public funds, attracts institutional investment 

and secures the passionate engagement of communities. To do this we have to approach the 

whole-system approach to renewing homes, businesses and communities so they are resilient, 

productive and low carbon.

This is not a radically new approach. It is the next increment step towards 2050 cities building 

on best practice in area-based regeneration with new innovations. As with all good area-based 

regeneration schemes, a systemic approach is critical – the aim should be to create economic, 

social and environmental value in a sustainable manner.  

However, a failing of previous schemes has been a lack of deep engagement and ownership by 

local people. It is not enough to consult; change powered by local people is the only change that is 

likely to be sustained and sustainable. Every community facing problems contains within it people 

and groups who step forward as the solution. People cannot be the passive recipients of change; 
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TEAM 2: URBAN ACUPUNCTURE

Students: Annalisa Lodigiani, Clenn Kustermans, Farinaz Falaki, Seppe de Blust

Tutors: Teresa Franchini and Judith Ryser

Open it

a Library with a Reading Garden

CULTIVATE IT

OPEN IT

FILL IT

LEARN IT

FIND IT

SELL IT
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TEAM 6: SOFTWARE UPDATE FOR BROMLEY-BY-BOW

Students: BjörnBracke, DominikaDudek, Matteo Basso, Rui Santos 

Tutor: Fotis Grammatikopoulos

BUILD RESILIENT COMMUNITIES!

* 

out’ of the region

* Community based development is likely to give rise to a self-sustained system with revenue 

staying in the region

* Governmental institution/regulations should be cautious of business models which allow to 

transfer the revenue outside of districts

* 

* Policies should support the establishment of small scale cooperative housing with appropriate 

FOR INSTANCE...GAMIFICATION

* More natural and pleasant living environment

* Common goals (to become sustainable!) empower people

* Possibility to generate savings (generating own energy, etc...)

The main challenge in raising public awareness of environmental issues is to restore the 

understanding of how the use of space and resources is related to environmental and social 

consequences. Therefore we have to connect technical and behavioural aspects to social and 

ecological value chains. By using technological developments in the built environment we could 

provoke a shift towards ecological perception. In order to encourage people to adopt technological 

devices (e.g., ‘ecometers’) in an urban context, technological devices could be implemented 

Technological devices in combination with smartphone apps and social networks to connect 

citizens to institutions and (public) services result in hyper-connected environments that harness 

the network effects and increase the involvement and understanding of citizens.
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SENSITISATION
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Source: Clenn Kustermans
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WHOSE SCARCITY? WHOSE ABUNDANCE? 
ISSUES IN MOTIVATING (RE-)MAKING THE CITY
Peter B. Meyer

This essay, a reworking of the presentation made at the Third European Urban Summer School in 

September, 2012, addresses the policy and planning pitfalls associated with imposing externally-

derived standards of scarcity (in the case of this example, scarcity of space). Whatever the recorded 

conditions of ‘objective’ scarcity existent in Bromley-upon-Bow or any other neighbourhood, 

it is necessary to address the issues associated with applying society-wide standards on a 

neighbourhood or community. The problems in such attribution of nominally objective standards 

arise on several levels, including:

* The ‘need’to address scarcity in meeting minimum physical standards for well-being, possibly 

most importantly with respect to conditions contributing to health conditions.

* The dangers in terms of exploitation of ‘scarce’ urban land of imposing external standards to 

its residents. (Another US case is illustrative here: the ‘scarcity’ – actually absence - of closet 

space in an Italian-American neighbourhood in Boston once created the legal basis for razing 

the homes, though the residents were all using large wardrobes, many imported by their 

families, for their clothing, rather than the closets required under more modern building 

codes.)

* 

some employment outside the neighbourhood and the implications the scarcity of such 

* The barriers to cooperation and collaboration with community residents in making a more 

supportive neighbourhood that are raised by outsiders’ articulation of standards of scarcity 

that they do not share. (A highly likely scenario in Bromley-upon-Bow given Bangladeshis’ 

view of their needs for space and the UK standards for overcrowded housing.)

My objective here is two-fold: (a) to sensitize readers to the difference between planning with 

a community and planning for residents, and (b) to highlight the risks that any forms of planning 

‘for’ may result in an excess emphasis on planning for places rather than people. To achieve these 

ends, this essay addresses the question of the bases for judgment used by analysts – and in turn 

four steps, comprising my major sections:

* Personal Context – Sources of Bias

* Standards – Good or Bad Bases for Planning?
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* Looking at Some Examples

* Concluding Remarks on Method and Process

intended to assist outsiders in understanding the perceived and experienced problems and 

proposed solutions of communities of which they are not members. The objective of the exercise 

here is to assist policy-makers in their efforts to work with, rather than for or on members of 

communities experiencing urban ills. In a subsequent essay, I turn to some issues of method, 

mostly focusing on the processes and pitfalls of data collection and interpretation in ‘alien’ 

environments.

PERSONAL CONTEXT – SOURCES OF BIAS

Bias is inevitable. There is no such thing as an objective analysis. While some comparisons and 

measurements may be recorded and the numbers used for decision-making, the fact that there 

is reliance on such measures does not produce objectivity since the process of deciding what to 

measure and how to do so is itself biased. 

purposes, let us look at me as an example of a bundle of sources of bias. I am:

Male

American – My cultural background includes a set of values and an analytical perspective 

that leads me to both a set of expectations about social processes and a tendency to value different 

phenomena and outcomes in ways that are consistent with my nation’s societal norms. 

‘Elderly’ – I am over 65. Depending on their cultural backgrounds, residents of neighbourhoods 

in which I attempt to work may want to please me and thus give answers that they think I expect, 

or they may dismiss me as irrelevant and not bother to provide me with data that require some 

thought or effort to generate. Either way, my understanding of others’ perceived needs and 

concerns would be distorted.

Economist – My disciplinary training induces me to adopt a methodology that leads to 

measuring certain phenomena and not bothering with others. That is certainly a biasing tendency, 

especially when combined with the socio-cultural biases of my nationality.

Multi-Disciplinarian – To the extent that I spent my academic career among faculty from 

different academic disciplines, this source of bias has been weakened. This broadening of 

perspective has come not merely from exposure to other disciplines, but from participation in 

methods from other disciplines could take the form of a hardening one’s posture as an economist.)

Experienced in diverse cultures – I am a rarity among Americans in this regard. Europeans 

by and large are more broadly exposed to other cultures than citizens of the United States since 

experience in cultures steeped in different religious and social traditions, such as those of Latin 

America, Africa or Asia. I have spent time in depth in all three areas. 

Globally, this label applies to all residents of the ‘developed world’ 

– including those perceived as ‘poor’. More important to an outsider’s ability to work with a 

neighbourhood in his/her own country is the prospect that the individual is of a higher socio-

economic status than local residents. This difference produces barriers, raised on both sides, to 

acquisition of an understanding of the locals’ actual conditions and their attitudes towards them.
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 Labels on such perspectives do not work well, with the majority 

of Democrats, the left side of the national political array in the US, arguably to the right of the 

Conservatives in the UK and other EU member states on social issues. Personally, I am so are 

conservative. I am biased toward pursuit of community and minority empowerment and poverty 

alleviation. 

Religious beliefs may form the 

basis for a perspective on the world, the importance of different ‘social problems’ and the role of 

different institutions in addressing those issues. The stronger the adherence to a religion-based 

moral perspective, the more that grounding may overcome any political leanings. My political 

Obviously, this is not a common source of bias. It is a label my 

in considering bias: the potential errors made in measuring and labelling the sources of biases 

themselves.

In effect, this is a warning akin to the old adage that ‘you can’t tell a book by its cover.’ The 

‘obvious biases’ of an observer of – or participant in – a community or social process may not, 

in fact, be operational in reality. We should not attribute all differences in observations to the 

apparent differences in the perspectives of the observers.

STANDARDS - GOOD OR BAD BASES FOR PLANNING?

Arguably, the real issue is not whether reliance on standards is good or bad. There is no potential 

for planning without some objectives and intents, and these ends can only be expressed in terms 

of some sort of standards. The important question, then, is the quality of the bases for planning, 

that is, the nature of the standards themselves, not the reliance on them. We thus need to consider 

the typical origins of standards and then some issues associated with any reliance on them. 

Some Origins of Standards 

 Standards almost inevitably emerge in part from social norms and a culture’s 

perceptions of reality and what is valued in life. Cultures can be extremely local, as evidenced by 

language dialects and accents, so standards emerging from such norms can vary from city to city 

– or neighbourhood to neighbourhood.

 The myth of the marketplace as the ‘accurate’ measure of what anything 

that can be bought or sold is worth underlies many standards. In the case of property development, 

there is often reference to ‘highest and best uses’ as a desirable standard for the appropriate use of 

land, meaning the use that would bring the highest price. But what produces the highest use for a 

private landowner may not be the appropriate standard to guide decisions on the uses of publicly 

owned or controlled land.

 The role of politics in setting standards is, perhaps, most obvious in the 

determination of what the standard should be for public participation in a planning process, with 

democracies valuing high participation and authoritarian regimes rejecting such a process. On a 

which affects the standards for local control of – or even participation in – planning processes 

and decisions.

 This term is used most frequently to refer to the constraints under 
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which planning decisions must be made. The standard imposed by constraints is, of course, that 

they should not be violated. However, nor all perceived constraints are real, and those that are 

current limits on alternatives remain in place may be misguided.

Some Issues with Standards

However rational and appropriate a standard may be for a planning 

accepted as appropriate. Planners who assume that the communities on which they act will share 

their acceptance of guiding standards for action may be in for a rude shock in the real world of 

divergent cultures, political perspectives and economic constraints, all of which can undermine 

acceptance of some standards.

Lip-service to a standard may not constitute adherence to it, if the 

costs of complying with a set of constraints are too high. Those costs need not be monetary in 

result in community-wide cooperation in noncompliance as an assertion of cultural identity. The 

failure of nonlocal planners to understand local norms thus can distort the impacts of any plans.

The ability of national planning standards to adapt to local norms 

and perceived economic realities may be the key factor in their effectiveness on the ground. Thus 

the rigidity of a standard may be a negative, despite the risk that malleability leaves standards 

one with cultural norms and political traditions that differ from those of a nation, state/region 

or city imposing externally-driven standards, the most powerful interests may be those of the 

distinct society. This issue may be especially salient in areas with a single dominant immigrant or 

other distinctive population.

Potential for change is obviously associated 

with malleability. The issue here is the ability of those at the local level to modify inappropriate 

standards through their own interventions. A distinct population group may be the most powerful 

standard in their self-interest. A standard may stand in the way of responsive planning if, for 

example, a local low income immigrant group may not be able to modify the standard to preserve 

preferred uses of space while a national property development association has that power and acts 

in its own self-interest.

Aside on an Economist’s Language

This has very special meaning in economics. It is not synonymous to ‘need’ or ‘want’ 

but refers to the monetary expression of perceived needs and wants in a marketplace. Thus a need 

experienced by a population with little money may never arise as a demand in a market economy, 

even if the need is for a resource such as food that may be required for survival.

This term refers to the scarcity of access to some resource by a population. 

That scarcity might be considered relative to the access available to others in a society or relative 

– access at a level below some accepted standard. 

This is the term we shall use for relative scarcity, to distinguish access to resources 
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at levels below societal norms but above accepted minimum standards. 

Growth – This means what one would expect – and expansion is size or quantity. 

By contrast to growth, which can happen in local property values or a 

community economy, many use this term to refer to those forms of change, sometimes including 

events and shape a desired future.

range of factors beyond those readily measured or exchanged and thus reducible to a monetary 

measure.

LOOKING AT SOME EXAMPLES OF STANDARDS AND PLANNING 

itself. Before offering US examples, it is necessary to provide some perspective on the legal bases 

– and limits – for action in the country, since public planning has a very different status in the US 

than elsewhere. 

‘Urban Renewal’ in the US is the process of clearing land and/or buildings in order to, in 

principle, permit regeneration. Under the laws of most of the US states, this process permits 

compulsory taking of property for independently determined prices (labelled as ‘exercise of 

setting in order to permit action. The standard may have the effect of promoting displacement and 

Blight, arguably, involves the failure to meet some societal standard, But that standard could 

be: (a) aesthetic (‘it is ugly’!), (b) economic (‘they are impoverished’ or ‘the site is underutilized’), 

(c) ‘cultural’ (‘they don’t conform to our norms’!), or (d) some combination of these and other 

subjective judgments. Not surprisingly, where norms differ, poor planning outcomes may result.

Boston, Massachusetts, USA

once a thriving Italian-American working class neighbourhood. The city has garnered increased 

property values (and thus revenues from taxation of that property) and, arguably, attracted more 

Whether the social costs imposed are worth the economic gain was certainly an issue when the 

planning decision to acquire and raze the neighbourhood was made. 

The process was a perfect example of the undemocratic application of a rigid societal standard. 

The South End was not impoverished: as working class it had below median incomes on average, 

but that does not mean ‘poor.’ It was not immigrant: it was ethnically almost completely Italian-

American, but most of the residents were second or third generation native-born. It was only 

marginally ‘crowded’ by then current standards of appropriate area per person in dwelling units, 

but only after Boston reduced its frequency of waste collection in the neighbourhood. The dirt 

could not hide the fact that the buildings themselves were structurally sound and well maintained, 

wither owner occupied or used for apartment rental. 

standards for residential occupancy. Those requirements, mandatory for new construction but 
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bedrooms and intended occupants. 

The South End had old buildings and a paucity of closets. The residents used the huge 

wardrobes that their immigrant families had brought over with them from Italy and were not 

resulted in the forced destruction of a fully functional urban neighbourhood. Did that rigid 

standard contribute to good planning? 

Louisville, Kentucky, USA

Louisville, home to the Kentucky Derby and the largest city in its region, once built itself an airport 

just outside of the city limits. The city surrounded the airport as it expanded spatially. Later, United 

Parcel Service (UPS) began overnight delivery using air transportation – and chose Louisville 

as its US national air hub. By the 1990s, the airport needed to expand. The three surrounding 

neighbourhoods had income levels slightly above, but educational attainment slightly below the 

local medians. They were, unusually for the city, racially integrated, and had dwelling units built 

in the 1950s that were small, only 65 per cent of the then current norm. They suffered from severe 

lower than that of the city (which itself was below US Environmental Protection Agency standards).

Since the time the homes in the area had been built, they had become hedged in on all sides 

my noisy, polluting transportation systems: rail along one side, the airport on another, and 

along all other boundaries wide thoroughfares and motorways carrying diesel truck as well as 

by eminent domain.

However, market economic measures of blight were absent. Home owner-occupancy rates 

in the area exceeded those city-wide. Property generally sold by word of mouth, if homes were 

not passed down in families. Over a 20-year period leading up to the declaration of blight, local 

than those in the city as a whole. Obviously, the residents viewed their community and homes by 

standards that differed from those applied by the city.

In a society that measures vale by market prices, how could the neighbourhoods be considered 

displaced. That ruling, however, took place after the fact and failed to preserve the neighbourhoods. 

The reliance on a standard to justify an intended planning action clearly can lead to both distorted 

application of the standard and to bad planning decisions.

Bromley-by-Bow, London, UK

Turning from the US to the UK, we can look at the contrasting assessments of Bromley-by-Bow 

Scarcity and Creativity in the Built Environment (SCIBE) project team underscores the differences 

environment by British and London public assessments on the one hand and the residents of the 

neighbourhood on the other. 
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residential population density than the level prescribed by national housing standards. The 

residents are predominantly low income. Not surprisingly, given their incomes, they are far more 

state-dependent for the resources needed to survive than most communities in Britain. Culturally, 

they are overwhelmingly immigrant, with household heads, if not children, born in Bangladesh; 

they are perceived as ghettoized, especially those that speak little or no English. (Their language 

of higher secondary and all tertiary education in Bangladesh; the lack of schooling also implies 

minimal exposure to the modern economy prior to arrival in the UK.) The area is also seen as a 

‘food desert’ with no large food stores in the community, though access is available just outside 

the neighbourhood. Green space is not seen as a major issue, given proximity of a major park and 

small green areas scattered in the neighbourhood.

By the Community, however, life in Bromley-by-Bow is seen very differently. Housing density 

is actually far lower than the Bangladeshi norm. The housing provision is faulted not on unit 

size, but on the number of bedrooms for families that are far larger than the UK median. The 

residents feel they have economic security that was unattainable in their home country, where 

there was no state provision for the needy. That said: they feel they lack opportunity for economic 

advancement, which to them often involves the ability to form their own businesses, not to seek 

their setting physically secure (which is not outsiders’ perception), but alien and they miss access 

to more outdoor space despite the parks. 

Given these different perceptions of the conditions in Bromley-by-Bow, there is little 

likelihood that planning decisions based on national and/or London-wide standards will be 

seen as appropriate by members of the community. The contrasting perspectives virtually assure 

that what would be ‘good’ planning from the perspective of even the London Borough of Tower 

Hamlets, the governing  local authority which tends to accept the national standards, would be 

seen as inappropriate by a large fraction of the community residents in Bromley-by-Bow. Planning 

based on national standards for a setting in which they are not appropriate may well do more local 

harm than good. 

Applying national standards and ignoring local insights can, moreover, result in planning 

outcomes that may be ‘poor’ even by national standards. One excellent example of such an 

outcome exists in another London neighbourhood close to Bromley-by-Bow on which the full 

force of national planning and economic powers has already acted: the London Docklands.

London Docklands, UK

The Conservative Government of Mgrs. Thatcher created the London Docklands Development 

Corporation (LDDC), with a board appointed by the Government and responsible only to 

Parliament for its decisions and actions. The LDDC was given full planning powers, including 

exceptional rights of compulsory purchase, along with substantial budgetary resources.

The remit to the LDDC was the economic revitalization and regeneration of the derelict 

and abandoned enclosed East London docks and the surrounding neighbourhoods. While the 

docks were no longer international transport centres and many buildings adjacent to them were 

deteriorating, the area as a whole was not abandoned. Myriad small business enterprises used 

pockets of space along the docks. They were surrounded by residents living in mostly council 

housing estates to whom they provided employment and who constituted the customers for their 

retail marketing. 
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The rationale for the LDDC, however, was the attainment of the ‘highest and best use’ of the 

docklands property. They were expected to apply a national standard predicated on economic 

users and occupants simply because the former could pay more. 

This turn to non-local demand to shape decisions on new land uses, however, had the effect 

of muting the voices of the local community. The loss of input from the locals, in turn, led to 

decisions about retention and demolition of buildings that ignored many of their current or 

future potentials. This was especially glaring in the case of large open structures associated with 

the docks that could have served as recreational centres. Despite the objections of, and detailed 

documented plans offered by, the London Docklands Consultative Body (LDCB), those structures 

were demolished … and later new recreational facilities were built to serve both new residents in 

riverfront housing and the workers in the new high-rises of the Canary Wharf.

The LDCB was grounded in the docklands communities and had local expertise and 

knowledge. It offered information from a source that the LDDC, because of its structure and remit, 

from the LDCB because its interest in neighbourhood preservation, however, the LDDC failed to 

accurately measure many of the impacts of its actions.

Using national standards for the number of employees per unit area in different businesses, 

the LDDC underestimated the number of jobs it would affect by displacing local businesses since 

Dockland employers used more workers in smaller spaces. Applying national data on the number of 

they lost their premises. Similar errors were made with respect to employability of local residents 

in the new businesses attracted to the area and with regard to residents’ willingness to relocate or 

to commute to work when the previously walked to their jobs. 

The result was very expensive regeneration with massive displacement and all the social and 

economic costs that entailed. New premises for the City might, alternatively, have been provided 

at lower overall costs on some of the underutilized docklands while retaining and refurbishing 

existing buildings rather than building new and while still providing for revitalization that served 

people already in the locality. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

neighbourhood. Is the objective broad strategic or is it narrow community-focused planning? That 

may determine the appropriate consultative or participatory processes to be employed. 

Planners and the planning process brought to bear on a community need to be examined for 

* 

for (a) Physical elements or (b) Socio-Economic elements of the plans.

* Sources of the planning body’s power to act – and sources of local organizations’ potentially 

countervailing powers, which may be derived from (a) Legal, (b) Economic, or (c) Political / 

Moral / Cultural foundations, or some combination of them 

* The extent to which the powers to act can be exercised by both external and internal 
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institutions. That is, the extent to which the powers are, or may become, complementary or 

competing. 

organizational context of the planning body involved remains crucial. In the US, there has been 

a great emphasis on planning through, with or by so-called ‘community-Based organizations’ but 

the label of ‘CBO’ has been found to be a misnomer.

An organization may be located in, that is placed, in a community, but not based in it. Local 

residents, businesses and property owners (not absentee landlords) may have apparent power in 

to make decisions see their roles as ‘doing for’ neighbourhood stakeholders rather than ‘working 

with’ them? If so, they are not really community-based. Even if planners see themselves as 

neighbourhood, such as the ultra-religious, the disabled or other group with special needs or 

interests.

Immigrants may, as in the case of Bromley-by-bow, constitute such a special group. They may 

have extensive self-help organizations, but may be reliant on external funding since immigrants 

typically have limited resources. That dependency, however, may constrain their ability to fully 

represent the special constituency as a whole may further depend on their inclusivity. 

Thus reliance on planning participation by even specialized interest organizations may fail to 

feasible participation’ of those being served in the management and administration of public 

programs. A similar logic might be appropriately applied to individual residents’ participation in 

planning processes and decision-making. 

Such an approach is not particularly revolutionary for planning practice. The increasing 

charrette process is not new, but borrowed from long-standing practice in architecture. It can, 

of course, provide only limited participation access and may be structured to only make plans to 

well as respond to planning problems. 

structuring and participating in the process need to determine the degree to which planning 

decisions that have long term consequences for the physical environment can be based on 

idiosyncratic factors and considerations. 

applicability of nominally objective standards to the problem at hand. Even the UN’s Millennial 

Development Goals, crafted with an eye to global cultural and economic diversity, may be too 

narrow and prescriptive for individual countries, let alone communities. Private business 

standards such as those developed by the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 

Planning to respond to a particular community’s scarcities need not distinguish between 

the ‘real’ and the ‘perceived’ since such a judgment imposes a rigid external standard. It does, 
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adaptation of those criteria to local issues cannot be good.
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TEAM 3: LET THE PEOPLE TALK!
Students: Anna Háblová, Katia Pimenova, Mateus Lira da Matta Machado,  

Rony Hobeika, Tuba Dogu

Tutor: Peter B. Meyer
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THE RULES OF THE GAME: SCARCITY, REGULATORY 
REGIMES AND OPEN SPACE IN BROMLEY-BY-BOW
Naznin Chowdhury, Carlos Manns, Nick Wolff, Alison Killing

In a plan of Swan Housing Association’s recent development at Rainhill Way, external areas are 

shaded in three colours. The light green, spread around the refurbished and new build housing 

between the two is a swathe of orange marking ‘Incidental Playspace’. 

numerous open spaces managed by other housing associations, private developers and Tower 

Hamlets Homes (the council housing management organisation), each with their own terms of 

at Rainhill Way on the map we produce. Mapping everything the council calls a park produces an 

use, interpretation and meaning by those who live there. The curiously precise delineation and 

someone living at Rainhill Way or the surrounding areas in Bromley-by-Bow as they unwittingly 

chase a football across Incidental Play Space and into Green Space?

REGULATORY REGIMES

At one level, it is helpful to consider these questions in terms of institutions and how they work 

together in different circumstances to take and implement decisions. We can call the dynamic 

and complex interactions between powerful institutions that get exercised through governance 

regulatory regimes as a loose framework, it is helpful also to acknowledge regime theory, which 

places our context in the neo-liberal philosophy that has so shaped London’s planning and 

regeneration policies since the early 1980s.

The collapse of municipal approaches to development over this period, the growth in public 

private partnerships, fragmentation of council housing and expansion of housing associations 

by-Bow. Poplar HARCA, Swan, Barratt and Circle Anglia are all currently developing land or 
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regeneration budgets are currently supporting various developments to a point of precarious 

face of any balance-sheet squeeze). As the state has reduced its role as a direct producer of urban 

so the regulatory agencies have come to the forefront as the main lever of publically accountable 

control over urban transformation. London’s complex planning and design guidance operates at 

a minimum three levels simultaneously, national, city-wide and local authority, with the London 

Legacy Development Corporation also holding planning and land assembly powers in part of 

practice and philosophy.

regulation of the built environment are as fragmented and complex as the space they produce. 

Yet the picture becomes complicated further by internal tensions in the multiple functions of 

institutions, not least the local authority, as the main regulator  of day-to-day use of open space in 

the area.The management of Council owned trees is currently shared between several departments 

(66% Parks and Highways, 10% Housing, 2% other municipal areas). (Tower Hamlets Council, 

2006) 

in their preservation and good use. They are not all under council ownership and management, 

yet the council has laudably produced a document (London Borough of Tower Hamlets, 2012) 

to assist groups or organisations that wish to hold an event on any of these spaces. Tellingly the 

advisory note runs to 22 pages, lists 19 parts to an event plan, 11 suggested further readings, 

no fewer than 11 ‘key contacts’ and 20 health and safety considerations. This is not to imply a 

criticism of those who produced the document but it illustrates the complexities generated by 

large organisations’ external obligations and internal diversity of function, ironically highlighted 

when trying to simplify the public’s free and creative use of open space in the borough. 

The recently reviewed by-laws for Tower Hamlets parks are another case in point. 

a democratic local body, and which need to retain their relevance decades into the future, the 

be productively seen in its inverse: If I cannot practise javelin, discuss, hammer or shot, could I 

pole vault and hurdle? What else can I do here?). However, it is perhaps more telling to look once 

again at where these regulations apply. They apply only in the parks. Or rather, the designated 

legalised regulations have been put in place that apply neither across other council recognised 

open space nor the extensive green and open spaces that surround the estates, be they marked on 

‘amenity space’ looked after by one of the several housing providers in the ward.

public space in Bromley-by-Bow has been consolidated within institutional standards, that have 
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been made impenetrable by the fragmented and complex inter and intra-institutional structures, 

measured (as adequate or inadequate) and how it is protected and regulated. 

are constructed by this complexity of regulation. The institutional map is illegible on the ground, 

it only makes itself known when the boundaries of regulation are accidentally transgressed or 

challenged. How do people assign value and meaning to their open space and take ownership over 

regulation to make it more meaningful or even change it?

ACCESS TO ALL - USEFUL TO ALL?

Sharon Zukin says that the essential characteristics of public space in urban environments 

are ‘proximity, diversity and accessibility’ (Zukin, 1995: 262). These features are important 

particularly as we are looking at public space in a diverse, densely populated area of east London. 

looks to draw in principles which make public space enabling and useful to those who access it. 

The characteristics outlined by Zukin are important in our analysis of public space provision 

meets the needs of the community living in the area, and secondly to conceptualise scarcity in how 

regulatory regimes affect both the provision and the use of public space. One of our main areas of 

interest has been whether a sense of ownership and belonging could be fostered without a person 

or the community owning or having the private right to access space. Public space exists to be 

shaped by those who use it; people have a right to the space and should have a sense of belonging 

but equally a level of ownership of the space.  

‘OPEN’ SPACE?

The statistic which is applied to this assertion is 0.4ha of public open space is available per 1000 

is institutionally labelled, and hence measured, present an apparent physical lack of free public 

space that is not necessarily recognisable when walking through the area. But we also wanted 

to pay attention to the apparent limitations of the space that is available. We wanted to identify 

the missing elements that lead to public space not maximising its potential as meaningful and 

dynamic space. 

The importance of open space/public space should not be overlooked. Numerous studies 

(Green Alliance/Demos) have concluded that those living in disadvantaged and deprived urban 

environments like Bromley-by-Bow, are negatively impacted by the lack of access to natural and 

open space. However, in assessing how public space could maximise its potential we looked beyond 

of open public space scattered throughout Bromley-by-Bow. This was ‘un-designated’ space, 

spaces of potential which were un-used, un-discovered and ignored in assessments of ‘designated’ 
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open space by the council. 

In order to gain a good understanding of the Bromley-by-Bow area within the context of 

the research we carried out interviews with youth and community workers groups as well as 

of circumstances around social regulation of open space produced in the community, by people, 

irrespective of the instructions in guidelines and regulations.

* Surveillance: promoting a sense of safety through connection, such as parents sharing the 

tasks of keeping an eye on young children when they went outside to play.

* Spatial ranges: determining where young people interacted and agreeing safe distances 

overall group.

* Sacred places: discovering places through exploration; the young people discovered their 

‘own’ special place which they visited regularly to play and look for foxes and named this 

place ‘Bamboo’ They associated ‘Bamboo’ with a certain level of possibility and danger which 

made it more attractive to them. This idea of discovering sacred places resonates in Anna 

Minton’s (2009) book Ground Control where she writes about a lack of open space for young 

people to discover.

* Negotiation: the potential of negotiation to forge creativity and shared interest; this was 

illustrated by an example given in Bob’s Park where a woman with a young child negotiated 

sharing space with a group of young boys who were playing football. There is an assumption 

that this very rarely occurs - due in part to the expectation that institutionalised authority 

will step into disputes - however if encouraged it could happen more frequently helping those 

using public spaces to interrelate.

* Territoriality: claiming spaces and appropriating ownership; young people had many stories 

of being chased out of areas or told off by adults for activities such as drawing on pavements 

with chalk, suggesting regular small tussles over ownership and meaning of spaces that hint 

towards potential for a more dynamic view of meaning in public space.

These features, we suggest, are co-created by the community but under-utilised through a lack 

of encouragement and opportunity. Strategy and governance documents currently underestimate 

the worth of these circumstances of social interactions. They allow people to explore the sphere 

by them, and not for them. How can we get to Lefebvre’s idealisation of social space as a ‘means 

of human reappropriation through the development of counter space forged through artistic 

expression and social resistance’ (Lefebvre in Butler, 2009; 11)? How public space is viewed and 

the understanding of social space needs to be adjusted or redressed to mould it in such a way that 

it allows for space to represent a creation/ensemble of interaction and social relations by users 

and those who provide public space. We can argue that the use of space in this way is utilised and 

produced more effectively and frequently by those with wealth or access to provision and resources. 

this realisation, and the empowerment to act can take longer. Naturally this is more complicated 

than simply those who have wealth and those who do not but what is being emphasised here is 

that public space is always under construction by its users, therefore re-appropriation of space for 

those who may not have a strong sense of ownership needs to be assisted through a grassroots or 

community led strategy. 
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The purpose then of an open space or play space strategy should be to go beyond a set of 

It needs to list a set of apparatus that allows social action to be envisioned or realised. This is an 

approach to thinking about the provision and arrangement of space as enabling, and as a socially 

dynamic concept as well as a physical construction. Making the important distinction between 

uses. Communities are diverse, consisting of a collection of identities expressing and co-existing 

together, therefore it is logical that public space will need to be negotiated. Although commonality 

and establishing common features is useful, it can be more useful to explore the differences that 

need negotiation and encourage a more relational perception of open space, making a case for 

strategies for a public space always under construction and reconstruction by its users, open to 

possibilities, diversity of meaning and shifting moments of ownership. 

STRATEGIES WITHIN INSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS AND WITHIN SPACE

When it comes to possible strategies it might be necessary to take a double approach: as observer 

importance of strategies - besides the shape - includes the capacity of a middle-man to integrate 

purposes and resources, to allow the coexistence of a diversity of visions and to navigate in the 

politics of the intra-institutional structures as well as the spatial and social of lived space.

Figure 5-1 ‘Formal Playspace’ - Rainhill Way. Source: Carlos Manns.
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‘THIS IS YOUR PLAY AREA’. MEANING AND VALUE OF OPEN SPACES

In Bromley-by-Bow,  under the private-public institutional mechanisms of ‘public space’ 

label where space use and function is determined beforehand. Spatial outcomes in the shape of 

Written boards on pitches and playground will put emphasis on phrases such as ‘this is yours’, 

insisting on the ‘right to use’;  typological use will promote mono-activity and lack of variability, 

as well as fragmentation of space and territorial adaptation40 especially from younger groups.

Kids will inherently challenge boundaries and concepts, especially those that have been 

cycle - the imposition of institutional regulation in design and regulates behaviour in space 

through estates regulation and guidelines.

These dynamics rarely promote a sense of belonging in changing a sense of private ownership. 

interpretations on what and how these provisions can be, nor allow instances of future adaptation. 

Under the existing regulatory regime design has little room for other possibilities since design 

practices are exercised under constraints that reinforce structured institutional mechanisms of 

regulation which promote ownership, functionality and object-based outcomes.

RULES OF THE GAME. DEFINING STRATEGIC ACTIONS 

FOR OPEN SPACES IN BROMLEY-BY-BOW

A strategy could draw possibilities of working mainly at spatial and regulatory level, drawing on 

Brian Massumi’s (1997) idea that an ‘emergence of codes of rules follows the emergence of an 

unformalized proto-sport’. This understands the game as a constant process of emergence and 

allows a wide range of variation of events, uses, activities and actions to appear which are endemic 

to a game.

and contain the variation’. We see this formation of power and further containment of variation 

regulatory code can arrogate to itself the ‘role of foundation’, setting only precedence for further 

game play. 

In the context of Bromley-by-Bow a strategy could have as its main objectives:

* 

* Unlock common areas and public space for other uses and other interpretations;

* Promote challenging regulatory regimes by enabling groups to establish their ‘rules of the 

game’; and 

* 

* Give access to open space and facilitate spatial resources as common assets for a more 

comprehensive approach to the area.

This might be achieved by:
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* Allowing more variability of possible activities that can take place. Variability can allow 

space for experimentation; for negotiated design processes where pre-conceived rules can be 

superseded by grassroots regulation and common sense;

* Enabling future residents as well as architects and planners, associations and other actors to 

access decision making and to participate in the role of foundation of any code or regulation;

* Participation and evolving negotiations: these can open up other meanings of space provision, 

meaning and values. It can bring a possibility of less dependency on institutional determinacy 

in favour of more socially driven regulatory scopes with their potential for an enhanced range 

of meaning and value for spaces.

* These opportunities for participation and evolving negotiations must stay open to 

circumstances where community surveillance, spatial ranges, discovery of new places, 

negotiations and territoriality among other circumstances can happen.

Some initial exploration with grassroots groups reveal many that are already encouraging 

young people to exercise different activities that are in an indirect way challenging the standard use 

of spaces. Others are seeking to implement new community-led activities in restricted open areas. 

Working strategically at the grassroots level offers the observer and practitioner opportunity to 

explore with users the impact of a top-down provision and regulation of public open space on such 

aspirations. This role can then evolve to assisting in identifying entry-points to interventions that 

can both reveal existing regulatory structures to scrutiny and open up the possibility of change.

Figure 5-2 New rules of the game? Community art, Bromley-by-Bow. Source: Carlos Manns.
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EMBRACE ME WHEN I’M WALKING: SOME 
PERSONAL NOTES IN NON-JARGON
Clenn Kustermans

After being in school benches for a couple of days and listening to a dozen people saying that 

Bromley-by-Bow is the most deprived area in the UK, I went out for a walk in Bromley-by-Bow. 

have always been attracted to deprived areas.To swap jeans in a butcher shop downtown Joburg.

To walk and eat in Belsunce, Marseille.Parts of New Orleans.Real-life scarcities, daily scarcities. I 

had great expectations. 

And Bromley-by-Bow showed its sad side that rainy day. Sad houses, sad shops, sad people 

walking by, sad cars on wet streets. A sad breakfast with beans swimming down Stroudley Walk.

Poor whites gambling their bits of money at Ladbrokes.Women with burkas and tender but 

women wearing plastic bags with whatever. No real British English but English as a mix of many 

tongues. Something beautiful. And it actually wasn’t too bad at all; despite the rain Bromley-by-

Bow actually looked alright that rainy afternoon. No beggars, no hustlers, no streetwalkers, no 

kids scraping for food. People with families and houses and yes, possibly poor and with hard lives 

in bad working and housing circumstances, but it didn’t seem to be too bad… 

Met Henry in a pub. He wore a jacket of the Belgian army and he had a four day beard. 

He wasn’t Belgian and he wasn’t very well-mannered but he was alright. A bit of a disappointed 

socialist.Unemployed, divorced twice, accumulation of things. Henry told me some things about 

Bromley-by-Bow, a place where he has lived since twenty years. You know, pub talk, not too 

personal and not too subtle. About East London, that it is poor, that it has always been poor and 

that it will always be poor. It’s a matter of geography. East London was boggy and thus unused 

and thus cheap land outside the city walls, where the industry was placed when the factories 

became bigger and unhealthier. Moreover, East London was downstream and the prevailing wind 

direction in the UK is southwest so the rich in the city wouldn’t have the stink of the industry 

in their gardens. But the working-class was placed close to the factories too. And although the 

industry is disappearing in London, the social structure has been laid and that won’t change. A 

few pints later I thanked Henry for his interesting evaluation and evolution of a place over time. 

Time to hit the road.

I walked on, caught a bus that took ages to Central London. Hopped off, walked through 

the rain-rainer-rainst and saw the speculative side of London, cold modern buildings and 

unappealing Victorian buildings (was Victoria a relative of Dracula?) and I crossed the Thames 
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wasn’t very nice to me and I begged her to embrace me because I have longed for her (London is 

and two tubes brought me to my hotel where I dried up. 

A few days later I walked through Bromley-by-Bow again. The sun shone and the 

neighbourhood wasn’t bad at all, in fact, it looked alright, I mean, it was a nice place to be. Shops 

deckers stylishly dancing down Bow Road.Et cetera. I met John who ran a coffee shop in an alley 

north of Bow Road (his name probably isn’t really John, but he looked like a John to me in such 

convincing way that it could have been his own nickname too). ‘You’re not from around, are 

you?’ he asked me when I studied a map. Some words later I explained him I’m an urban planner 

attending a summer school with scarcity as its theme. John didn’t really understand. I told him I 

was interested in how Bromley-by-Bow could be improved. Spatially, socially et cetera. ‘Ah yeah, 

I see’, he replied. He then told me he had just started his coffee shop a few weeks ago. Why here? 

Because it is ‘affordable in London terms’. John also told me about the London climate of so-

those private developments for the wealthy few who want to engage in relationships to afford 

their overpriced homes’. Gated blocks, anonymous apartments that could be anywhere. I stirred 

minds settling in poor neighbourhoods and attracting shops, bars and so forth, as in Berlin for 

example’. John said there where areas like that in London too - and actually he is one of the 
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pioneers in Bromley-by-Bow himself, you know, with his fancy coffee and all that. Some more 

words later John said there might be a lack of shops and bars in the neighbourhood. He referred to 

streets in Hackney there are blocks of social housing too’. As I went out I saw Bromley-by-Bow 

differently. Does it have potential to become a liveable place? 

Scarcity. I looked at that word in July 2012 when I tried to write an article. What did it mean, 

a lack? Less supply than demand? Or scar city as in a city with scars? Eureka! I started to write 

about a city I had visited a few times, a city with scars of a certain period in its lifetime, a city where 

I saw it: Chemnitz in East Germany. A shrinking city where creative thinking might create liveable 

creative thinking is also needed to create liveable space. Especially in times of scarcity. Although I 

than just a supply and demand thing. I am working on it. 

So.Bromley-by-Bow.

Generally spoken people leave if there is no work. But in cities it is different. There are always 

places where people will live if they do not have any other possibilities. The cheapest places close 

to factories and motorways.Where parks are scarce and ugly et cetera.To commute every day.Long 

days. To get depressed, drunk and divorced. Bromley-by-Bow apparently is one of those places 

people. 
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Now there are a lot of things to do around Bromley-by-Bow and there is nothing to do within 

Bromley-by-Bow. Is that bad? Might be. Around Bromley-by-Bow you can shop, eat and drink, 

meet people, spend time, spend money. Bow Road in the north has big and small shops, bus and 

so on. There’s a park and playground down the coffee shop alley as well. In the east, beyond the 

motorway A12 and in the Lea River valley there’s Tesco and there are businesses and parks and 

South of Bromley-by-Bow there’s a quasi-industrial zone with wholesalers, mosques, a concrete 

mixing company with many trucks, an artist colony, a sandwich bar with a friendly lady and a 

pub with a man in a Belgian army jacket. In the west there’s something beautiful too: small car 

handlers’ shops have settled in the brick arches underneath the DLR railway track - you wouldn’t 

dare to make a picture and economically it’s very marginal but very entrepreneurial. Very 

fascinating, indeed.

But within Bromley-by-Bow there’s hardly anything to do. And therefore it could be a nice 

place to live, to stroll with your kids, to enjoy a quiet atmosphere. But it isn’t. It’s a place where 

nobody wants to live (apparently). Stroudley Walk is a local centre like there are many in Europe: 

a handful small shops ran by struggling locals, a health centre where you do not want to be brought 

to if you may choose, a lot of unused space (you can’t call it a square) and an overall depressing 

atmosphere. And although you can’t really see it, Stroudley Walk is only a stone’s throw from Bow 

Road… 
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So here’s the deal: add things that attract people to Stroudley Walk. Because then the area 

business. Create a mix of smaller and larger-scaled enterprises (beside John’s coffee bar it would 

be good to have one or two bigger attractors like a supermarket or a chain shop). Just to get some 

locals in the streets permanently. Urban designers can think about the improvement of the spatial/

physical connection to Bow Road so that people walk in and out almost automatically. And if the 

side: there are more people living in the area, that’s good for safety and local enterprises. But I 

still believe that a city can ask something in return for real estate development. The development 

company can invest in local amenities too, in public space, in big things that actually cost little 

money for those who have a lot of money but that are of great use for those who have little money. 

I must talk a bit more to Henry, who will still live there for another twenty years, and to John, who 

might stay there a bit longer, too.
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PROGNOSTICATION
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Summer School/RIBA Student Charrette participants in Sugerhouse Studios. Source: Jeremy Till/SCIBE.
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SCIENCE FICTIONALITY
Bodhisattva Chattopadhyay

LET’S FACE IT

DYSTOPIAS ARE EASIER 

TO CREATE

TO PREDICT

TO PRESENT

THAN UTOPIAS (APOCALYPSES ARE EVEN EASIER)

THAN UTOPIAS (A PLACE TO BUILD OUR DREAMS)

UTOPIAS (OUR DREAMS)
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URBAN FUTURES: SCENARIO-BASED TECHNIQUES
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Figure 6-1 The four scenarios deployed on a diagram with axes Global/Regional and Self-interest/

Solidarity. Key for the four scenarios: NSP = New Sustainability Paradigm; PR = Policy Reform; MF = 

Market Forces; FW = Fortress World (modified from Hunt et al. 2011).
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Figure 6-2 Diagram of the five-step sequence of the UF method (modified from Lombardi et al. 2012).
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ACKNOWLEDGING COMPLEXITY AND 
CONTINUOUS URBAN CHANGE

MULTIPLE FUTURES AND DIAGRAMMING COMPLEX RELATIONSHIPS
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Figure 6-3 This figure illustrates the idea of considering multiple urban futures as part of change over time. 

Source: Ulysses Sengupta.

COMMUNICATING SPACE TIME DEPENDENCY: PLAY SIMCITY
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Figure 6-4 Network graph of identified scarcities/risks, potential actions and ideal goals. Source: Ulysses 

Sengupta, Eric Cheung.
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Figure 6-5 Transversing the risk of gentrification through mediating actions to ideal goals. Source: Ulysses 

Sengupta, Eric Cheung.

DEVELOPING NEW TOOLS FOR BROMLEY-BY-BOW
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TYPES AS PARAMETERS

1 

2 

3 

4 

USER CONTROL

1 

2 

3 

4 

TOOL DEVELOPMENT FOR BROMLEY-BY-BOW

Figure 6-6 Transversing the goal of new pedestrian and cycling connections backwards through possible 

related actions and effected risks/scarcities. Source: Ulysses Sengupta, Eric Cheung.
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1 
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3 

4 

Figure 6-7 Transversing the action of introducing a new speakers corner through the potential scarcities 

effected and goals contributed to. Source: Ulysses Sengupta, Eric Cheung.
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LIMITATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

CONCLUSION

References

Figure 6-8 Underlying control maps allowing manipulation of spatial policy decisions. Source: Eric 

Cheung.
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Figure 6-9 Visual representation of Bromley by Bow using the BBB Generator. Source: Eric Cheung.

Figure 6-10 Stack graph demonstrating a comparison between seven experiments. Source: Eric Cheung.
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TEAM 1: FROM SCARCITY TO OPPORTUNITY

PREMISES

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

AGENTS

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

HOW?

* 
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DIRECTION
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TEAM 4:THE GINGER BREAD PATH 
(CALORIE-BASED URBAN DESIGN)
Students: Anita Brechbühl, Joel Abumere Idaye, Nikolay Zalesskiy, Serena Maioli

Tutors: Nuala Flood, Eoghan-Conor O Shea
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DISCOVERING SCARCITY: URBAN STORYTELLING. 
TEN DAYS OF INVENTIONS, DOUBTS, ENCOUNTERS, 
FALLACIES AND WORKING TOOLS
Serena Maioli

[1] SCARCITY THE SNAKE (PREMISES)

TOOL ONE: ASK YOURSELF WHY

[2] SCARCITY AND EXPECTATIONS (IN SITU

TOOL TWO: MENTAL MAPPING
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[3] SCARCITY TALKS (PEOPLE) 

TOOL THREE: CONSTANTS

* 

* 

* 
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[4] SCARCITY CREATES A NEW LANDSCAPE (AT NIGHT)

TOOL FOUR: SELF-ANALYSIS

[5] GO BACK TO SCARCITY (A PROJECT)

TOOL FIVE: PURPOSE-GLASSES
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[6] SCARCITY IS HAPPINESS (THE END)

TOOL SIX: POLLYANNA WAY THINKING
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SCARCITY THINKING AND PLANNING THEORIES
Matteo Basso

1

2
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3

4 must 

Figure 7-1 This figure represents an ideal problem-solving decision-making perspective. Source: Matteo 

Basso.
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FROM PROBLEM-SOLVING TO PROBLEM-SETTING 

5

6, in order to 
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9

DIFFERENT KINDS OF USABLE KNOWLEDGE

10

10
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achieve 11

11

Figure 7-2 This figure represents a possible problem-setting decision-making perspective. Source: Matteo 

Basso.
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CONCLUSIONS
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CHANGING CONDITIONS – CHANGING OUR ROLE

TODAY’S CONTEXT FOR YOUNG URBAN PLANNERS

EXPERIENCING BROMLEY-BY-BOW
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MANIFESTO FOR YOUNG URBAN PLANNERS
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A MANIFESTO

We must re-evaluate traditional concepts of planning. 

We must react to rapid urban transformation. It seems necessary to go beyond 

to readjust

reshaping

We must relocate urban functions and reorganize the metropolitan area as a 

network of autonomous centres. 

We must reuse and revitalize traditional city places adapting the spaces to old 

and new needs, uses and meanings. 
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redistribute responsibilities for city development among different actors. The 

We must reduce and redistribute the ecological footprint of cities, plan compact 

mobility and energy independence and to bring social justice to cities. 

We must re-imagine, too. 

And, due to rapidly changing conditions, we must rewrite the Manifesto every 

year.
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APPENDIX
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